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LIFE'AND
.

DEATH.

BY E.F. NASON.

at Patns and

Then sweet forgetfulness in restful sleep.

voured with avidity. + It was so ‘thought- the ‘land’

‘not having forgotten to pray with all the

fal’ and so kind of the brethren
to
remember me in my illness and’ offer
‘8pecial prayer in our behalf. While yet
they prayed the prayer was answered and
my sick head was almost well again in|
the cold and quiet of our Himalayan
Sanitarium. What a joy we all should count
it. to have been at that centennial service
besidethe lake! How many. edger quescaump-meeting.

God

Mission Society

for

bless

great

the

Foreign:

their "vote

on the

guerilla

warfaro

exehangpd for the movements

ganized,

well-disciplined,

‘army. * The Annuity

Fand

must

be

of an

or-

well-directed
makes

pr.g-

ress and has done
already a good work.
During the year about £3,000: has been,
paid to superannuated ministers,
widows of deceased ministers,
£8.000 or more has

or to
while

been invested.

The

beneficiary members of the Society number now nearly 700 and the reserve

is increasing year by year.

“The

Baptist Union

fand

-

Y

understands the

proverb about putting ‘the ‘best leg first.
Its

best

leg

is

decidedly the

Foreign

Missionary Society, although that Society

is not an organization originated by, > helonging A0..or:

under the control of

the

Union. But the churches and | their delegates are deeply interested uth hi is Society
and regard it as one of ‘the. ‘chief claims
the Baptist deno mination hds upon
u
‘public’
notice. - So if missionaries are designated
or take their farewell, or make their bow
to the churches on their return from the

‘| denominational literature.

papa

BY E. 8. BURLINGAME.

ance and help in making’ reformation per- |.
-mapent. The usual methods resorted to

It is undoubtedly the hope of all ‘Who

praying woinen, impelled by divine influences; started out in a crusade against

which

“intemperate

women

are

taken

a TRAINING 16% THE Ye MANWARD.”
BY REV. axonaE

by all workers.axg employed, helped by the
fact that woman’s a
e. with the in‘where Home Mission work is most peedtemperate
and
vicious
is
generally more
The gloom of this dark month has been
ed cin never be fully and efficiently the liquor ‘saloons, going, they hardly potent for good than that of man. - Of the
greatly felieved by the cheering tidings
‘occupied, but as the whole strength of ‘knew why, expecting, they hardly knew work attempted in prisons and jails, Ho
from across the sea. The Star reports
the denominatien can be brought to what. In 1880, we find in our coumutry| specialty, promises more than the appojntof General ® Conference have been debear pon them. To go up’ and possess an organization of Christian women, who, ment of police matrons. The condition in

Memorial Hall... Soon may it be! We shall
look eagerly for tho volume eontaining
“¢ all those good addresss and sermons.
A little turmoil *mid this world’s alors %
1 shall be making no invidious -distinction
Then peace and joy amid eternal calms,
when I speak of that missionary paper
A little. watching through the darksome written by our beloved . sister who has
;
night;
:
moresthan completed her threescore. and
Then: glad rejoicing in the morning light.
ten vears, as one of the marvels of our

80. life is passing like a fleeting breath;

fo

erence both to. efoitonn reform and guld-

A SIGNIFIOANTT MEETING.
In 1874, in the State of Qhio, a band of

A little lingering on the hither side;
:
Then swift embarking, float we on the tide.

And ail ave drifting dow the ways of death,

:

at the same time putting a new roof on work is desired and resisted, ‘advocated
the dear old chapel, which has deserved and obstructed. But in the end unificaand needed it a long time. The native tion mustwin, and it will win both in
England and America. = The districts
church defrays a part of the expense.

-| tions we've been asking about ghat

A little while to wait, snd waiting, weep;

old wi, unification ‘ot Home Mission

8. BICKER.

iy

I have just een from
tron the pertsil of the
late Dr. Bitshnell’ Ss most eloquent, sugges-tive and characteristic address, under the
above caption, delivered at the: anniversa-ry of the Chicago Theological Seminary in
1868. It is reprinted in 7he Independent
for October 28, and is ° really worth the

to

stations is often such as to make it very
price of the paper for a year,
It is almost
have _ only superfluous to say that this is only one of
practice the truth that’ faith and works | unsuitable. that they shoul
clasp hands in all successful work for the male attendants. In Portland, “Me. sever-- many-—very many—good things published:
al fallen women have been vecliimed and in that excellent periodical im the course:
Master. In 1875, the ** National Woman's
are respectably married-as a result of in- of a year.
I did not, however, sit down:
Christian Temperance Union” was organ“fluences brought to bear through the
1
po- | to my writing desk for the purpose of adized in Ohio, with few definite ideas as to
lice matron,
methods of work, butewith a faith that . Through the Influence of the Committee vertising even so excellent a periodical as.
said, *“ I will not let thee go “except thou for the purpose, several railroads and oth- The Independent; nor, indeed, did I pro .
posg to myself the making: of an avalysis.
bless me,” and a determination that said,
er corporations, “having in keeping the | of the intensely interesting and instructive:
“We are right und we 10il} succeed.” In public safety, have agreed to employ none ‘address of Dr. Bushnell. It may be well:
1880 ‘this organization has held its annual
but total abstainers.
The number of pa- to outline it very briefly, but I hope all
meeting in Boston, and it so surprised pers ‘throughout the country that furnish our brethren in the ministry will read it
that fastidious city by the .thoroughness | space to the Unions for temperance matter for themselves.’

earnestness of the Crusaders, have put in

of

its organization “and the" exfent is increasing. = The efforts of the Commit.
ofits work, that a proifiinent minister of teeto secure the appoinpment of a temperthe city said, «It is the most wonderful ance day in the wéek of 4prayqr have
meeting I ever attended, "and he wns a been untiring. Signatures have beén pbYepresentative of & large class of cultured tained from all parts of our own country,
| from India, China, Japan, Siam, Turkey,
| p
AL this’ naeliog. which continued tour. Syria, Egypt, Greece, Denmark, Sweden,

|

“Dr.

Bushnell

begins by iin

Ziention”

‘to the many surprising failures on the part

of really able men in the work of the min-

istry, which he attributes to a lack of sym-

pathy with mankind. He then states some of,
the causes for this lack of human sympa~
| thy, some of which spring from the work
Prussia, Germany, England, Ireland, Scot- itself, some from the | man and some from
land, Canada and our own Alaska. The his training.
He then ‘proceeds—and this

days, delegates were present from nearly
all the twenty-four StateUnions and fiom

IBhebaeh in uplifting public sentiment, of «constitutes the body of his address —te
were at the Conference and many who were
some States where no regular. organiza: |
millions of pages of temperance liter- suggest the methods whereby we may’ be
not, that the centennial volume will “be
%
tion exists, representing a mémbership: ature circulated by these Unions can not
_
MIDNAPORE, Sept. 28, 1880.
brought into a more vital and helpfal con
published forthwith. It can not but stir
of 80,130, not including Young Ladies’ be estimated. -~The Newark Union alone
tact with mankind. These methods ke
This month has brought us both sun- all hearts ‘to greater diligence.
The field, such services are placed in the foreUnions and J uvestile «Societies, whose has circulated over- a million pages, considers under the twa divisions of man.
Some days it hasg tercies of those hundred years should front of the Union meetings proper. This
‘shine and shadow.
members number 46,094.
As the -organi- through boxes placed in all suitable: places ward and Godward exercises. or trainings.
seemed us though there were no sun. awake genuine gratitude in every -hears, | time;on Monday night two brethren, Mr.
zation is entirely undenominational, all of resort and in various other ways.
“Bénjamin
Evans
and
Mr.
T.
H.
Barnell,
Under the first division, be mentions a.
We have been passing through severe. ‘and should also incite to renewed devo‘evangelical denominations were repremong those present who
awakened living observation of men, a study or due
were
set
apart
to
mission
work
in,
India;
3
trials, and were it not. for the assurance tion ad more heroie toil. It was a’ real
by wn nterest were Mids West, a mis- exploration of sin, and an earnest endeavor
that ** all things work together for good delight to us to learn that Messrs. Goad- and the Rev. H. Pestonji, Who by birth sented.
The annual. address of the President; sionary, whose faithful labors in Smyrna
to do good unto’ men. He then suggests
and
training
was
a
Parsee
and
Fire-worto them that love God,” we might
grow by and Burns were with you on this deeply
Miss Frances E. Willard, was a paper so are well known, and whose report of -ef- that the true way to get into fullest symshiper,
at
his
conversion
a
Churchman,
discouraged. Over the west door of
the interesting occasion. To them and, Dr.
comprehensive and able in the presenta- forts to establish a ‘coffee. ,house, was lis- pathy. with man is to get-into fullest symsittimg-room hangs the beautifully execut- Sutton we owe very much, and we shall then a Presbyterian and now a Baptist,
+ Fixeny “pathy with the mind
of God, especially
with
every
remove
getting
nearer
the
|
$100
of the general work, th at Mrs, Liver tenéd to with mach interest;
ed and framed motto, sent me by a ever feel grateful to our - English brethren
of Minnesota, an educated Dani A)"who ‘is. that phase of his mind disclosed to us in
more
said
of
it,
{Ew
was
tdbest
paper
she
_ Christian friend in western Néw York ie: “for opening the door and pointing the way truth, ‘abd "Rev. J.-D. Bale took their -ever heard,or heard of, and ordered 10,000 very useful among her own, ‘people, both in the instructive text, ¢ For God so loved...
May farewell off their return to India after a copies for distribution in Massachusetts. addressing them and in jfranslating. tems the world.” He illustrates this thought
‘After Clouds, Sunshine.” That friend can into this foreign mission field.
brief furlough. The brethren spoke at
not count the times my eye has rested of heaven’s rich blessing.descend on_ their
perance literatore into the Danish, and
the
Metropolitan Tabernacle, and the Her review of the work in foreign coun- Mrs. Skelton, an intelligent German, who by the ministry of Christ, Paul and all gnethose cheering words during this month churches and their seminaries of learning
tries included the proposal in Germany
to
cessful ministers, who get their inspirameeting was roused from its proprieties
of trials, nor. how often” my heart has in dear old England, and also upon their
tax the beer trade because of its harmful is equally helpful among her own people. - tion not alone from a knowledge of .God’s
of these who-thowed marked
said,~—God bless the donor. And to-day, laborers, foreign and native, in southern and decorum by Mr. Bale’s denunciation effects; “the seguring of the malt-tax by| The
love for man, but also from the disclosure,
1 number
thank (God, the clouds are” beginning to Orissa. Their pioneers and ours now of English rule in India and severe stric- Gladstone's ministry, the passage of Sir ability in the business meetings’ SWds too which this love makes unto them, of the
ture upon the recent war'in Afghanistan.
great for especial notice’ in” this article. ‘wondrous possibilities of humanvadvance-"
break und the sunlight streams’ in upon rejoice together<in theupper home. May
Wilfrid Lawson's Local
Option ResoluThe good brother, was right in the tion, and the adoption of the Scott Act in A ‘“ wonderful ‘Convention of wonderfal ment and glorification. In clesing,he sug—
we toiléas bravely as did they.
our darkness. There
are wonderful
While I ‘write the chapel bell is tolling main, in what he said, bat his remarks Canada by the Province of Prince Edward's women,” is the way a Boston paper styles gests that the very separation from men
lessons for us to learn iu all this. Somg
:
oa
the which ministers’ work seems to involve
and
‘ devout men” are carrying to his were hardly relevant to" the purpose * Island. 1n our own country reference was it.
of these we understand already, and othAt no time durjng the meeting did the
of tha meeting, at all: eventsso ruled
may result 0 him in no loss of power pro-— :
made to the strengthening of the haw :iners wust wait till the glorious * hereaft. burial a nativé brother who this morning
enthusiasm reach such 8: pitch, as when
videdthat it #t the same time involve a #:.
fell asleep in Jesus. Mandali Singh was the *“ Evangelical banker,” Mr. Tritton, Maine, the preseniation to the people of
er.”
who occupied the chair and was much
Iowa and Kunsas of the proposed constitu- "the subject ‘ofthe Lucy ‘Hayes ‘Memorial cluser unionga: ‘God, and By consequence a
Fourteen years agb, at the request of one of the Khonds whom Government
disconcerted .y the turn. the meeting tional amendment, the reelection of Gover- was presented. Some one proposed that, constant influx of divine power and grace to
rescued from sacrifice many years ago.
as it was undesirable to appropriate for be poured out through him upon ‘men. Of"
{60k
Hi
Ba
%
.pner St. John, of Kansas, on a temperance
ing Star, I began’ the duty of furnishing He was one of Dr. Bacheler's school
this object moneys alreddy collected for this he gives in closing an illustration so
platform,
the.presentaticn
by
the
women
The closing gieollig at the Tabernacle
boys at Balasore thirty and more years
monthly letters to. its columus. When
temperance work, $50 be raised then and apt and beautiful that I Yeprogucs it en
of
Ohio
of
the
largest
petition
on
record,
but'a few, months afte Bro. Burr's re- ago. ‘How many of those Khond chil- was’ enlivened by the presence of Mr. asking for “the ballot on
there as the gift of. the National Conven- | tire.
temperance
quest, there came a letter from Rev. G. dren disappointed the fairiopes centered Spurgeon, who in spite of his gout man-. questions, and the actual voting" on such tion. Within one hour $700 had been
He says:
T. Day calling for fresh and frequent | Hin them! But ‘some, thank God, have aged to get there. He was received by questions’ by illinois women ‘in five muni- pledged, which béfore the close of the
‘“ We are 0
be always going
apart,
Lm-news from this Mission field, I deter entered into life, while a few others are request iff perfect’ silence, not a cheer|.“cipalities, where ‘“ dil of them—the high Convention was increased to over $1,000. that we may come nigh; to be. gesgreeted
nis
arrival.
When
he
rose
to
ting our Promethean fire from Above and
; mined (D. V.) to send you the facts plodding on in the narrow way. Mandali
and low, illiterate and educated, Catholic: Five dollars were subscribed in the name
speak, too, all was stilled and hushed.
our clay from below; to send dur prayers °
of-alineal”
descendant’
‘of
the
frst
-white
as they come along, be they bright or leaves a widow and.one child. His wits
and Protestant voted to close; the deam-up after strength for our burdens and flad
The
usual
tumultuous
applause
was
omit‘black. AS I often said while at hone, and has been one of our most faithful teuchman, who stepped
on. Plymouth
Rock.
below the burdens to be carried; to keep
shop over against their homes.”
;
this ers in zenanas and ragged schools.
She ed that Mr. Spurgeon might not be excited »+ The addressof wilcome was given by This was succeeded by pledges with bits in Ged’s high sympathy and bring that
ag every pissionary finds .it true,
or overcome to the detriment
of his
sympathy down close to men.
And whe, ~
of history attached, until it seemed that
Mary A. Livermore with: her usual ease
work has its shady as well as its sunny: -will work on stiil and I hope do good
my friends, should better understand. this
health.
His
address
was
not
long
but
every
member
of
the
Convention
descendTo-day
we
rejoice
over
one
more
soul
and gracefulness of manner and expresside. Yesterday all was so cheering, to-day
footing of adjustment than you? For,
was thoroughly characteristic. Its theme
ed from some one whom history loves to
look, what means yon solitary bulk-head,
jou are crushed beneath hard, heavy safely passed beyond all the dangers of. was suggested by the President's address. sion. The response, by J. Ellen Foster,
pier, tower, standing a long way oft’ in the
of Iowa, was very prettily and cleverly. ttonor; and reminded one. of the adage,
". blows, that make the spirit faint ‘enough shipwreck into the desired haven. How
sea abreast of your city? “So lonely and
With
his
usual
freshness
and
force
Mr.
“Blood
will
tell.”
There
were
pledges
to ory out with Elijah under the Juniper sweet to feel that another convert ;from Spurgeon dealt with doubtand skepticism. presented in” verse. Dr. Gordon, pastor
.80 far away, so nearly nowhere, has it not
Hinduism is safe in heaven.
of the church where the ‘meeting was held, from déscendants of those who fought at a look well-nigh absurd?
Ah, but there is
tree ;:—‘*It is enough ; now, «Lord,
He was of the mind of the Presbyterian
Bunker
Hill
and
Beunington,
from
dea hidden connection. - It is there for what
warmly welcomed the Convention to. the
J.L.P.
take away my life;” then to-morrow”
minister to. whom a lady-said, ‘There is. church and the city, referring pleasantly scendants of Brewster, Eliot, Roger Wil- it may be here, or send in hither. Yea,
re
A
A
* brings fresh heer and you gird ' your
out of the belly of that creature flow rivers
>

INDIA LETTER.

It is well our

loins for new toil.

friends

* at home should know these things, 0
that they may more intelligently sympa-

thize with us and pray for our work.

7

Your readers will bear me witness
that I am vot given to writing blue: letters.

Ihave from the first tried to

‘the truth,be it bright or dark.
Jhave been ‘some real ‘trials. this
'and our hearts have

been

sad

and

write

There
month
sore.

. I may speak of one, which has been the
hardest to

bear.

Two. of our

teachers,

both of them girls for whom we have
cared
for years, having rescued them
from starvation during the fearful famine
of '66, have dishonored: their profession
~ and brought open shame and deep disgrace upon the ' Christian name in this

pagan city.
‘have made

‘Their
our

deeds of darkness

hearts

bleed,

but,

after|

fourteen years of work in their behalf
we are by no means disposed to give
‘them up to the devil.
We shall
“+ no.stone unturned in our effort for

leave,
these

'ENGIYSH LETTER.
held

« Thén

replied.

““ Yes” said she, “I .do”.
* Then,” replied the minister, ‘there is truth in" the

CRILWELL COLLEGE,
EaGLAND, Oct. 12, 1880.

“The Baptist Union

no truth left in “the” land, sir®

you do not speak the truth,” he

its, Ruining)

land.?: As to the Bible, Mr. Spurgeon
said, “I finfl it knows more about me than
felt itself ableto invite it and so London I do myself.
Xfindit condemns me and I
came to the rescue. The session was, have to admit that I ought to be condemned.
largely attended, over & thousand dele- It searches through me, tears through me
gates and visitors being present from the like a Mareh wind sometimes and carries
country. The Rev. Dr. Trestrail, for- | away the foliage of my soll like thesere
merly secretary of the Baptist Foreign leaves; and I know the thing ought to be
session in Loudon.

No

provindial

town

to the historic

memories

of

work

done

the different

departments

of “work

‘show

the following results: Large numbers of,
Sunday-schools have appropriated the last
Sunday in each quarter to temper ance
study.

All the Chicago

publishers acceded

intense delight.

an

ot the influence of Infidelity on the moral
life of society, and the presence of skepticism in the doctrinal teaching of thechurch, The fruits of infidelity being
bad in the life and character, the tree

being, it answers to every chord within

hand.
And still better, we are gaining the
ear and heart of our foreign population

Missionary Society,

was President.
Doctor

done when it is done.

In

spoke

Book

will sometimes

And that same

thrill me

with

Tt igithe master of my

my nature ; it is a mastér's minstrel

totiches every

chord

and plays uponit.

within .this

that

heart

1know it is true,

or

must be bad ; and the moditication of old

ple of the district.

Dr.

Bacheler, taking

with him Jacoband Ram, Chandra has “een
weeks

spending. several

in ‘the ‘villages

to the morth, and the same party is about
. starting out in an easterly direction.
The Inspection bungalows that have been
erected at intervals of nine or ten’ miles
along, the main roads, afford comfortable

shelter for the missionary during this
An order of the Govern:
ment of Bengal seeured .by dear: ‘futher

* rainy season.

several years ago, gives all of our 'mis-

" gionarivs the free

occupancy’ of. these

bungalows, on the same terms as commis-

sioned officers,

Mr. Marshall

has

Been |

ain can the operations of the Society

extended as opportunity

for

work

the necessities of destitute districts

nicer it would

be

if

it were made all of quinces!—or like
the old bachelor who did not think children a blessing for he never knew any
ofre who had nineteen to. wish: for more.
If people think denominations should
unite, if they want us all to be in the
‘same boat, why don’t they come into ours!
The last news about Christianity (refer| “ring to Dr. Parker's proposal to unite om

be

and

de-

mand. There was much: in. the discusgions to remind one of discussions’ at
Weirs. The central committee does not
seem tv have an easy task. The
Associatigns” in=different
i
districts block up the
way of the Society and even make an ‘appeal a broad undenominational basis) is that
to the whole. Denomination impossible or ‘every body that is self-sacrificiog is a
‘impracticable. It was plainly said, ‘The “Christian, He, Mr. Spurgeon; would go
. Associations on the spot, in the midst of in for the pegative of that, where there is
the necessities of the population,’ know no self sacrifice there is no Christianity.”
what should be done and can do it better With SW humor ahd force did the sick
than aby central society.” So it is. the man speak. + ~~ Tomas Goxpay.
:
dias

ely

:

:

names

are

of living water.

been exhausted, pledged

herself

Maine is

true

to

Her

¢ Dirigo,”

"others

advancement has been made, many petitions |have beendgpored and much remains
to be done,
Temperance’ Bible-readings
have proved to be valuable accessions in
the work.
Drawing-room meetings have
been made useful in interesting ladies who
Loan, ‘not bg, attracted to public

temperance

‘médbings; but who will go to their friends’
houses when especially invited.
Work
among re formed men and women has ref.
HR

an
4
apa

hither

And how many kinds of comfort dues

34

yoar
fe:
the dust

ofthe finny (Phinney) tribe.
3
of your streets by showers that do not’
Many of phe city and neighboring pas- wait for clouds, preparing all your: food,
tors horiored the cause and themselves “By 3 féeding the bloom of your. gardens and
inviting ladies of the Convention to their conservatories, and filling ‘the lavers ses
for the washing of your sins.
And if any
pulpits. It was réported that forty such one ‘should say, behold there is water =
invitations were accepted. “Among the enough closer at hand, wher the said far.
off tower could have been more
easily
must notable of the meetings held was one
‘at Tremont Temple when that vast audi-’ built, it.must be enough to answer that it
was purposely set a long two miles away

ence-room: was filled

to

address ofJ. Ellen Fdster;

repletion.

‘The

of

who

Iowa,

that it might také in. the waters of the
clear, pure, ¢ entral deep, and not the filthy
dregs of the“shore.
Men and brethren,
80 be it ours to minister no gospel on the

hither shore of our mere natural parts and
powers; but to be conduit-mouths opened
far off, rather, in God’s pure, deép eternity, thence to bring in rivers of life for the

cleanging, health-restoring,
grace of the world.’

and

a half, in the presentation

that

of

points

most important and

fot

in

a

farnished for the probably impending con-

flict with Evan, after that all night's struggle with the ¢¢ man” by the ford of Jabbok..
It is indubitably true that in no way ean
we be thoroughly fitted and furnished for

zation, including its possibilities for good
present-

our great work unless
we
have “passed
through some Jabbok-wrestling that has

ed in another article.
DH
“OH

The Springfield Republican speaks

trath

late Sunday-school lesson. Jacob was well:

are often so dryly presented as to fail to

be

wholesorke

all ministers of the gospel-—is found

fix attention.
It was our purpose ®w
speak in a general way ‘of the: past, the
present. and the future of this organito our country, but that must

medicating

An illastration of the ‘ame trath—a

hold the undivided and delighted attention
of that immense audience for an Qour

of.

corporal - punishment in :the. following
manner:
‘‘ Few good teachers could

brought us into a large and: fruitful sym-—
" pathy with the mind of the Spirit; then
shall we

also

“know

what

is in

men;

and better still, know how to reach and
help them. ' Oh, that we may all get an
enlarged view of this great work of the
gospel ministry, and flod adequate power

A text-book, adjpt- ask for more than the reserved power-to
ed to younger scholars, will probably find “wield force, if moral suagion. fails. While
| parents fail to ‘govern without force,
easy entrance into many schools.
It should be very humiliating to the
teachers will find it difficult.to do so, but
Christian bodies of pur land that the Comforce remains a mark of hasty and ill-

ion, are ubliged to report that while much

at this

ample flood dispense
slaking
vers, quelling your fires, laying

in “behalf”

sometimes get ahead.

mittee on Unfermented Wine at Commun«’

- And here,

end, have you
not
a whole great city
pumping, and drawing, and
drinking and
bathing, day and night, and year by ye

Every large Mission

erring ones, and hope we may have the
earnest prayers of American Christians
for their complete recovery.’ One, whe
fell in like manner several years ago, is
"now a traly exemplary Christian wife and their share of attention, the Funds . for “himself, Ag’ to Denominationalism, peo- visiting and petitioning school- committees
her increasing ministers’ salaries and educa- ple argued against it in this way: it can and by the public presentation of the subfor
mother, working - diligently
¢ Never give up a ting ministers’ children. » The
own and others.
Hime not be right, for if it is, it might be car- ject. As a result Richardson’s Lesson|
soul" is the rule we try to keep in such Mission is in financial embarrassment. ried further and there would be still'more Book has been
adopted
as
a text
Lf
Ts
cases.
Like the Irishman who book in ten localities in Maine, and other
"|'It can not do what it wishes to do und. denominations.
While we whose work ‘it isto teach ought to do for. want of means. © The, thought that if one quince made an apple|. States are trying to prove that though
pie nice, how much

whose:

as very gracefully introduced by Miss
Willard, was one, combining rare power
School in Chicago has adopted our plan” of”
and eloquence, in the presentation of the
Sunday-school temperance work, and total
legal phase of the question from a Chrisabstinence is now
fearlessly taught, where
tian stand-point.
If ever the women of
three years ago
4f'was thought unsafe to.
this country had occasion to feel proud, it
mention the subject. Decided. disapprowas when they saw one of their namber

through the children.”

else I do not exist. Iam myselfa fiction,
beliefs to suit the skeptical ‘tendencies of or else that Book records facts in what
the time was to be regretted and resisted. it teaches.” With referenceto prayer, bation wgs expressed towards the “course
The address was a little old fashioned in Mr. Spurgeon would as soon stand and |. of the Sunday School Times, which declines
conception and point of view, but it whistle to Vesuvius as pray to God if he to provide" temperance lessons for 1881.
was vigorously written and was well rve- did not believe that there was reality in The general Juvenile work! has advanced
‘ceived. The business of the Union con- it. Hé was not reduced to such a level healthily, one State reporting 32 new Juvecerned chiefly its great institutions, the: of mental imbecility, gout or no gout, as . nile Societies. Work for the future, ,by|
Home Mission and ‘the Annuity Fudd; to continually delight in an. exercise, meups of™ Temperance , instruction
in
other smaller societies also came in for which gave no result except in "pleasing L.schools, has been earnestly prosecuted by

are kept'at the: station, " others ‘of our, churches raise only a sraall sam aunually,
company have been out among the peo- ‘and either in Ireland nor in Great Brit-

others

familiar in colonial records.
A gentleman
Frances E. Willard responded in an elo- pledged a'sum in honor of his ancestor
Eve was equally honored.
And a.
quent address pregnant with thought.
~°, *Adam.
|
"The reports of Committees representing ‘lady, who thought-all thé land: heroes had

to the request of the Committee to provide
suitable lessons for - these Sundays. The
report
says: Our
most
conservative
schools‘and churches are opening on every

his address, the venerable

liams and many

there in the advancement of other reforms.

apd grace for the accomplishment of onr
park in it by a sweet aud. helprul ‘sympathy

considered ‘government; feeble, on its ‘with Jeshs Christ’ ‘who was the more manmoral side, and denoting a low relation ful because he was so full of the. Spirit of
between the teacher or parent and pupil. ‘God. The thing desiderated is that we be.
Few parents use. it without subséquent come Israels: and so have “ power with
regret and sense that it might have been God aud with men;” we can ‘tot be
avoided.
Schools have to deal with pus | princes of God ami not bo mighuy preach~
hi hy
4
pils jn all grades of life, those grossly : ors, of his Word.:
EMER
SUNIL
TE
vicious avd accustomed to bratality | as
well as the well-behaved und refined. sAs.
j~Tun November number of the Mis
the former are in school largely for: mer- gionary Helper’ is delayed: by the ‘extra
a} reformation; their corrveiive treatment

is a subject of high importance.” *
a
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now, you are upon

HH. Respok for gil parents is beautiIt is better to suffer evil as" Joseph | -

did, than to do ‘evil'as his brethren did.
Sabbath-School Lesson.--Nov. 21.
IV. " Forgiveness.of iinjuries is a. Christian duty.
QUFSTIONS AND NOTES BY PROF. J.-A. HOWE.
VY. Evil di evil; God, brings good
Lees
RY:
“7; | out of evil.
(For Quettions see Lesson Bapers)
*+-0-¢

MISTAREY INDEPENDENCE.
. BY REV. cp.
D. DUDLEY.

Iti is Wess for any one to try

to

He hn

where, ‘many, 's ‘parental prayer

way offered. for them ny their i
HE
_and
revive
old/memories,
‘which
m
Sty
extent may secularize you, and despoilpy Devotion, The aCCOmyour message of ils unction and power. the présent means, and so ‘jointly “work, plished scholar has before his mind a pietIt may not ‘be easy to glide from the through grace, inn bringing the: Wauderer ure of such of the facts and relations of
back to God.
:

.| Secular .conversation

ful in children.

IIL:

tio Rings Piisinéss Soiic;

live

without incurring obligation.” Those who

to

an

unsuitable

worldly themes into the. spiritual; and,
Bat, should a Saughty stint” doctine
‘an abrupt transition from the one to the.
other-may seétnso unnatural and per-; the service when courteously proposed,
functory, as té repel where you, seek to ‘Fgive no harsh reply; but remind him, if
win. Go, as soon as propriety allows, it seem best, that oné day he may see the
directly into your message: Don't, be need of DrSyer peri too late.

‘being as his powers can grasp—a pictur
e
that will be added to as’ his powers. are

developed.

The devoted,

image of God stamped

Christian has the

his mind—
go farthest, in the endeavor can never’ get
a picture that contains all the facts ang
beyond
the
unenviable
position
of
ignorWHAT TOTEACH.
:
relations and possibilities of being, and
. JOSEPH AND HIS BRETHREN.
This is: the ever-recurring question ingt the dependence they can in no way:
w
PS
which will unfold more and more asthe”
bashful,
and*look
guilty,
as
if:
you
came
‘which confronts the conscientious Sunday- ‘avoid.
pa
to-invade
your
neighbor's
rights.
Don’t
move.
ages
They can not live without the. help of
* DAILY READINGS.
PASTORAL WORK.
school teacher. ‘WHat shall I teach tobring
it
in
sideways,
as
if
it
had
not
been
others
but
they
may
refuse
to
give
credit
A
FALSE CHARGE.
-M. ‘Joseph's brethren in Egypt. Gen. 4%: 1-20.
day? + There was a time in the early dawn.
It is s Seqiendy
BY REY,D. WATERMAN,
Wi
i
Don’t timidly ‘suggest that
I. Consciences stirred. Gen. 42: 21-38.
There are many familiar. intended.
charged against those who db not believe ..
of Sabbath-schools when no such problem for that help,
.W,. Benjamin sent. Gen. 43: 1-14.
presented itself. The teacher in Robert spots in daily - experience where, . over- « religion is a good thing,” and so .on.
. There is another phase of pastoral lifc, in infant baptism, that they underrate the
T. Joseph and Benjamin. Gen. 43:15—34.
Raikes’ school “was concerned no more grown independence may be seen: ripen- Spvesialns never apologize when speak- though not indispensable to success, yet purity and innocence of children. But
. ¥. The cup inthe sack. ~Gen. #4:1—13.
g for the Logd.
Si Judah and Joseph. Gen. 44:14—29.
with such questions than the ipstructor ‘ing into incivility and even unkindness.
having an intimate connection—with pas. is it not the highest tribute ote can- paySs. Joseph and his brethren.
Gen. 44: 30—34;
The person who will suffer rather than | It is not well to put many embarrass- ‘toral life and enjoyment, on which, I these qualities, to say that the little ones “
in the day-school is." The aim was to "get
45: 1-8.
a small favor hardly makes a ing-questions ; they might only serve to | would submit a few thoughts. I refer to’ are saved without the intervention of an
"| as much rudimentary knowledge of a ask for
=
more
agreeable
neighbor than the “one make your presencé&the more unwelcome. social visits, and social gatherings, such outward church, or its ordinances?
general character as possible into the
. Goniin TEXT: «¢ Be not overcome of ev, ehild’s mind during the time of session.
A very few questions will often’ give you
who is constantly begging or borrowing.
SILENT LANGUAGE.
The
language
a8 circles;-sociables, or church festivals to
but.oovercome evil with good. Rom,
12:
If you will be very independent you a sufficient insight into the spiritual state raise money. The utility df these deAnd even under the improved system of
the eye is more powerful than that of
of.
(3
There are
‘| to-day too few put to themselves the in- ‘must content yourself tobe let very of the person addressed.
tongue: that of the life, than that Bethe
pends
upon ° their . character.
Sociéil
some
whom
it
may
not
be
best
to quesmuch
alone.
Intepchange
of
kind
offices,
quiry, What shall 1 teach ¢9. Are not the
eye.
visits
may:
be
profitable
to
pastor
and
ooo
Gen. 44:30—84; 45: 1-8.
drat?
| lessons assigned and the topics on each the “cheerful giving and receiving ‘of tion at all ; the sick, sometimes ; also the | ople, if rightly conducted.
If the
timid,
and!
sensitive,
and
very
conscienverse suggested in full? But there .are many favors, is the natural sativiy of
4
astor is invited to take his wife, or fainiIn the last case, their attempts to |
“tious.
~ Notes and Hints.
some Sabbath-school instructors. upon| friendship.
ly and spend. an afternoon or evening, | Dr. J. C. Holbrook is not a very oly" =
So when one party draws.aside and answer your trying questions, may at the with any of his parish, he certainly has man;he is still in the full flush of ha
The history omitted in our Lesson whose hearts the specific interests of the
time, and in the review, occasion them
he invitation, and if he work, as the home missionary people and
courseis that of Jacob’s sending, his. ten various members of their classes weigh so" studiously avoids the help of his friend more disquiet than your exhortations do a right to.
he
breaks
the
active
bond
that
waites
can
spare
the
fio
from more important the friends of home missions in New
sons to Egypt for corn; Joseph's seriously that they ask themselves “each
them good. It is preferable, when con-accusing
them _ of coming
to spy day upon perusing the passage of Script- them as’ rudely as he‘ecould by refusing, venient, when you would make a very work it will bé-well for him to to do so. York well know ; byt he is old énough
out the ‘land; his sending them back ure constituting the lesson, what special on his:own patt, Lo perform any service.
It will usuallybe pleasant to him, grati- to have been a. hdme missionary in
Indeed it is a greater rudeness to deny personal application.of truth to an indi- fying to the family he visits.
with their money returned; his deten- considerations deducible from this porBut he Dubuque, Towa, in| 1842, when that
vidual,—especially in proposing to name"
‘church had but dightden’ members; When
tion of Simeon, the second visit of the tion of the word do my pupils need this others the privilege of helpfulness than to
should
not
so
far
indulge
in
recreation.
some particular fault, to” see the person
deprive
them
of
being.
helped.
Pride
|
time?
brethren
to Egypt “with Benjamin ;
to Towa itself was only & Territory recently
Fajone.
Otherwise, the individual’ ‘pride or common-place eonversation, “as
and
even
arrogance
is.
generally
displayset off from Wisconsin ;. when north of
There
are,
in
brief
two
ways
of
adiing
Joseph's reception of them and his inand shame may
be arrayed against your| ,unfit himself or others for’ a season of
quiries’ for" his father; the putting of | a Sunday-school lésson, as there [are two ed by such independence, and where ‘attempt. It pfiy be hazardous to rebuke prayer at the. close. Many who de not of Iowa and west of the Mississippi there
when
Joseph's cup in the sack of Benjamin as methods of. preaching, namely, the exposi- these failings are prominent not only parents, Sig in the. presence of their -profess piety, and even men who scoff at was not one white settlement;
vthey seb outta return ; the arrest of - Ben: .tional-and the topical. ‘The former has happiness but usefulness is more thor- children,and not always wise so tarebuke- religion expect this of a professed minis- there was nota sélitary settled Minister :
oughly desvroyed than by a considerable
ter of Christ. On. the’ occasion of such between him and the North Pole, or
jamin and the return of all the others been and still is the almost universal cus
| children in the presence of their parents.
lack of independence.
=~:
“with him to plead for him before Joseph. tom." It proceeds upon the understanda visit, with a man who was an open the Pacific Ocean ; and his nearest minisSee how sympathy and helpfiness, arg, Mt is sometimes of use, in exhortation,
ing that the whole contents of each lesskeptic,
I proposed before I left, to read terial neighbor of his. own denomination
Judah makes the plea.
frozen out of many homes by an. abnor- to employ the first, instead of the second
son
should
on
all
occasions
be
evolved
the
scripture
and pray, if agreeable. to was, some seventy miles south of him.
“« Now therefore when I come to thy. ser* we”
mal fear of dependence. Tender chil-: person. To say, occasionally,
him,
and
.he
replied,
‘Oh, we expect Going up the Mississippi a year later, .
vant my father. Judah rehearsed the and the sevetal texts separately: discusdren are left alone to suffer dark hours of ought to do thus and so, instead of everthat.”
As
my
wife
and
I ‘passed. out of however, he came across a foreign ‘mis
‘way Jacob had been moved to let Benja- sed. -Following such a plan as this, the
pain of which they will not speak, com- more saying ** you ought to,” may open, ‘the house, he gave us.each a generous sion station of the American Board, where
min accompany the ten brethren to Egypt, classes are instructed in the substance and
panions and ‘brothers and sisters take instead of shutting, ear gate. If the sin- gift, Mot because he was particularly St. Paul, a city of over forly thousand
© yand dwelt on’ the extreme reluctance of teachings of the Scriptures, and are built
‘thousands
of weary steps needlessly, ner refers to crooked professors, do not attached to us but he honoréd fidelity to people , now stands. Moreover, at the
up
in
the
doctrines.”
“Jacob to part with Benjamin, lest’ some
great burdens of. care are carried till cover up any palpable facts, nor stand
We
think
it
well,
however,
to
call
atmischief should befall him.” He also althe cause in which we ‘were engaged. date mentioned, no railroad had as yet
their hearers are hopelessly crushed, up for the wrong; but show the man that
got so far west ns Chicago. No wonder
* luded to the loss of Joseph as if the latter tention to another mode of instruction,
the sins ofigtheks are
a
no: excuse for His There may be occasions, that it would
less frequently pursued, but certainly as, simply for the sake of being, independ.
Dr. Holbrook, in ‘the ‘October ‘Home Mishad been slain by a wild beast.
not
be
proper
to;
introduce
religions’
worsins,
i
sionary, remarks: “Is not :life worth
“ The lad be not with us.” Benjamin effective, ‘and, ‘in some cases, more ex- ent.
"ship
but.
the
minister
Tf
Es
has
‘
not
1 should have Hoh this near the bes
But most of all the love with which
It is the subject method. The
was, at least, 23 years old. Joseph went pedient.
o Give living,’ then, in such a period ang such a
ginning, ‘which 1 now place here. Do much to do there. Christ sa
God
binds
the
family
together
dies
in
.to Egypt-at 17, was released from prison teacher; after carefully studying the lesnot that which is holy to dogs.”. But a country as-this? How glorious the priviat 30, had ruled in Egypt 9 years. son passage, upon sober and prayerful such an atmosphere ‘or is at best sadly not chat freely upon worldly. topics. on i pastor should not apply that instruction lege of helping to lay the foundations of
your way. It may neutralize your interparalyzed.
Benjamin was born before the Selling of consideration selects that special theme
too freely, and so neglect his work. If society for the vast population that is so
estin the work. Neither mix up erThe
community
also
suffers
ditectly
Joseph as a slave.. ©
*
among those suggested by the verses
invited to more public entertainments, soon to occupy the immense and fertile
rands and’ items of business with this
“Hig life is bound up in the lad's which shall be dwelt upon during the from this spirit. «I do as I please and
“If any man of them that believe not bid interior region of oir land, and of plantwork. Devote this service wholly to the
life.” Jacob. loved Rachel more than class hour. + Upon this topic, as taught by let others do the same” is just the attitude
you to a feast; and ye be disposed to go,” ing Christian jnstitutions that shall mold _
Lord. Not that it is needful to keep the
that
overthrows
public
spirit
and
thwarts
‘Leah. Joseph and Benjamin were es- the text, enforced by precept and illus1 Cor. 10—27, he is at liberty to .attend, and fashion the-imperial States so rapid| mind unremittingly strated up. to.a_ high
wr peetally-dear toi. The Toss of Joseph. tratedby exaiiple, he bestows
bat even Shon he must so conduct, as not ly rising into importance there! I marvel
his mental ~desirable-soeial relations. Here may be
Great pxcitement
caused his affections by a natural law to energies, determining.
to compromise his religion, or lead -0th- that any. young man just entering the
beforehand the found some explanation for the lamenta- $-pitch of excitement.
is
Usually
undesirable,
tending to impair
flow ont to Benjamin in a more ititense thought to ‘be presented and, side-lights ble dearth of good society and public spirit
ers astray. He should respect not only ministry, and with all his life before him} oh A
in “s0*many
intelligent communities. the judgment. Discretion in these la- his own conscience, but the conscience of | is not bhrning with the desire tg make
degree than before.
4
which shall illaminate it.
bors is every whit as important -as zeal,
those he may think weaker brethren. himself, as ie assuredly may, a felt
Although less of instruction may “be Their people are altogether too full of the
Shall bring down; the gray hairs of thy |
|
** Bat wisdom is profitable to direct."
| great American virtue, independence.
He may profitably attend ‘social gather- power for good, by entering personally
servant.” A very) touching plea. The secured from this plan of study, there ofAvoid, if possible, all controversy. ‘ings of the church, and so influence those the home missionary work.” And. ii
The very same criticism is applicable
ten is connected with it abundantly more;
‘Rarely is it well,on these .occasions, to
who direct affuirs, so to make the oceas! ‘ber, far beyond the West of his earlier day is
The pupil is to too: many churches. No fellowship,
for. old age is especially vivid and pathet- of “simpld" persuasion.
enter into a debate. - It might tempt you
no
co-operation,
kindly
labor
neglected,
sion social, pleasant, enjoyable, without now the New West; and south of that
‘je.
Anything that'ddds to the sorrows. of taiight by the one, he is moved by the
discipline forgotten, no life, no religion, to impatience and rashnéss, if your oppo- “introducing
objectionable “sources
of the immensé new Southwest, geographan aged father ,and hastens him to the ether. That the mode of -expgsitional
study is in most cases best
11 al- all from ‘too much independence. Each nent should be unfair. If the person vis- amusements.
It may be asked . what ically as - big as fifty New Englands.
graye every tru child would avert.
ited cavil, answer by referring him to the
come of it? Who
will
cti
Any that And what is to
* Became surety.™ When urging his ways be the general method of instruction member thinks and lives as he chooses
‘Word
of God. Itis well to have texts
and
leaves
others
to
the
sarae
course.
go? who will ‘send? who will-give? to we
fully
believe,
but
at
the
same
time
we
unfit
the
mind
for
religious
contéiplation
father to let Benjamin go with “them
know, from actual experiment, that the Consequently a real church on the gospel perfectly familiar, adapted to meet all and prayer or render devotional exercises plant and multiply all over that vast
© Judah said, “Iwill be surety for him;
the usual cavils. Should the ‘eaviler be
Bodily exercise
profiteth integral new part of our country the
-0f my hand shalt thou require him; if I occasional employment of the companion plan is impossible, | For the gospel spirit h ableto repeat ntmerous texts, pressed improper.
is
one
8f'niiifual
accord
exhibiting
‘its
inmethod
of
topical
teaching
will
be
found
little,
but
godliness
is
profitable
unto
all Christian school and the church ? — 4d-, rs
~bring him not unto thee, and set him bedependence not in a rank, fruitless over- irrelevantly into his service, do not ran a {-things, Literary. and musical exercises vance. Sn
fore thee, then let me bear the blame for- practically helpful.—The Standard.
race with him through the Bible, skini| growth but as subdued and cultivated,
---O
add-smueh to the enjoyment of such
ever.’
ming over its surface. Do no such thifg ;
receiving
and
acknowledging
unbounded
““ Let thy servent abide instead of thet
occasions; ard may-if rightly used be proA OOMMON DIVOROE.
SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS AND NOTES.
favors and in return bestowin 2 bountifyl- but pin him down to decisive texts, and ductive of much good. If the' presence’
lad.” There wys some magnafimity in
A.
deal’
of practical Christianity is
Mr. Farnham writes from’ China that ly upon others.
kindly yet solemnly’ leave them
with} "of the pastor has no influence to restrain
Judah.
He was not as “willing to bring
packed
into
the folowing editorial ‘ from
the first sheets of Christies Old Organ
him. They may work savingly in his boisterous or improper-recreation he has
Ask favors then frankly and sinddiely.
grief to his father as when he became
the Bhiptist Wetkly;
in Chinese are off the press. This is the
mind
long
afterward.
*
For
the
Word
Prove to others your willingness to
reason to fear that he is not just what
party tq the selling of Joseph. He was first Sunday-school book Published in
Some Christian men, occupying posiof God is quick and powerful, and sharp- he ought to be, or thatothat is no place
help
them
by
putting
a
friggdly
confitions of influence; in railroad, bank and in“ready to become a slave in place of Ben- Chinese.
er than any two-edged sword”; and the for him.
dence in their kindness.
| siirance corporations. imagine .that theirjamin.
Holy. Spirit, its Divine Author, can easily |
You can have a teachers’ Sass. and you
Jelutions justify them in Jorgemilg or
Only
-preserve
ever
that
self-respect’)
Lest peradventure 1 see the evil.
Bagh
dh gn oo
ring the precepts of Christianity.
need one to keep; up the interest; 10 the that stands ready to do as much for oth- make it sharp even in the hearts of the
That is, lest I see-my father bowed down
Te ‘‘one thing” they dois to gather all
King’s bitterest enemies. Our human
proper
point
in’
your,
gohdbl,
Have
it
ers
as
you
ask
5
for
yourself.
With, Sorrow and heart:lirgken, brought |"
_|.they can into
@ coffers of the institution °
words are nothing to the Word of God.
after the weekly prayer-meeting Af. there
BY REV. AY %; 8 SANDBORY
—[
they
serve
and
allow
as little as possible
“to the grave.
ii
ie
—
Let your closing words, as you end the
to'be drawn from them, except for their
SPECIAL} RELIGIOUS OALLS.
“ Could not vefrain himseelf. The is nio better time. Set the. hour for closeIII.
visif, be inthe spirit of your great mes-|
own emolument.
If there isa possibility
feelings of Joseph had severabstiines {: be- ‘ing and stick to it except in very unusual
BY of w HO HAS TEStED THEM,
j
they .
| sage.’ Do not let down the power of that] NOR ORIGINAL, * Very good, but not .of fighting offa claipn, however just,
cases.
It
should
be
mainly
for
the
study
*fore given way in secret; now Fug must
wholly original,” is + the, stereotyped have no hesitation in entering’into a *litmessage
by
after
small
talk.
If
you
forand
explanation
of
the
lesson,
and
should
Christigns sometimes make calls’ upen
.let them be shown to his brethren. He
igation, which the resources of a rich
get half of these counsels, do not, I pray phrase in which we often seek to detract company can readily afford, and continu“had acted the part.of a stern, cold ruler be led by the pastor or superiritendent, or families to converse with thé members
from
the
honors
of
a
litérary
rival,
and
you, forget this.. Many may like, right
ing ‘it till the unfortunate opponent is
long enough; now he would act as his whoever is best qualified.for, such work. concerning the affairs of their squls. |
“well, to have the impressions. 1é¢ down, modestly (?) assert that we have read wearied out and impoverished; If -an
—Congregationalist.
i
’
hurches
“occasionally
send
committees
heart prompted him to act.
quite extensively. We forget that suck employe ' is. unfortunate and makes an
A Sunday-school has been opened at for this purpose. - Veteran . workers’ in and to let you down, and so the solemn
4% Cause every man .to go out.” All
application, after long. years of faithful
effect may be frittered away by frivolous a charge iis “not wholly original.” service, for an increase of salary, as
"his officers and servants. Goo taste re- Wittenberg, in “the church to, whose this department may have so taken counconverse. ~ If you must, on so select an
' Decivkp, YET CHARITABLE. There is watchdogs of:a ‘company’s treasury, its
quired that the interview shoul
be pri- | door Luther affixed his 95 . theses.. At sel from above, and from their pastors,
first it had 70 scholars, but it grew sp from each other, and from observation | occasion, talk about little - matters, do’ it a vast difference between being decided officials feel it necessary to inform him
vate.
all up before you open your message. ingour views of Bible doctuines, on the that they can readily supply his place at.
“ I am-Joseph.” His brethren gave a rapid)y that it was goon found necessary and experience, as to’ render these folthe price paid him, and that in * justice”
Leave this ringing in the hearer’s ear, one hand, and on
the ‘othér, ches- to the company no advance can be made.
start and were confused, subdued ‘ and to use another church for a - part of the lowing suggestions in their case, welland
soul,
if
you
can
reach
it.
Otherwise,
ishing a diSposition to apply opprobrious Or, for a.reason which a man /woyld be
nigh, or quite, superfluous. Yet; to be‘ashamed, no doubt. “hey had felt like school, The scholars now number .
you may pull down with ‘one hand. what epithéts” to doctrines held Sacred
by ashamed to own actuated him as an indiof
whom
three-fourths
are
girls.
Five
ghmers,
they
may
be
helpful.
;
murderers all these years ; now. they, felt
vidual, a: persan ‘may be suddenly: rand
you
tried
to
build
with
the
other.
This
others.
:
of
the
teachers
are
men
and
sight
are
Tt
is
a
very
needful
work.
A
pastor
alarmed and yet glad.
capriciously.
deprived of a
situation.
women:
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_can not, usually, do all the religious vis- itemof advice will net probably be, in * WHERE'S MYY BEAN * When I was quite These are but samples of the as of
ri Come near to me.” They had shrunk
all
instances,
appreciated
duly.
But,
‘ob:
a little boy somebody gave me a bean, many persons in official relations. In
-In France at Beauchatel, where there iting necessary in an an extended parback at the announcement of J oseph.
may evince its and told me:if I would plant it, it ‘would their business life they pay no regard to
ish ;—especially, on extraordinary occa- sefvation and expérience
.are
360
Protestants
out
of
a
population
of
Now Joseph calls them to him as brethThey
importance, Not, however, is a literal i grow and bear beautiful flowers. So, the teachings of Christianity.
ren. This disarmed their fears. They 1083] Mlle. Antonia Myer has a Sunday- sions. Ouatlying districts are wont to
adherence to this course, in all’ cases, bo after admiring the symmetry of its form,| look ‘on mien’ as workers out'of whom the
suffer,
while
the
easily
accessible...are:
| school of sixty or seventy scholars. They
saw he did not mean to punish them.
| utmost possible is to be got for the least
example, it” might not and the beauty of “its coloring, I put it{ ssible money. They, reject as-utterly
"
»d shine
“ Be not grieved, nox angry.” ‘Joseph are zealous, but the church is poor, and cared for.
It is a work most ‘beneficial to the vis- | arm esgablished Christians, nor, always, into the ground, and impatiently watched ‘unworthy of them any appeals founded on
has already forgiven them ; now he would help is needed. ry Deschampes, of
) perhaps usually, young converts, in for the flowers to appear.
itors,
It aids in keeping the Christian
But, coming humunity or Christianity. Sympathy or
stall Sunday-school,
~ not have them afflicted with self-reproach, - Niort, has there a
brotherhood never enter mto their culcuthese
visits
to
indulge
in
a
little
neigh-to the place one day, I found a. green lations, = They Togard manhood in their
- Perhaps they had suffered enough of it in with two others at Souchet and Moncon- graces alive.
borly
talk,
after
the
solemn
counsel
and
Usually,
it
may
be
advisable
for
two
stalk, crowned by two wrinkled leaves, employ as little
better than machinery.
4he past.
tour. During his absence on evangeliz-|
to go together, as the Lord Jesus sent out prayer; for the: suoiling which such. and having an ugly excrescence on each Is it any wonder when all human sym“God did send me before you.” Joseph ing tours these are conducted by others.
Jno. 2: 27)4+ side. This I pulled up and threw away, pathies and feelings being ostracized that
liis disciples. One can then incite and havé received
‘speaks of the. result rather than of the
If you want a scholar to learn a nything
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means. The’ sin of his | ‘brothers was not at home out of next. Sunday’s lesson; be
caused by any agency of God. God did’ sure and tell that scholar just what you
not wish their sin; not prompt them to want him tolearn, before he goes home
"it; but when it was committed God over- ‘this’ ‘Sunday. Ifiit is the golden text, or
: ruled it. The evil the sin had done their the memory verses, that you want him to’
lrearts was none the less on that account. memoyize, say so; ask'him to memorize
« Baring. Plowing.
:
‘them, and when.he comes next week see
[4 It was not you, but ‘God. » Joseph t0'it that you know whether or nof he has,
‘was not * inspired as he spoke.” He wish- done as ‘you requested. If you want him
«ed to comfort his brethren by. pointing to hunt anything up ont" of the lesson,
out to them the good that had come from. put him on'the track of ‘it. Give hima
, their crime. But that did not detract ‘plain question to find the answer to.
from their guilt. ‘God shouldbe praised. Don't: ‘complain. of a Scholar's not

cheer the other, for, in some instances,

but unpardoned shiners have

the work may be arduous, and to-those of

tively
truth.

but a shige

hold

compara-

upon ' saving.

feeble faith, dispiriting.
And, ‘‘as iron
sharpeneth iron, so a man sharpeneth the
countenance of his friend; and ** two

en, and heartily,

before commencing

it.

are” thus, ** better than one”,

The ordinary frame of spirit, even

of

Moreover, the one may supply the other's lack of cleainess, or adaptation, or
any felicity of address; and so abate

many

gentle brother to £0 with, hin, . The cautious Mela
on, was, ng doubt, greatly

you go from house to “house. . Pray with
families, “or, individuals when allowed :

Finally ; pray over the invitation,
real

Christians,

is no

and went to digging Justily for my bean.

As was that bean’ in’ the

hands

of

the

little boy, such is foymulated theology in

oft’ the hanfls of most’ theologinns—beautiful

sufficient

to behold ; but wheh'it begins to grow up
into character and life, failing to recog:
nize it, they exclaifu, ‘“ Where's.
.my

Religions. visits of this kind

~8, 8. Times. «

should,

| comiinonly, be short, Spend very little
‘health,
More hearts pine away in secret an. time in’ preliminaries. “The
ey ' | guish; for the want of kindness from those. weather; crops,
cro
and local news should be
PRACTICAL LESSONS.
1. The young should relieve the see ‘who should be their comforters, than for mostly barred out, or despatched in ‘few
any other calamity in life.Dr. Toung. | words. : I ought to be’ evident. that,
froin sorrow.
;
:
tat

patie

life ‘can render nugatory.
rule,

which

requires

others as they would
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men

The golden-

to

dg unto

themselves have

be rejected by decent
people. : work might have embraced‘these instead
And, ni is his Yo a oN
o. of those. Second, when they are directly
taken thus into’ the immediate presence opposite to our bent of mind, the fear
of God.” It may send home the truth, to
we may. ‘have to ‘perform’ them frewhich he had just listened “in your apently begets a morbid sense of duty.
usuall

peas.
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on happy seasons end, and leave us
sad, It is soothing to reflect that. sadness

will have anefid-also; that s- the =
shine has given place to the ‘shadow,so
the shadow
will. be sutceeded ‘by the
sunshine aghip. Joy is sown for the
righteous; and

It may remind some of an early Third, when fancy has adorned another High: in heart. Y
ats
a
ae
til

imei

a

become’ indifferent to

the interests of those in ‘whose service
the éngage, and that we hear of thefts
defalcations ?
.
be are certain old precepts which
no official relations of modéfn business

‘Bear. ye one
that we see the labor and responsibility the things of other”.
another's burdens antl so. fulfil the law of
as others can not do, we sometimes "turn Olieiat,"
nt

fon making good. come Qut of evil, but | studying his lesson at "home, when: he ‘helpful to the fntropil Li ther, and, vice
but never press it when unwelcome, The to those that seen lighter, because not so
know What you mean by studying
ithe evil-doer is just as wicked as if’ God “doesn’t
Vers ui.
unobtrusive and kindly _proffer will not ‘well understood, and wish that our life]
his lesson “and you don’t know yours elf.

wid not, do this. = +
»
i Afather to Pharaoh. » That is,a wise
; .and safe counsellor.

so often empployes

others do to them) no circumstances can
preparative for this special service. A® bean?
~ °
mind fully committed to * worldliness,| DISAGREEABLE Duries. Duties be- set aside. It is still a requirementsof
Whatever resulting effect might impair careless, or motose, . would be utterly un- come disagreeable to us from three employers to * forbear threatenning” and,
to give that which is ‘just and equal.”
the benefit of the visit. If Peter is to go prepared.
causes. First wher’ they are so in the
the teaching remains, ‘* Look not
it may be as well’ for some calm and
Pray, on your way, inwardly, and as line of ‘our natural “gift and calliog®#very man on his own, things but alsoron
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£ Forgetting those things which

are

hood ; but its whole

behind

tendency

of

toward

hugging

wink is old and rejecting the.new, which
was charaeteristic of the old ‘Jewish
mind, is largely: prevalent to-day. Men
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. up the old and accept the new, when I
ined of before.
And the Christianity
‘see that the new is better than the old.” of five thousand years hence will be as

sed be his name for this—yes, we know

stant growth ; that is, & change of
/conceptions, of sentiment, of mode of, ‘think-

minds antl ‘with hearts devoted to the

ing is ever taking place.

inp

Man is imperfect; imperfect in mind,
he

©

that we shall.

Let

truth, help the
+f times when

we

us,

with

speed

+ Wé must not consider man-the

full corn

in the ear, but only the blade that first
appears after bursting of seed. Look
baék fo ‘the’ period of childhood; you
have thought,

you

have

believed,

you

have done ten thousand things, which
you would not-for one moment think, believe or do again.

You did not

hesitate,

in coming to the state of manhood, to
leave the greenness of childhood and
boyhood behind, and to look forward

the ripeness of manhood

and

to

woman-

hoad. There is no error so gross, no
falsehood so palpable, and nothing so
drying to all the springs of human action
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E
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gs than: these”

he was pastor for,
or mae

shall see’ both in life and
a
doctrine.

The Rev.

A, os ars

of teachings?

The funeral services of the

four

or because you have got

thize with the deeply

to

them;

brace what

is true, though the false ‘may

‘have bee
a boon companion and the true’
A
a cowplete stranger. What you thought
yesterday, what you believed yesterday
was good enough for yesterday; but to- day you want something
larger, some"thing holier, something
better. Men do
not put new: wine into old bottles. Whatever may have been your views yesteruy, you may be required to make a radical hs to meet the demands of your
eam
belbg. to-day.
ox
There is" a law of the
ingto which it (the mind)
ACC
»
will work rHgnt and proper in this Te-

spect; i'will

take the good and ledve

large congregation

‘gathered

to

tend the religious

services

The services were

of the

conducted

in
i

)

will, like the bee, cull out all that is best.

Thy mind wil work in this manner right
along; but it must first be unchained-—
unchained from prejudice,

‘ ceived motions;

from precos.

ble

it must assume a

deeply: af-

flicted husband. and son, the only surviving member of the family, “took h is leave
of the dear oes
;
g
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istic of a by-gone age:
"Chicago

is the freest city in

ored man,

this " oduntry.
to the

mistakes. . It was

+

the

that excited the displeasure of our alord
toward them. Thay had their Mosaic
law and the. traditions. of the elders;
Kvnothing better was to be imagined.

er ything

was circumscribed and

defined.

dn

to

rated.

‘God Wasin the temple, he was in. the
ark ; if any imagined bim larger than the
ark or the temple he would be reckoned
a heretic, because that wauld be putting
_ God outside the ark and the temple. Was
not the Jewish religion true? Yes, —it
was the best at that time, but when the
better religion of Jesus was ‘introduced
their Judaism became false. The trouble

with the Jews was that they had their
* backs turned. to the future and their faces

(efi

to the past. They were hugging the
of by-gone-days us if there:
gd dead things
Jife in them. To them anything
‘that was new, anything that was not. of
the old stamp was false. This, i3 the
trouble with many professors of “religion
“to-day,
Their God, to be sure,.is not in
the ark; but it is in the box that contains
the catechisms and "the creeds.
Prof.
Flint,of Edinburgh, in an aruele read be/- fore the Presbyterian’ Alliance
spied. * A
.church whidh

rests: satisfied-‘wit
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signs of insanity for Some years, but was. I am,” said .the deacon.
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‘nformed the court, that he bad no indict_ distinguish the false from the true: in tian.
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in the situation of these poor Whi childrem in Chicago. The author of that
beautiful
paragraph makes
provisions

new treasures of wisdom and knowlo course, when he says the
- ceived notions, beliefs, faiths, with a ‘te- edge; when it comes to loek with suspi- against this,
distinction is on “money
and
pacity as if these were eternal and’ un- cion on new discoveries and to discounte- only
brains.” It is the poor white children
nance
the
spirit
of
independent
and
origichangeable truths.
nal investigation ; when theological re- that are thrown into these mixed schools.
_ The cause of this tenacity is, in the search and theological- investigation BIR
: Wonder how our white Republican
frisnda {in the South can relish iy
a
first place, the conservative element in the last things it strives to enco
mpaign
document
as
this.
Whenever
man or thut deference with which human that chureh is not far from the terri 18
this attest is applied to Southern white
nature regards what is old and estab- condition in which ‘errors aré justified Republicans they will 27 from their par
and
lies
embraced.”
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lished. In. the second place the love.
before mi
lamentable things is the narrow idea that ty faster than they did
which men conceive toward: objects be- 8 large number of Christians have of the bayqnets at Gettysburgh. If such a calonging to themselves.
In the third religion they profess, The gospel sofof Ah
the lamity should ever befall our country,
the fault shall be none of ours. Let men
place they are afraid that what they ac- Son of So-Sher understand it_all.
of the Anglo-Saxon race take warning.
new
ideas,
no
larger
conceptions
ae
cept in the placeof the old may be false.
that which they have are to be conceived... and do nothing to bring a reproach upon
And fourthly they are afraid of being or of it§ teaching. But you may as well their posterity.
:
appearing fickle.
speak of driuking the ocean as ‘to speak
There is nothing more suicidal to hu- of exhausting the Bible. The doctrines
man progress and development than this of Christ were not fully understood by
The seating capacity of the Jewish temnot fully comprehended by Luther,
adhering to what is already embraced as Paul,
ples in Chicago aggregates 5,000.
and are not grasped by the great. minds
an opinion. A great writer says, ‘I of to-day. And thank God for this—for
The
Methodist
denomination
spends
will say what I believe to-day, if it con- thisis an indisputable proof that it is: $10,000 annually in its work among the
:
tradicts all I said yesterday.” This is the power of God unto salvation. Each Chinese in San Francisco,
The American Board proposes to~ estabbut to say, ‘I am always ready to give generation finds in it new attractions,
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are liable to do, and then. in all probability there will be no ¢‘ kicking.”
Every
body knows that there are attachments
formed among children at school, that.
Wonder :
often continue through life.
-how Gen, Garfield or Dr. Moses would

the

truth is a wrong one. It is at heart disloyal to the truth and dead to the love of it;
and once a church is dead and disloyal to
the truthjt will soon be dead and disloyal
to all that is.good. When a church loses
that love of the truth as it is in Christ
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THE SITUATION IN IRELAND.
Ig

Sr

would gppesr that it is due more to

oteraonal inquiries and the published
letters of an | American

journalist,

Mr.

James Redpath, than to thatof any other

one man that Ireland has found
which is neither the

voice

a voice

English

4

is assured a Republican majority, and
the Senate will be Republican by Vicegravity of the situation and is ‘not ‘laying ‘President Arthur's casting‘ vote,if not
wil
all the blame on the Trish people for: the without that.
All
through
"the
country
there
have
unfavorable symptoms which that ‘coun-’
try is‘ manifesting. = We, refer to the’ Lon-

been

large ' Republican

gains.

don Daily News, which journal day after

the English government respecting the
impolicy of proceeding by prosecution

Republican Congressmen in that State.
The lesson is plain and ought to W#

its warnings to

against the Land Leaguers.

As a fresh illustration ofthe way in
which the resources of Ireland are being
drained; we turn to

the" cortespondence

in the Chicago Inter Qeean, and listen to
is

South has made this result inevitable.

teachers ‘and workers of the

attached to all the evangelical de-

theme of Irish misery, Irish discontent and
_ popular uprisings on the part of the Irish
people.
:
.
;
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Another illusthation will let in

a

flood

of light on the motives which most actuate
‘the peasantry of the unfortunate island.
The Earl of Erne is another absentee
landowner. - The Earl employed a certain
Captain Boycott as his agent. Boycott
not only acts as.agent, but, taking up. a
part of the Earls land, becomes himself a
. farmer, hiring in his turn tenants. Moreover, the man Boygott becomes a trustee

many
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of our churches in the last
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and that found'so decided expression

at

of praise to take the place of the ** Psalm-

ody ” in our congregations, will, we believe, be fully satisfied by a new book
that the Printing Establishment is now
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person of Mr."Cook, and of hope that his
visit te-Great Britian might be’ fraught
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equalto_the. occasion.
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. examination.

of

various

are not noisily

demonstrative.

clear, legible type, both music and words,
ona good quality of paper, and is hand-

Thereis

a steadiness and. seriousness to their con-

duet which is characteristic of those who

‘truly feel that

a

great

peril

avoided. . Let the victory be

sotielyrhnd durably bound.

has

been’

used

con-

There are two editions of the book. the
second being an abridgement. of the first,

scientidusly, and with a due sense of ac-

tid intended
for use in social meetings,
countability’ to the Divine Providerce or for such congregations as would prefer a lighter and Jess expensive ‘volumes
through which it has-been secured.
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the

. an arbitrary system of fines which com:
monly reduced the wages to 7s ($1.75)a

week.

If a man was five minutes Tate in

“the morning, he was fined 6d. If he happened to put the agricultural implement
he was using in any place but the place
Boycett chose, he was fined 6d. Xo matter what the business of

a

peasant

with

Boycott might be, he was sure to be curs-

~»

ed or abused by him.

¢¢ He did not treat

ithem as human beings at

gentleman

all,”

said one

* he so exasperated them by

-“+his brutdl tongue and éondact that-when

they got a chance they just.arose against

+ him as one man;

but

he

is

well

tamed

mowin|’
:
inte
Mr. Redpath also relates how the peo-.

candjdate
:

The extract

is well worth a careful reading, and
concluding sentences are significant.

its

.The, British government have taken
serious objections ‘to the few. speéches

and

‘These song. manuals

its

Mechanical

are

offered and

by the concurrent testimony of all who

have expressed an opinion upon-them,
that
they are, in all respects, the best books

for use in the ¢hoir and congregation that
are new in the ‘market.
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This paper claims

Beérnbardt,

the

for so-

in this country,

and that whether lhe

scholars

Asit now is, ** in their anx-

|

whicli'

such

:

The New

regulations are
.
;

York.Zimes says of the

January 1, | convention recently held in New

Episeopal

Pacifie, will be opened on
1881. Probably no railroad event in the

that **it was nétable for its clear common sense

future history of the country can eclipse
in importance the completion. of the first

hand.

and’ has attended

to the

border of Mexico, where

it connects with the Southern Pacific.
Thence the traveler. over the new route
will take a westerly course. through
southern New Mexico and

Arizona,

will

cross the Colorado river at Yuma, and
turning his face towards the north-west

strictly to the

husiness

in

The impatience of speech-making
Has

been such that all attempts in that

direction

1:

40—42; 5:389; Wednes-

Testing

the Impulsive,

Procpastinating and the Undecided,

On

the first of these (left-hand) will be she

aging. ' Forty-three

These

will be prepared with great care and will

working * organiza-

in ‘feel that Freewill Baptists in the South
contain the results of a careful study of as many colleges, making in all one should be taught the sentiments that, the
artfcle conveys.

We have not a wérdsto

say against a person's choosing his associates, in the South

Ga

I considerably better than that used for the |.
_8poke here, to recommend that method of Lesson Papers, and from
new ° type, ——TaE American Bible Revision ComAesling with the land question. You see
constables and red couts can not
men to speak to any

other

man

work for him, and in another year,
en

laborer to work

With

for him.”

all due allowaiices, we must

cogaize a fofce in these
* chivaltie American,

ments which

and

a

A

re-

words

of the

that the

senti-

they, express

are sinking

«deep into the hearts of the Irish peasant.
After all,

‘Wnited

does

not emigration to

the

States remain as the most immedi-

ately practical measure of escaping from

the tyranny which is being exercised over

»

the peasantry?

Of course, there are

a

great many large families who ean not

; 5 rise the funds fora

passage,

but 8 they:

fo senda son over and then "a

North,

but

bought

8xpressly for the purpose

nor Christian:

The session was

held

with he

Friendship church, Green Co.,

Oct.

13

18, and at the lowest estiniate there were

6,000 persons present. Mr, Dunjee Bays ;
tev. C, H. Hart is the pastor, one of the six men who started out about
12
“yearsago-to organize the colored F. Baptists in North Carolina. Rev. Charles
Luggs preached the opening ‘sermon.
after which he was chosen Moderator and
the Rev. Ellis Dixon assistant. Brother

W. H. Dixon was elected

secretary and

Rev. B. F. Smith assistant. Each minister's standing, as to doctrine, deportment,

etc., was examined,so that the Conference

knows at each yearly session the standing
of every minister in the State.
a

~— Thursday afternoon the question arose
as to the action
of the last annual

confer-

Carolina ®hurches did not attend. At this
point it was clearly seen that something
was wrong, and it soon appeared that certdin parties had been circulating among

more

than

it

con-

tributes to the running of asmill or the raising
of farm products.

commence work

the

de

gute

appointed

from

the

reports,

North

to

the

away ail of the ordination papers of all of
the ministers now preaching in the North

-

~The article of ** Roy” in the S7ur did the

college injustice.

Free-

will Baptist General Conference, and why

effect that the Freewill Baptists of the
North would send down agents and take

CQ

Bates College.

into ‘the

these brethren erroneous

Denominational Hetos,

-

-

We have

no’ means

on, another

to

building

as

Carolina conference,and no man wouldbe

allowed to preach unless he was a graduate of some callege, and that all the
mi Bisiprs

and

taxed'so many

churches

would

dollars each

be

to support

our

Hulldings,

fitting

up

our

denomination. I will account for
all money sent me in my next aunual re"port to the Trustees, and will sead’ a copy

of the report to any persoii sending
aid.
ite
:

ship

during the yéar.
he hour of 1 o’clock had-b

3 assign.

ed tome to deliver the massa
om the.
Va. Association and to assure t heé*Confer- .

ence of its reception into thesGeneral Con:

ferenceof North America.

The

house

was crowded, and there were a few white
F. Baptists. ‘When [I “told them how
kindly and cordially they ' were received
me: and how for the last fifty years the Free-

Allow me to say that the students of the

will Baptists of the North “had ’ prayed to
God for their emaneipation, showing that

Theological school feel that ‘ Roy”~did
injustice to one of their number. - They de-

the stories that they had heard were 'untrae and contrary to the<ife-long history

the church that shall ¢#ll him after

action of the last year's Conference,

sire me to say he is ‘¢ energetic,” and ethat. of the Freéwill Baptists, the whole Conference tooka rising vote'to reaffirm the

his

and

It is graduation will be a fortdnate ong. “ Roy" to receive the hand of fellowship from me

from _prominent and reliable Freewill
Baptists in the South, to the effect that

is oneof the best friends the coliege has, as oneof the representatives of the Genwhich received them at. *
but I trust that when he .shall make us: eral Conference,
another visit-—coming so far—he will be the Weirs last summer. I could never forget the impression of this meeting as long
careful not to say things to our harm.
*° as I live. Many men and women had
oii
‘
0. B. C.
walked to the meeting 50 or 60 miles,

mittee have completed the revision of the Review, in "its position against free
the English version of the New Testa-- sehools and against the principle of indi|
yreore
with their luggage on their: heads and
ment and transmitted the result of their vidual rights and human brotherhood,
backs. Just think! ' These
brethren
» Centennial Reports.
laborsto England. The British Com. does not represent. the advanced feeling
started only about 12 years ago with not
mittee will meet in November for fina] on these subjects, nor fhe feeling that is | Printed blanks
were sent to the Clerks aman of education; without houses or
action; and the University Presses of -Ox- gradually winning its way am ng. the of all the
homes, withno places to preach in hut
Quarterly
Meetings some months brush arbors in the wild woods. Six
and mechanical execution, onr Quarterly" ford and Cambridge are expected to issue people. .. :
Sail
!
rey
2
| =
Fon
A ago, asking for Centennial
Returns from brethren assisted in ordaining each other.
UR
Si
gn no SEE
will not be iaterior to any in the market, the revised New Testament
in February,
|
each
church
through
the
Q.-M.
Tt is now Thus they started out, . taking’, God for
We believe that in other respects it will 1881. The Old Testament
will be publishod . Tue Time vor WORK, A correspon- too late for returns from
their helper; traveling for * hundreds of
the
churches,
be found better adapted to the wants of two or three years after, The American
dent calls attention to an importan: mat- but
miles on foot; some on mules, charging
in
the
Centennial
volume
now
going. nothing for their labors ‘but the ce 4 oY
our schools, than ji other published.
‘| Revisers have given, their time and ter when he says:
wanms
ibe
through thé press will be a synopsis of sion of souls, until to-day shey have over
Our
denominationdl organ’ is the labor for eight. years whithout compen saFall with its long
nights and restful these reports, and we send another blane | one hundred ministers, 62 meeting houses
“« Morning Star,” our lesson paper is the tion. . The necessary ; expenses have been days has come, and with
it such blessed
and about 70 organizations, and have fill
4¢ Star Lesson Paper,” and it has been de- provided for hy voluntary subscriptions. opportunitiesto win men to Jesus! Shall and request thé Clerks of the. Quarterly ed Eastern North Carolina with
Freewill
Meetings
to
take
such
counsel
as
we
niay
all
enter
be
the field which ‘is ‘white for
cided to call ‘the: new member of - the Any friend of the great undertaking: who
Baptist influences. ' ‘There is another conharvest soon? 1 fear waiting for the ‘at hand, and estimate the figures that ference which has not yet united with us,
family, «« The Star Quarterly.”
wid
will contribute towards the expenses tem -the
week of prayer
many a device ‘will answer the questions of ‘the several called the Cape Fear conference of FreeThe price will be the same as -that ot dollars” or more before ‘February next, of the devil. . Letwillus beall forlight
oor torches
Baptists, of about 3,000 members,
other similar'publications, viz. : 20 cents will receive a memorial copy of the first and send out our allyieg. ory for the churches, and return them to I. D. Stew- will
“The whole work down here seems like
art,
Dover,
N.
H.,
within
ten
days,
.
We
per year andi cents per quarter for each, University edition of the revised
Lord’s clans to
New | who can be againstgather. ' God is with us, shall be sorry to. publish ~ in the book 4 'a miracle wrought by God's own hand.
us? We in this cenil hope one or two of our ‘ ministers from
Testament, handsomely bound and in- | {ap
annial your,
arise and build. ‘God long list 'Q.. Ms., from which no report | the North can go to the Conférence fiext
~ Thé Lesson Paper will be pablished as ] scribed. The money must be sent to the. bas #aved two.should
with us and oge more has has been received. We agk the Clerks of Oct.; which will meet in Craven Co. ‘The
andto

be used exclusively for its pages. Tt will
Their have an attractive covét of fine, colored
force a paper and the titlespage ‘will be handor to somely ornamented. We are quite ‘sure.
nit: a that in respect to the general make-up

landlord in Ireland may be able to get

hrs

the

a pleasureto add that we have assurances

ostracism, and 1 did my best, whe

~ English press have lied about me.

or

when it comes to be a matter of studied
insult and oppression of whole. cldsges of
Effec., socigty, simply becatise” of their color,

a Bible Dictionary for the Quarter, and a ‘competent Secretaties in-charge.
«of action. I'saw Northern families driven Review Exercise.
| tive work is also being done among oto:
‘that is'neither manly
-out of the South by the terrible power ,of
The Quarterly
will be printed on paper classes.

is perfectly legal, and that is why the

3

the Christain church any

painting

without expressing the sorrow that we

tions have been plantéd the past year

that they have
learned the way
* uno reason why
‘the best times,
monopolize all the most effective methods

-it

ation.

-r-

the. isregarded

the~text and.the best commentaries on it, : hundred institutions where these societies
acted on ny advice, I old and new. There will also be Sug- exist. At twenty-five railroad centers
in the South. There is, gestions for Study and Reading; on the the International Committee have already
the devil should have all topics of the'lessons. ‘organized working hands of Christian
jb
or why despotism should
After. these Lesson Helps there will be railroad men, with reading rooms and

' landlords within ‘the lines of the law, and

$500, including the sum in the hands of
the Fioancial Secretary, is now (Nov. 1)

ence in asking admission

grounds, setting out trees, etc.
Daniel's Life, Dan1: 8—20; Saturday,— TITS
'
;
Thousands of persons visit the college
.
which
Mr.
Redpath
has made while re- and an improved arrangement. On: the An Unconditional Surrender, Acts 9: 1—
anal
“ AMALGAMATION." We can not let the! every. year. and
* porting on the conditionof thingsin that opposite page wil
the condition of our
bé l
Notes and Expla- 9; Phil. 3:7—9. The outlook over the article pass, which we print on ‘an insidd
buildings and grounds does not speak well
country; as this correspondent himself | nations, sufficiently fall to be of pragtical field of Association work is very encourpage under the head of &* Amalgamation,” for our

Herald : + The trouble is that I have
‘ "shown the peasantry how to fight the

Freedmen, which: will be due on the’ first
day of December, i§ $L,2007 ud only

the ministers, churches and schools in tlie
North. At this point-I was called upon
for an explanation and wheg
I was
he will hit the north’ and south roads. of | “ The fool hath sald in his heart, There through the whole
hiouse was
ced to
California which wjll “tiike him to San i$ no God.” "I am not a fool in this senses know that those bad reports were false.
Francisco. To go from Chicago by one for I say in my heart of hearts, there~ts~a * Friday mornin the work of reading
of the Pacific routes and return by the God—a God, too, who answers prayer. the letters from e churches was .commenced.
Every church is represented in:
other, will doubtless be a favorite method And I write this to ask our friéndsito re- the
Conference by its-pastor,one delegate
member
the
college
in
prayer
at this time and a letter.
with tourists.
However; as business
All churches’ are required

11—16; Eph: 3: 14; Friday,—Crisis in expectations as to commerce.

matter which has been heretofore given
n the Lesson Leaf, with some additions

says in a letter to the Editor of the Bostdn | value in the study of the lesson.

the

beyond “strict necessity were
abandoned.”
This-is high praisé enough, for much talk and

speech-muking does not carry on. the affairs. of

erly through the Territory of New Mexico |
almost

York city

and practical energy. It hus had plentyof push

ofithe State of Kansas, cuts agross the
south-east corner of Colorado,then south-

including .the salary of

that:

shameless

is now parading herseif

company. 1 thesciénce upon

length

full ‘remittance,

Mission Society has, made for, home
mission work, including work among

in.

iety for the health of their children, women
are led to pay considerable attention to sanita['T¥ Tégulations. without understanding much of

announces that a new line to | based.”

Mississippi, this line traverses the

USNC

i Our next remittance to India should
be.
‘made on the 25th day of this month.
A

~The North

be boys or girls.

not dimish the significance of this second
all rail connection between the
Sa

©

The Next India Remittance.

"
in
tions of the people, rich and poor, can be: depended upon..
Oarolina. Conference."
No doubt
the sale-custom
which has prevailed ‘has done much to thin :
out Protestant congregations.” . <u
oe “rege
“Rev. J, WW. Dunjee reports attendance
“Freewill Baptists are not a theater-going peo-,| at the last session of the Eastern
North
ple, so it would perhaps be needless to ex- Carolina Conference
of Freewill Baptists,
press the hope that they will in nO Way eoun- as a delega
te from the Virginia Associ

1

Pacific railroads in 1869. Yet that should

Worth Co,

in the treasury, EN
a
ae
.
;
«
S1La8
Curtis
,
Treasu
rer,
‘itis not necessary to sell church privileges to
¥
supply the treasury. ' The free-will contribu- 4. Concord, N:.H,, Nov, 1,,1880,
free church sittings.™

cial recognition

San Francisco, by the way of the Southern

Va,

West

George.

quirterly appropriations which our Home

direct cost of the liquor-traflic to the ation ev-ery twelve matiths.
| The Western
Christian Advocate favors

wy

railroad

Winchester,
White Co.

of more consequence ‘than —algo, as ‘ faith without works. is dead, to send their!yearly mission money in the
Luke pleasure, the. southern
gute to, the ‘being alone,” to ask them to send me a letter to the Conference, and to. my sur9137-62; Thursday,—A Young Man Pacifie; together with the southern lines few hundred dollars—I avish I had'a thou- prise every. church in the connection send
who obeyed the voice of Christ, ‘Luke 7: into Mekico, now building, leads to gréat sand—to be expended in ‘repairing and a donation and nearly every church in the
Conference had made gains in member-

After this will follow the Lesson Helps,

each lesson

& Santa

positively

ayne Co,, Ia,

Weare.

Westmoreland,

needed on the 25th inst. |
at
The amouht necessary to meet

war claims” of §1,500,000,000.amount to just the,

Half a cen-

not at all, on any terms.”

Wayne Co., Ill.

,

There is now (Nov, 1) including all ®oney in the hands of the Financial Secretary,
only 8900 towards meeting what will be

po~

all our friends understand.
What we, are
to don order to'goonas-we are, is the
the Best "will reach the town of Los Angeles, where | great question.
:
:

Order of Exercises, containing brief forms
for opening and closing a session of the

school.

Advecaté

sum whieh is computased
the : direct sud

courtesan Who

TOPIOS.

The number for the First Quarter of with the week following (Nov. 14—20) is
1881 will comtain thirty-two pages, the set/apart as a season of prayer. for young
pages to be a little larger than. those of men and Christian work in “their behalf,
The International. Committee have rethe Lesson Paper now in use.
ET
On the first page there will be, after an cently issued a call containing the folappropriate heading, a list of the lessons lowing topics for meetings each day of
for the Quarter, a brief article of greeting the week: Nov. 14, Sunday’ Morning,—
to those who are expected to be its friends, Workers Together with Him—their Spirit,
some suggestions, as to certain practical 2 Cor. 6: 1—10; Afternoon,— Bringing
-mattets in Sunday-school work, and an one’s Friendsto Jesus, Luke 5: 1726;

Temperance

Washington.

“Warren & Clinton,

Lawrance. .

nearer

The Hour advanees the opinion that sanitytury ago a Dissenter coul#t only be ip
| ryacience ’ should form a distinct: part of edu-,
Parliament on sufferance, and a Papist
| cation at school,

Topeka

conviction of the committee, strengthened

for popular
fi

‘ple tamed” Boycott. We refer the ' troduction to the Book of Luke
reader to the inside of this paper where lessons of the QuaMer.

the account is given in full.

book,

commended to our churches ia the firm

that thie wants of our schools will Be fully

met by the new
favor..

larger

National

y

& Quincey.

London.
a

has

litely asks the political papers to copy the significant item that the so-called * Southern

tenance Miss Sara

——ALTHOUGH there remaifis’ about 150
from miles of track to be laid, yet the Acthison,

{ualities arein no sense inferior to it.

The

~

James River,
Jefferson-Co.,, Kan:

Wik
who

a

Unioh,
Yan Buren.

Mrs. J. Phillips, nowin this country,
with
some incidental expenses, requires $2,400
,

heaven. This isn’t the only person who is yet
blind to the interior truth that the * kingdom
of God is within you,”
= 2

the street to find

could.

Huntington

the Mis.
Baptist

ton, Oregon, in order that he may live

house’—a publie one was out of ‘the ques-

they

Hawkins Co,

built a house on’posts forty feet high at Plymp-

tion—constables were set on, and suspectshelter where

Gibson.

Huncock

churches:
me
"The newspapits speak of ‘a man

So. River,
Taga,

Freeborn."
Fort Scott.

Lake

=

Sg Croix,

Freedom.

Franklin.

Johuson,

|

Shiloh.
Rpofford.

...

Union,of Towa, has been making inquiries and
reports only ten out of ninety-seven churches,

-

Orceola.

East. Baton Rouge.

Grand Rapids.

that in Home Mission fields west® of
sissippi there
are 785
houseless

strictions, to use parish churchiés for their

ed Papists hunted down

Enosburg.
Erie,

“ I think it best not to dispute where

*

»

Oxford..
= Oswego.
/Rensselaer. River Raisin.
t River.
_Spriugfield.
Tris
‘ca & Huron,

there Is no, probability-8f convincing.”
:
The Woman's State Christian Temperance

The Close Baptist Home Mission people
have a large work before them in at least one
, diréction. Careful ‘estimates reveal the fact

Baptist Selection of Spiritiial Songs,” and
has been chosen by a committee appoint- ——DEAN STANLEY
is'in favor of permited by the Corporators, aftér a carefal and, ting Nonconformists, under
certain re-

Gel

addi

Prominent Lutherans are considering the
feasibility of a Pan<Eutheran council to be held
al, Wittenberg, Germany.
i
i

‘is in good health.

1

Little

Corinth.
Cattaraugus.
Crawford.
| Clinch River.
Edgecomb.
Ellsworth. =
Exeter.

A pleasant picture is drawn of Whittier in
his old age. Itis said of the poet that he
spends much of his timeout of doors, walks
a great deal, ‘writes whe#t he feels like it, and

tence for one man to stand under, but all

:

‘Cuss'& Berrien.

The somewkat remarkable fact is reported

that a colporteur in Japan recently §old over

commnuion.

of multitudes in this age of doubters and
of doubt.” That is considerable of a sen-

turer,

-been printed, and are now beliig’ circulated.

heard from as using the ferménted vine at

with untold good, in confirming the faith

that have seen the famous

Angola.

Scioto,
Summ
:
Hier: a
ie
pple
River.
ooney
“Bowdoin.”
Melina: Pring.
Big Lvy,
. Mound ity.
Blue
Earth Val ley:
McHenry.
Branch,,
-.° Tapia
fe
Carbondale,
- Norfolk Co. .
€hain Lake,
-New Orleans.
Cairo,
» Oceana.

. BRIEF NOTES.

remark:

expres-

fi)
they

ed as making no reports:

The wisdom of Whitefield was shown by the

around Mr. Williams’ hospitable board,

for ‘the ‘churches, and

will be publish ed as - estimagg
gpand thos

The minutes of the Central Association have

1,000 Bibles in one week, ©

blanks

e
that take no notice of them,
will be mark.

books, they have forty thousand of them packed on the shelves of the British Museum. -

nominations, and others qniside any recognized denominational lines, gathered
and vied with each other

the last General Conference, for a manual

Our readers have already learned that
arrangements have been made for the
publication of a ** Sunday School .Quar« of the place and, like the vast majority terly,” similar in its. general
"
character
+ of the local magistrates, uses the power and purposes to those now before the
vested in him by the British government public, with which Sunday-school workers
to oppress the “people. Exereising this are already familiar. There has been a
_Power:so as to promote his own interest, growing demand in our churches for this
Boycott compelted the peasantry on the work, and” it is confidently believed

“arl’s estate to work for 1s 6d a day, or
95 (82.25) a week. But he established

the following Q. Ms. to esti
mate, and

the

Wiiéther.
or not the Exglish read American

of ‘thankfulness to God for his dis.| sion
OK
BO
E
TUN
AND
N
HYM
EW
AN
tinct
gift
to thé Church Universal ‘in the
The strong wish that has come from so

will be repeated as often as the same cirtime

prominent

books in the market, and with the full own religious services at hours which
absentee, Lord Kilmaine, has probably a power? + If it is true to its “ideal, ‘if ‘it belief that its use will contribute toa would
not interfere -with any regular
rental of about $50,000. for which "he |. keeps its hands from corruption, if it pur- more inspiring and profitable experiegee sérvice. He has
ascertained
that™ it
+ gives no return to the country for this sues soberly and faithfully the -course of the office and eifects of song in the would not
be
illegal
to
do
this,
and he
great drain of “its resources. Moreover, that its illustrious leaders have marked praise of God.SR
pn
tried it in Westminster Abby. The Dein.
out
for
it,
if
it
goes
forward
to protect |, To the lovers of the ‘* Psalmody ‘and is not to
it is also said of this same nobleman that
be classed among those who hifvhe took no interest in his tenants during each citizen and class in all the rights the ¢¢ Christian Melody” it will not séem ing reached
eminent places in a religious
it have been so dearly purchased for it, to he an entirely new book, forit contans
' the late famine, not giving a shilling for
organization forget that outside of themif
it
proves
itself still to be, the “party of ‘many of the old and’standard hymas that
their relief last winter, although, as the
selves there may be honesty of: opinion
most of his estate is let in small holdings, liberty, equality and progress, then will through long use and by their 0wh sweet- which shguld
‘not be suppressed.: The.
nearly all his tenants had to be supported it retain the confidence of the people #nd ness and beauty Have éndeared themselves
advaneein England of religious liberty is
receive their continued support. Other to 80 many of ourpeople. ©
by charity.
;
; WE
2 rio | pietured-in
the following sentence or two
Then when we come to cohsider the wise-—tiave we not the situation of four
The introduction of a’ desirable nomber taken from thé London
Times:
* Two
positive acts of cruelty and tyranny practic- years ago to show us what to expect if of the best modern hymns and tanes,
‘centuries ago Noneonformists could not
be not kept ?
ed upon tenants by landholders who are this faith
adapted specially to revival work; and to meet for \public - worship.
They could
Nothing so shows the sincerity of the the prayer and conference room.
not satisfied witha negative indifference,
is. an only meet in holes and ‘corners, in back
and the cases of ejectment, etc.," etc., we people in their previous efforts forsuch a additional excellence that could ‘mot well
parlors and. haylofts, on the sly and as
shall not findit difficult to arrive at-the result as has been secured, asthe sobrie- be spared.
io
i
‘law-break
ers. ‘Only a century ago, upon’
conclusion that we are to ‘hear more be- -ty, quietness and gratitude with which it
The mechanical appearance ofthe book
fore we may expect to hear less on the is received. People are glad, but they is every way gratifying. It is printed in the least suspicion of a private « mass-

Sr

Pr

no reason to be dissatisfied with the wel-

day

better, but we

+b

cumstances call for it. In the shadow ‘of able to offer.
such rebuke and defeat, will not the party
~The "book

and to learn wisdom?

brought

and we

those who haye long been calling for it,

The Republican party has now its great
a Toryylord living in London and yery
* rarelyivisiting
his estates, perhaps for. a opportunity. The people have called it
day or ‘two during the year; and yet this again to full power. How will it use that

a5

Reon

believe the first will meet the approval of

‘The senseless attitude of a solid

that has suffered it take

Mr. Redpath as he rélates: how one Lord
+ Kilmaine owns 18,765 acres in Ireland,

| heeded.

be

disadvantages,

expect to make the next

. Even

Tennessee elects a Republican Governor,
and there is a gain of twelve or more

“day has been repeating

.

ber. The first number will’

‘out under some

of Representatives

* Bat it ‘is proper to say that at least
one English paper is recognizing ‘the

Td

.

arezdeterminod‘to spave neither pains nor

THE NATIONAL ELECTION.
reasonable expense to give complete sat- come that. he Has received. His first apThe results of the election are decisive. isfaction to all our patrons. We bespeak | pearance on an Epglish platform was at
Mr. ‘Garfield is elected President by a- for this new enterprisea liberal patronage the meetings ofthe Congregational Union
large majority.
Every northern State, from our churches and schools,’and 'hope in Birmingham. . . . . where his speech
excepting New Jersey and possibly Ne- that our friends will send in their y orders tvas cheered to the echo.” On the folvada, has declared in his favor.
£3
early.
”
ry
lowing ‘morning Mr, Cook was given a
A solid South has provoked and comThe work will be ready early in Decem- breakfastat which ** many of the most

over, the next House

press.

come seeking our prayers. Surely the
arm of the-Lord is not-shortened nor his
ear heavy. Let us not permit ouriniquities
to separate us, and we shall soon have
glud news from, Zion.”
;
Certainly there could be no better pre-

(Mr. ‘Andrew L. Taylor); in the * Bible
House,” New York. 21)

Tar London Christian gives quite an
extended report of the welcome ’which paration for
the Week of Prayer than
hearts be mellowed towards these fellow [™ We have been thus minute in describ- Rev. Joseph Cook reeeived on his land-faithful
Christian
work in all the churches
neighbors who .are more desérving .of ing the "Stas Quarterly,” in order that ing upon British soil. .It remarks. that
from
now
until
that
week begins.
sympathy than of a lofty condescension. "| our friends
may see that the Corporfiors theydistinguished visitor has gertainly

pelled
a practicdlly solid North. More-

of Fenianisfn

mor that of a subsidized

President (Rev. Dr. Schaff), or Treasurer

ter that is used on the first page of each
ing the fands by which the rest of the lesson in the Quarterly. The Notes”
family may also emigrate. To think up- will also be published in the Star in a
on the fate from which the Irish people in more extended form than in the Quarterour midst have escaped, is to let our ly.
=,
Ye

a

Editors:

heretofore, and will contain the same mat-

daughter in this country help in furnish-
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‘The number of applicants is about the
more

than two-

retary? And it is to behoped that those indi-

Free Baptist: mecting in Newport

church, for ministerial work...... Members of
thinking of doing somethingfor this object, or have it already laid the 4th Ossipee, church and others, are repairaside for this purpose will do the same. It is ing and’ remodeling the Yiu in which they
formerly wotshiped.
They purpose fo have it
.of great importance that ‘the appropria‘tions should be uniform, so that those who re- ready for occupancy in the early Bpring......
A’seriey of religious meetings will commence
ceive them may know what to depend upon,
and calculate accordingly. I have not called with the 1st Alton church, Nov. 16th, and a
like series with the 1st Effingham church, Dec,
attention to this matter before, because I antie/ipated as large contributions for the

last

two

_ months as usual,—but the staring blankness of
_ the educational column in the

reports

of

the

. Seeretary shows how sadly I have been disap-

“pointed.

It is not too. late, though the time “is

. short. Prompt action will greatly relieve
“and prevent embarrassment.—J. F.

us
Ld

Maine,
1tis announced that Rev. §i€. Whitcoinb
church

Friends paid a visit to the: venerable minis
Rev.

James

Libby,

at his residence - in

West Poland, upon the eyening of the 84th an-

niversary of his birth.

The

happy

occasion

~lrew together numerous relatives and

friends

at his residence,
who felt disposed to give an earn«
est

expression of high esteem

and affectionate

regard to ome of the truest and most faithful
yl more- than a-ha cen
tury’s service among them. Hon. Luther Perkins acted
as chuirman, snd invited Elder Libby to give some reminiscences of his

very use-

ful and protracted life. “ThE invitation was
modestly acoepted by: futher Libby who gave a
very interesting account

of his early days, con-

version to God, call té

jé ministry and settle

"ment

in West Pol

«A

relation of some

early trials and hardships, slender support,
fatiguing travels and labors; ever sustained
and encouraged by the best of wives and home
influences, drew tears from many. eyes.
His
ioy in the work of Jesus with the Holy Ghost
10 lead, direct and enthuse with the hope of

life eternal, large harvest

of%ouls,

and

over

privations

forgotten

for the Master,

gave

with trials

victories

won

all present the spirit of

" praise and thanksgiving to God. This was followed by an appropriate and touching poem by
. his son, Rev. J. A. Libby, and prayer by Rev.
J. 8. Rogers.
Several songs both old ‘and
new, impressive and beautiful, were admirably
sung.
The ludies of the parish provided an

excellent
“Jarge

repast,

company

purse

freely

decidedly relished
present.

- A

- contributed

handed the Elfer by
Mechanic’s Falls, as

by

well

by

the.
filled

friends,

was:

J. M. Libby, Esq.,
a slight testimonial

love and appreciation, and

thankfully

- i

A MISTAKE. . In
I find

Benevelent

|
:

8, 1880,

last’ session

ing session with the

any church which, though in the main correct,
erroneous impression.

Who

10.

the

Haricon

Every church except

represented

by

church

was well

delegates and other

members.

of
of

accept:

ed by him. Father Libby, though 84 yearé of
age, is neariy-us young and athletic as a youth
«of 20. ‘He is constant at the meetings of worship, and alw ays taking part. An early advocate of temperance, antj-slayery, missions .and
gospel “truth--unblemished in +his Christian
character, and honored by'all his neighbors and
friends.
May we all attain bis age and noble
zr
record,
.
People are warned agaliist a person claiming

to be selling books to procure money so as i
take a theological course, and carrying a fo
recommendation bearing the name of Rev.C
EP enney, of Augusta; and also professing to

be the son of Rev, Isaac Libby. Gorham received a call from this individual a short time

June, 18083 composed of 14 members from Straf
ford, Vt., when this part of Ne% Yorkwas a
wilderness.

Elder Herman Jerking, formerly.

convert, In

1818,

a powerful

place, a large . number were
church, the writer being one.

revival

tgok

there has been many changes. We have had
many rereshings hom thd Lord, and at other
times

have

spffered

from

spiritual

to

help

all things,

Location airy

»
| &

endar-

: Western.
Michigan.

Speaking of a tour which he has recently
mude Rev. H. Whitcher says: AtDavi ison where
Bro. Corey is pastor, I found a growing v illages
and a good church edifice, and a good
con‘gregation, and
the church apparently
in

old

3

was

“left

with

Proyi-

|

1719.

~—

Two: weeks after the August session of the
Chain Lake Q. M., Rav. E.'A. Howe, acting as:

8. H. MARTIN, Clerk.

:
-

a revival meeting in

:

Not only was the occasion one of joy-

ful congratulations but there ' was

left in‘'mon-

or

ed their church.
ure interesting

Their
and

conference

promise

meetings

frpitage.,

have secured the services of Mr.

G. A.

Bur-

® gess, of Bates Theo, School, for the present.
Last: Sunday Rev. J. J, Hull gave

the right

- ‘hand of fellowship to seven pérsons.

On

Oct.

relief, but after

26—28.

Attendance

of

daughter,

whom he baptized

Oct. 10, of the

Jate Theodore Stevens.
New: Hampshire,

yp

using thyee

and

{gir

bs

“1.00

HOM,

Su

OBS

.

~

minis:

ters and delegates. fair. Bro. Lothrop,of Sand:
wich Q. M., and Bro. D. E. Land, of Corinth

see Yogular adverstscment

in-another column.

1 Q. M.,Vi ermont,

were present and rendered
valuable assistance, The pastor of this church,
Bro. Munsey, seems to be the right man in the

Receipts

righ i

VsidenSom a Sim
Yalue, and is a PoOSl

i

body—for Torpid
Liver—Headaches —Jaundice—
Dizziness Gravel, Malaria, and ‘all difficulties of
de, Kidneys, Liver and ‘Urinary Organs, For

7]!

Bud

emale

QUERU:S COD LIVER OIL JELLY.
Approved by the Academy of Médicine of New

-

most mild, bland,

and

nutritious

form

in

which

left him a nice carpet worth $25, |
It was recommended that each’ church in this- Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit
secured to the patient by a single teaspoonful of
Q. M. hold a three days’ meeting: before the
next session. Any church desiring aid will this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid
apply to the Chairman of the Mission Board, oil, and the most delicate stgmach «will not reject
Bro. L. Malvern, of Manchester, stating time
Fogale by all druggists, and E. H. TRUEX,

Platt St., New York.

1y6,

for

‘the desk 2nd in the pews, in the sermous and
‘in the prayers and exhortations, recalled vivid© ly the meetings of many years ago.

The. result

much interested and encouraged when, in’ the
commencement

of our meeting,

areund: abotit Zion

to

took

consi or

worth,

AND

CHILDREN.

.

ie

CN

It relieves pain at once, strengthens and cytes

OF

Seabur; y & Johnson;

IMITATIONS,

Pharmaceutical Chemists,

New York.

»

.

\

|

‘Where other plasters wil not even relieve.
Sold by all Druggists, Price 26 Cents,
BEWARE

“was a revival of God's work, and at the olose
. of the'Q. M, services on Thursday wanderers
werk reclaimed and seekers: for ithe right, way.| of interest to all
%

us,

Menstruations, and

ie

{

i

Foy
oe

E

It is designed for

Meeting and

Sabbath

the

Worship;

Sunday School.

the

Prayer

Both

editions

are-inclear-type, contain 606 hymns and 350-tanes

‘We think an equal amount of Music and and Poet.
cal Matter,

in pe

equally dear and
ed

‘legible, can

not elsewhere
be found in! sa al a Sotipass.
Special terms for intro uction: Address

{D. LOTHROP, & CO, Publishers,
10t43eow

French Creek Q M
Jefferson Q M
Hamlin Ch

.

BOSTON.

5.44
2.00

13.50t
0,69

8

Unioh' Q M

2.50
1.09
1.30
1.50
1.12
4.2¢"
89
5.001

3.06

5
HE
10.00%

A Dick

°

1.00

ONE OF THE OLDEST AND MOST RELIABLE
REMEDIES IN THE WORLD FOR
t
- THE CURE OF
z

1.52

Influenza, Asthma,
‘Whooping Cough,

54.61

North Parma, N, Y,
f Harper's Ferry. * Bible School.

Croup,

8.47

.50 each

Mrs J A Ellett Mrs

Mrs

F H Peckham Houl-

N H

1.00 each

| Ruth E Brockett Hartford Cit Ind “Rev J Baker Philadelphia N
1st BI S 8 Harrisburg Pa Rey T H
rake .

ND
Oy

00 be

8283

Tenn.

(52t38)

REV. L..B. POTTER, LANSING, MICH. To whom"
ghould be sent all money
contributed within the
hounds of the Michigan'Y. M. for Missions
2nd

J
(8t45
|. ducation Society, .
Mrs. L. Dexter (to whom all money for the on
port of Miss Hattie Phillips should be gent), BlackL.

John

E.

Micheal and

Dexter, Binckstene

Fo

iss Ada Frances Noka. Oct.

8, Mr. Albert D. Thompson and Mis¢ Abbie Burdick. _ Oct. 30, Mr. Fred A. Cole and Miss Hattie
Ww. Money.

In Gorliam, Me., Sept: 29; by Tey. 2.7. Wheeler,

Mr. CharlesG. Files. of Gorham, and Migs Emma
} L: RY Quaman, ‘of Port Williams Station,’ N. 8.
n. Dexter, Me. Oct, 28, by Rev: A. P, Andréws,
Sir J8phants C. ‘Aller and Miss Lizsie N. Frost,
both of ‘Welling ton. “In Sangerville Me., Oct
80,

Mr.

Warren

T.

Johnson,

‘of

Dexter,

and

Miss Nellie M. Leighton, Se. 8:
.
On Block Island, Nov. 3, hy R ev. George Whegl1 er, Mr. Lemuel B. Rose gnd
iss Phebe M. Rose,
both of B, I.
In Great Falls, Nov, 6, by Rev. PW. Perry,
Mr. Albert B. Ellwell, of omponh;, avd Miss
| Addie Lord, ofr Ossipes, No H.
p

Wi
/

2t44

ENE

Low rate of interest. For terms,

0. M. BARNES

address

Yensinp/] Michifie

SUNDAY-SCHOOL TERCARRS
May

relief;

and produced

how

mnexyousness,

5 cents each,

\@ppli-

16

AGES,

1

$4 per hundred.

%

240 Fourth

[8

NEw

YORK

Ave.

Ciry.,

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE

SUMMIT

Stove-Pipe Shel, [THE
keepers

ery

PIANO

aici

e A

ser

made

Most
MOS

194.67 tnt

charges.
gent

5 -

Park Manufacturing’ Co. hy
. ‘in

FORTES.

. FIFTY YEARS BEFORE THE PUBLIC
Upon their excellenge alone have attained an

+

UNPURCHASED

PRE-EMINENCE

Which-establithes them as unequaled

TONE,

"TOUCH,

in

.

WORKMANSHIP &
DURABILITY,
WAREROOMS: M12 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK.
.

204 & 206

W. BALTIMORE

ST., BALTIMORE,

Western Farm ‘Mortgages.
~

Eight Per Cent.

INTEREST GUARANTEED.
PAYABLE AT"
NATIONAL
BANK
OF SONMNERCE,
.
, NEW
YORK.
i:
£
SECURITY LARGE AND PrODUCRIRE.
In ten years we have mide 3405, loa
withiou
the ' loss of a dollar. Fuand
loan on firstwclads se
od2
Hd
.
&e., send for pamphlet 31
J,
Lawrence,
C0
sas;

Biongdiv.

‘Price $1.00 per Bottle.
+7. "
PREPARED BY
ALL DRUGGISTS.

this

St.,
St, Boston.
Boston.

Adigem, R. 8. HARTZELL & 00.
235 South Third St., Philadelphia.

MENLO PARK, N.J.
I CERTIFY THAT THE PREPARATION
ENOWN AS EDISON'S POLYFORM IS MADE
ACCORDING TO FORMULA DEVISED AND
. USED BY MYSELF.
:
THOMAS A EDISON
For many other” complaints beside Neutalgia,
such as hc
Headaches, ‘Sci
atica, Gout, Pai
(Back or Side, or
wherever pain exists, without ‘abrasion of the skin,
|
Polytorm will give prompt relief .

YORE CITY:

send-

79, and 80, for 10 cenis.

Address, ASA HULL,

“dag.

The number of Femurkable cures, and the suffer
ing Polyform has saved, ‘attest the Wisdom and phil:
antrophy of this course. No higher testimony could be adduced than the
certificate of Prof. Edieon, who authorizes the pub.
lioation-of the following :

NEW

by:

addresses (mentioning
. S. BARNES
& CO,

convenienti

* for the manufacture and sale of Polyform under Ris
supervision, |

SOLD. BY

and

One each of 1

not

Gratified with the result upon himself, he tested *
his discovery upon others who suffered from nervous
pein, and in every case thé relief was perfect.
The cures performed by his gifts of Polyform became 80 celebrated and the demand upon his time *
| and attention so great, Prof, Edison finally yielded .
to the solicitation of those who knew the merits of
his preparation and allowed a company to be formed

Menlo

?

employ their leisure

Christmas Carols
HULL'S2a = [880

POLYFORM.

"i
The

can

% 52 W. ashingion

“To his discovery Prof. Edison gave the fame

|

they

hours in a useful and profitable manner

Finally he became
his own physician

logs of appetite, &c. He now sought for a
ation of such remedies as would, by outward

learn

ing their names
paper io

and seek, by experiments, for the desired relict, He
had taken allfhe well known sedatives, which gaveonly temporary

and Bible Students

You

remedy among the hundreds which he tried that
would give hin permanentease.
convinced that he must become

°

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS,

ate

ney

“
fie?

New

2

A:

oy Al New, Chromo and
Croll
iogant alike. Name nicely. prints, I Cada,
(
Northford, Co.
2W3Geo Ww "

‘

»

can

the famous Seltzer Spring, and the most agreeable
and eflicient of alteratives.

derful discovery for alleviating pain. For years lie
_ suffered from neuralgic pains, unable to find any

be injurious to his system.
Trials and experiments followed this detentind’
. ation until he at last produced a compound which,
by application, entirely subdued all pain and allowed
his system to recuperate, and throw off the disease.

Me.
(25
Rev. S. I). Bates, Treasurer Ohio Free a
munion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio.

Also Rev.

A

ffERM3a

300.000 ACRES tv ri ase payments:
Long time.

After much persuasion, Prof. Edison has been
prevailed upon to give! to the ‘world his truly won-

~

C A. Hilton, Treasurer, North Parm
Ya
whom all missicn money within the a
of ho
Central Association should be sent.
52¢
Miss burn /A. Mains, Batavia, Mich,
»:
(258)
REV. K. N. FERNALD (ta whom all contributiens
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
he sent)
Lewiston, Me.
52t
All mbnev contributed for the Maine ‘State Mis-

Mags.

and

Fine
FARM and’"HOME
With the BEST MARKETS almostat your door,

PROF. EDISON'S.

‘Rey. Randall Hobbs,
a yange, N. C. 2
ri ¥. 3 Gini, Jimasion,
a
:
eny
Gri
:
stop,N. 0.
7
Habt. § A.
Lebanon, Me.
Pentield & Goodrich, Hillsdale, Mich.
fete
rer
ec
r—n
Post-Office Addresses.

stone,
Mass.

a farm when

TIME

and

cation, cure him of his distress and at same tim

:

rentinz

UY onyour OWN

A WELL-KNOWN PHYSICIAN WRITES:

b=

DoKers Gap,

your time or money

“* It does not dry up a cotigh, and Teave the cause
The Curative Cup. *
behind, as is the case with most preparations; but
loosens it, cleanses the lungs and allays irritation, |. Crowned with foam 18° the goblet,’ but is net
:
champagne,
thus removing the cause of complaint.”
Source ol headache: and heartaches, and gastric:
DO NOT BE DECEIVED by articles bearistress;
ing similar, names. © Be sure you get
"Tis the Seltzer Aperient, a balm for the brain,
And
a
cure
for the wile
roduced by excess.
DR. WISTAR'S BALSAM OF WILD,CHERRY,
, It tempers the blood. the oxlogged system Selioves,
Corrects
the
foul
stomach,
liver controls
with the signature of “I. BUTTS ” on the wrapper.
New life from the draught every organ achieves,
50 Cents and $1.00 a Bottle.
And a cloud from’ the mind of the invalid rolls.
Prepared by SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, BosSach are the effects of Tarrant’s Effervescent
Seltzer Aperient, the portable representative of
ton, Mass. * Sold by druggists and dealers generally;

BY MAIL.
Jas Logs

sao

¥

CONSUMPTION.

.50 each

Lavinia Fox Riceville Mitchell Co I.

#

4

Fy

including

Rev A Given Greenville RT
E. Dry Mills Me °
1 Rev 8S Curtis E P Prescott Concord

}

THROAT, LUNGS AND CHEST,

5

Monument.

Mrs M B Bean Mrs N D Burbank Limerick
Me

4

Every affection of the

Z7veas.

4

|

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,
Sore Throat, Bronchitis,

BEE I

C. A. HILTON,

For the Phillips

a
Hi
65
T4
bb
2.16
44

}

, 06.33
i

I)

NEVER WASTE

9.15t

3.06.

Genesee @ M
Rev I Hyait .,

1
0!

»

2.00

Cowlesville Ch
;
‘ Wom Mis Soc
90
Varysburg Ch
2.50
W
Oneonta Ch
11:10
Otsego QM _ ...
1.30
Otsdawa Ch
1.49
Oneonta Ch
35 2]
Wom Mis Soc Norwich Ch
4.60
uf
"
¢ Mills Malls Ch
.90
Mrs E W Read Int
.

o

Soc.

7.20
-

Ft Jackson Ch
E Dayton Ch

Rev

Ed.

\

Married

“of younger” yeirs and less experience in the.}
CHAIN LAKE Q. M.~Held its last session} "Females suffering from pain and weakness
‘service of the Master. -A stranger must be ‘imwith the Joe Davis church, Aug. 27-20. There
will derive great comfort and strength from the
pressed with the apparent absence of all dis- was not a large delegation, some churches not ‘§ use of Benson's Capeine Porous Plaster,
represented at all [Swing to a hedvy rain
“position in the ministry to exalt une's self poy
Where children are affected with whooping
ursday previous.
Rev, KE. A. Howe who
cough, ordinary coughs or colds, dr weak lungs;
‘abeye another. - Again the earnestness
of
bad just located in our Q. M. was chosen mod- |- it is the one and only treatment they shotiid-yer
j spirit: that characterized the speakers, both in -erator, Ie is-an able speaker and,werwere
ceive.

Y

This collection comprises the best of ee old and
tried, and the best o the more modern hymns.

for Hana
H.M,

At North Lebanon, Me., Oct, 23, by Rev. F.
Reed, Mr. John E. Butler, of Berwick, and Mrs.
Marya. Whitehouse, at No. Berwick, Me.
In Carolina; R. I., by’ Rev. W. H. Waldron, Mr]

FOR WOMEN

Binding Gilt Bdges,

October.

(3

|

REABY.

y

gion should be sent to Rufus Deering, "Pd Pid,

York for coughs, colds,’ bronchial and tubercular
consumption, scrofula - and general debility. The

his home and

A Looker-on” at’ the: last session of the' and workers desired, who will notify same and
complete the necessar arrangements. PreachNew: Dusbam | ‘Quarterly Meeting says: I | ing*ut this session by Revs. D. 1. Lane, B. P.
was dMghted to witness the unity, of spiFit Parker, Lothrop, L. Malyern, ‘A. B. .Drew.
"that prevailed in all matters “of busines before i Preaching services and social meetings were
interesting to ‘the brethren and sisters and
"the conférence, as Well as the. cordial, hearty
would have been: ploliuble th sinners if there
- greeting of the saints. Some of the fathers and
had been more Qresent
FM. "RICHARDS, Clerk.’
mothers in Israel were there to cheer on others

Diseases, Monthly

NOW

A,
Binding. ° ny Da oe
m
mn,
ot.
BilMIng,
Extra Cloth Red Ed
or. te o Merocco

dy for oe

diseases; that cause Fume in the Tow rerpart. of the

Ed, 8o¢,

6.85.

F.M

Cure,

Try it.
EE

to

Los

Central Association.

bot-

of D. R.V.G,

easily filled canvassing.

P QCKETS for'2 powerful works by

JES

Books’ ¥orwaraea,

BRL CERES
Stop!

I

THE MANUEL
RAISE

. 500.00

itEY.

.

Boston, Mass.
1
©

al

3

stamp- for sample.

“DR. DIO LEWIS.
discounts

il.

for New
a I)
per’s Ferry

p———_t

oné-half

oolHecuon.

Agents. Send for circulgrto EAS’ TEENsat

| POLYFORM.

my nervous spasms were entirely relieved.
My age is 77 years.
I recommend this great
remedy to all suffering from nervous troubles.

in the es10th, he haptized three; and Oct. 3d, gave they right place and is growing steadily
teem of his
parish as was evidenced a few .evright band of fellowship to three . persons.
enings sinee'yhen: some 75 paid him a visit at

.Among those of last Sunday, was an entire
, family consisting of four members, also bY

:

x:
Neat with
Shag

Thousands Interested. Extraordinary

i
2.00

i

tlés of Warner's Safe Kidney and “Liver

WEARE Q. M.—Held its last session at Last

They | Andover, Oct.

-

for Piano.A

auies & CO., Boston, Mass, ©

EMPTY

06,00

ze

1 have sufferetl from a kidney difficulty for
the past ten years, accompanied with nervous
spasms. Physicians ‘gave me but temporary

storm settitig in about tbat time, our churches
«ey and articlesof utility some seventy-five dal- were not generally represented and:-.our meet«ings
were thinly attended,
yet we feel it was not
lars which will be highly appreciated by Bro.
Twart and his family,
May, he long live to: .altogether a lost opportunity, for the Lord was
. with the few—with the two’s and the three’s—
labor with this people and see the salvation ‘of and that to bless.
Anany souls.
Next session at Warren Center, Jan. 21—23,
G. W. MAYHEW, Clerk.
At Richmond the Free Baptjsts have renew[S

—

ILLAR

4t40eow

Quarterly Wertings.

OWEGO yQ M.—Held its fall term at Apalachin Oct. 22=24, On the'account of a severe

0

Wits

:

BEE

ie

‘All sent postpaid on receipt of price.

the vidlnity of Fairmont, continuing one week.
As aresulton Sept. 19, Bro. Howe baptized
vos
rn
13 persons.
In the evening a-chyrch was orMrs S. T Whitney N Cambridge Mass
ganized called the Lillie Creek Free Raptist
Mrs C Bradish Adrian Mich
Harriet A Deering Gorham Me
church, numbering in all 38. The exercises
were cotiducted by Rev. Mr. Howe who gave
D3
19.00
_the right band of fellowship
and charge; the’
.
:
J.J. Butch, Treas.
Hillsdale, Mich., Oct. 30.
a
church covenant being reatl
by Rev. J. N.
|
For the want of eighty -five dollars there is danLongstreet,
and the consecrating prayer made
iving
a short and condensed history of the ger that a suitable monument will not be erected
. former is Bro. Twort’s house which he has just. by Rev. E. Berry.
to
the memory of our pioneer missionary, the late
enomination.
Rev. L. Kellog was appointed
Jeremiah Phillips.
hat say you, rea er, to this.
finished for a home,
It is a beautiful, commo- |
Canadw.
’| to preach the-opening sermon at next session,
facy?
J.J »B
Next session with She Adrian church, Dec.
dious home in a pleasant location and among
Rev. O. J. Moon writes in regard to the last
24-26.
Al'V:
WELLS,
Clerk.
warm friends. Bre. Twort has done a good
session of the. Ontario Association, which was
Woaey Letters Received.
work there. Thechurch has been revived, acheld at Naphier in October, that it was one of _
S Wi Archibald—R S Brown—D O Curtis—B
v cessions made to hér numbers; and
a neat, con- the best meetings, from first to last, they have
Chamberlain=J B 0. Colby—J Oushuan +3 A
venient house of worship which is an orna~’ had since he went to Canada.
On the Sabbath,
Carl—J W Dupjee—J Dudley—B Dau herty—A J
Eastman—B F Fox—E L Farmgton—G
R Foster—
mentto the yillage, hus been erected.
The Bro. Moon buptized four persons; and he
AGENTS AND CANVASSERS
E B Fuller—M Grant—G W Gould—C Huntle
prospect for the future seems yery encouragMake froth $23 to $50 per week selling goods
closes his communication with the remark
Hoyt, Fogg & Dunham—E E Harvey—J W , 11
E.G.
RIDEOUT
& CO.,
10 Barclay St,
New
erick—J
ofag--A Liphg Th Lane=W H Larra.
ing. The best of feeling exists between pastor
that all the churches in Canada that are sup- for
Tor YR for a Catalogue and terms. pee
ee—G W Mayhew—O
oon—J Moore—C F
and people.
This was manifest on Friday,
plied with pastors are doing ‘well, ang “we
Plummer—J Pinkham—N' 8 Palmeter—B Pratt
8S
A
Prentice—A
Portle—W
-Pierce—E
Randall—
WOct. 29—the fifteenth anniversary of his marHave
Wistar’'s
Ralsam
of
Wild
Clierey
feel quite encouraged. id
3 Rumsey—A J Richardson—G 8 Ricker—D Swan
always at hand.
It’ cures Coughs, Colds, Bron“riage, bya great gathering at his new house.
—G J Sherwood—A Sterling—D ' Smith—A. Tenchitis, Whoopiug Cough, Croup, Influenza, Con:
nant—R Vaughn—J E Wells—W H Waldron—H J
Former parishioners at White Rock & Wind- |
Walker—Z, J ‘Wheeler~F'
8
Wentworth=A
J
sumption/and all Throat dnd: Lung Complaints.
ham Center were well-represented both by
a=
Wood...“
;
.
ai
50.cents
and
$14
bottle.
their presence and their substantial contribu-
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A practical
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Yisiinand Piano Duets.

2.00

as

secular,

ever. pub.

Somplete self.instructuse, o A complete work.

YORK.

15.00

60.00

A friend Brist

ton Me

TUSCARORA (N. Y.) Q.M.—Held its September term with the 2d Woodhull church.
Only
a part of the churches reported
by letter or
were represented by delegate.
The members
of Con. showed by their earnestnesgy
that they
bad the cause of Christ, and the®
prosperity
and spiritual advancement of the-Q. M. and
the churches composing it, deeply: at heart.
The religious meetings of the session were
very interesting, and spiritual and well attended throughout.
Rev. G. W. Knapp, from El»
mira, was. present during the session, and .added much to theinterest of the meeting. On
Sabhath, he preached a Centennial sermon,

since.
Raymond is situated on the shore of Sebago
lake, © a thing of beauty” and of utility, which
: affords a highway for. pleasure as well as for
It is a flourishing, growing place
«
freight.
nestled among the hills, some . twenty-five
miles north-west of Portland. Quite a numbef of new houses have just been completed or
are in the process of building,
Among the

tions?

€0., puvtisters, |

NEW.

:

3

gan.

BLAKE
'S DOLLA
5 LAS apted to teacher's

-

and

leading com-

B

Instructor for Reed Or,

teacheris nse.

Mfienction an

.
).00°
8 ol

10,00

. dence R I for New
Hall ike

|

Lansing,

Minnesota.

Q. M. ‘njssjonary, began

50,

‘Wom Mig Soe-of ififisdale

Po TER CO. Q. - M. Held its last session
with the Bingham
church,
Sept. 17—19,
Harmoiy and earnestness characterized all its
are quite hopeful, with general prospectsof business transactions. “A better feeling’ was
-manifested-on-the subject-of missions, schools
success. We have just put.a bell into our stee- and temperance.
A small missionary fund
ple of very fine tone, and also a new ‘organ in
was raised by the Bingham chureh.
Our minister,
E.
B.
Torrey,
was assisted by Selden Butour orchestra, both the product of our excurler, from Tioga Q. M., and D, W. Hunt and,
sion by, cars to South Haven in Sept. last.”
Jacob Styart, fron
Tuscarora -Q). M.
There
Illinois.
was a deep and growing interest in the meeting, such an interest in fact as men show when
Rev. A. D. Sandborn closes a seven years’
they are inearnest. - The meetings were very
pastorate with the church at Four Mile Grove
pleasant and {eft an impression.tor good.
on fhe 18t of Dec. Rev.M. B. Felt, formerly.
Next session with the Gaines
chur¢h, Dec.
4

Broadway,

sacred

each month, also 4 to 6 Secular Pieces. | Per year,

i

10.00
“2.00

the

Jovi BARLEY; Glerk.

one, which is to be completed and-dedicated in
about a month.
This appears to'ms tobe a
_very important field: seve Hereat
Goblés ‘we

of ‘Kewanee, will succeed him.

. 243

DOLUR

LiKE §

was ‘in our

WAPSIPINICON Q. M.—Held its Septs. ses:
sion with the Calminus church. - A. good, and
we trust profitable session was enjdyed. At the
Q. M. covenant meeting a special spiritual regood working order.......
The Rich chureh
freshing
was enjoyed by all present. The preach-has built a new house of worship' which was
ing by Revs. Anderson, Augir, Sweet and Aldedicated the ‘Thursday before.
This people is drich, was encouraging and to the point, and
entitled to all honor for heroic. action and sacwe trust that lasting #ood, was done in the
ritice in the ' erection of this house...... At ‘ name of the Master.
Next session with the Chy church, commencGoodridgeville Bro. Farr is “pastor, and is
ing on Friday, Dee. 10, av 2 P.M.
doing.
well...... At
Ortonvitle
they
are
D. C. CURTIS, Clerk.

building a new church edifice tear their

ORANGE. JUDD

ie

103 00

mont Ch N H for,

TAS

W. P. ROLFE.
Ld

56.04

00 pages,

fographies of forty

poses; aos! interesting Singing

Roo R VER Q. M.—Held its Tast sesion {recy
Pregnancy
it hhs no equal. ‘It restores
it ig RR
2.7 during:
with the
the organs that make the blood, and hence is the
cine Center church.
‘Bro.
A. J. Wheatland Ch
}
HV701
01.70
60
best
Best
Blood
Purifier.
It is the only
Dayis, of the Blue Earth : Valley: Qu Mey was
For Cairo Mission per
«| known remedy tha cures Bright's. Disease. For
present and added much to the interest of the
. Harriet L Fowler
5.00
Diabetes,
use
Warner's
Safe
Diabetes
Cure.
2.00
2.00
1.00
meeting, He also spént a week or.more visite N Reading Ch
Sale by Druggists and all Dealers at $125
Dover Ch
261
2.98
1.25 perForbottle.
ing the several churches in this Q. M. and
Largect
bottle
in
the
market.
Try it.
Cambridge Ch
4.59
4.08
2.13
holding services with Bros. Reeves, Young
& 0: Rochester, N.Y.
Rome Ch
6.32
5.80
2.65 JH, H, WARNER
and Calkins,
Collection
3.62
3.62
1.82
Next session with the Etna church, comLanging
Q M
mencing Friday, Dec, 3d, at 2 p, M. We hope to
Mission Band of Lansing Ch 6.00
see a good re presentation ptesent from all the
Oakland QM Collection "
4.65
churches and to meet the corresponding and
visiting brethren from abroad.
30.23
41.22
15.16
CHARLES W. CRAIN, Clerk.
.
L. B. POTTER, Treasurer.

May the light on ‘the hill never

go out.

267.87

Send Your Address on Postat Card fo

5%

| AMERICA

4

Pages Illustrated Descriptions sent

|

clerk,

atid we can ‘ot count all the results of organizing this *firét F, Baptist church west of New
England. ‘But’ we réjoice inthe belief that
much good has been done, and will ‘still go on
hoping all things, believing

84.00

72.80

NH

J1i'W Anthony

to Clubs!

‘Splendid Premiums

863. 18,

BAILEY'S SCH
OL Eg
“nin,
practical
and attractive. - 50. cts.
Singing Book, by 8. P. CHENEY.

whick ‘greatly Béngfits, Delights, and Profits
every | Man, Woman, and Child—in City, Vidlage,
and Counlry. . Those subscribing now for Vol.
© 40 (1881) get the Rest of this Year Free.
Terms: Now to End of 1881; $1,503 Three
Single Num.
Copies, $43 Four Copies, $5.
hers, 15 ‘Cemts.— One Specimen Jor © Cents

ARN ERE

Fellows Condor N H

Held its Jast session at
of Christ

H, BATiEY gol
and HR OWES,
i
oo Deillinac; array of Musical Gems, 75 cis.
; AL People, old Hy 1 Young, aree electing fhe
0
Songs
go dd isle

NO

of Isabella Bail
sox Mass

col-

Sample copys Rott hairs fin,

BAKES

iarpers Porky.
AN
Va
Cen Offerin

+ Freedmen,

neg $i.

THE |UNIVERSAL prey
8
andNea

- American Agriculturist.,

Ed. Soc.

| 1866.25 - 1751.
meetings, Most of tha ministers were
pres.
da
ah
SILAS OV RTIS,
KITS, Thea
BREE
yf PY | EE i eae
represented and the preaching was nexeepesolutions were passed ¢omtionally good,
Michigan Yearly Meeting.
memorative of
Bro. Stevens’s death.
Receipts Jor October,

form-other churéhes. Thus the "waves move on

Ang all things.

on

Sabbath-sehool 16 Bel.

CUMBERLAND Q. M.
White Rock.” "The spi

the ship. Since. its organization, 0663 names
bave been enrolled upon the records. ' Of these

‘removed to other parts

94

Mrs IL C Brown Bristol

its members,

| and thongh weak doptiot.
intend. fo. give. up. | ent 4 oubie..
many have

“+ 67.78

Estate of R Dodge Vt
A friend Bristol N H

Hadley church Teussied the ex-

drouth.

‘The dave of prosperity. have bgén followed by
days ot adversity. But the church still lives,

Er

Sta Nov'g

amination for license ‘of one

There: 18 to be a special Q. M. with the Hadley
church beginning CE
Sek one at Loon
Lake beginning Frida;
vember 5. ; Collection $10. W. H. H. DAVIS, Clerk pro tem.

;

it

HM

The
among

w gems and a few
any mp Ys.45 CL8.

o> cents.

Int
p Foaabibusion
[3

Estate

Bro. Hiram Bhiers, which. fter the report of
the cofiffnittee of examination was. granted.’

added to the
Since that time

Bible School Prin
Int

JB

of

and October.

‘ama

were, besides the p reaching, which seemed appreciated. Our covenant meeting was richly
enjoyed by Methodist-and Baptist, alo by nonprofessors, which cheered our denomination

very much,

‘well known in the denomination, was the first

Societies.

Bre Harpers
Ferry bal of note
Bible School Int per C B
Mills
Rev M A Quinby and
wife Belmont N H
- Sen Hd
er Fun
)
Rev N C Brackett and wife

Oct. 8—

Caldwell

September.

i FE M,
Report ted in the Star Oct

nee"

LAKE GEORGE Q. M.—Held a very interest:

Beth-

Jor

Bible School Prin

raised for benevolent purposes.
E. HARDING, Clerk.

the Starof Oct.

Receipts

fopored

with the church in Eastbrook, Sept. 1719.
The attendance was large.
Over $34 was

York.

an item with regard to the West
an

its:

Clerk.

M, H. ‘Tarbox How may the non-attend-

West

MARSHALL.

VOICES.
a “BATLEY and.
THEWHITE.
GLEE» Glees,
CLUB.Q AsifcrRsMIXED
» ios, etc.

ang of Church h be Jeactied
M. Haskell, Church
Extension; J. Oliver, Sketch of Sermon:
:
;
:
:
Cou.

writer was I do not know, but he was mistak- | The business was done in harmony, and the
en as to Elder Ni Brown's being still alive and meetings were well attended, and with an un-’
usual degree of ‘interest. We stiould like to
vigorous. He died Sept. 2d, 1841, aged 76 enjoy more such covenant meetings 48 ofp
years. The church was organized by him in Suturday ». M..and Sabbath A. M. meetings

Eastern,

ter,

New

Meetings;

C, 8. Frosr, Clerk,

Q. M.—Told

C. EB. BROCKWAY,

L

Cro yuind Success

first-class

rs

5 cts.

mediate
State; D. B. Mitchell, How may the
Baptism of the’ Holy Ghost be obtained ? J, B.
Palmer; Thesbest method of ‘conducting Revival

bold religous services in. We trust. the new
enterprise will prove a Shisshes :
ELLSWORTH

:

SAD

By

HODGES.
GRADED
ANTHEMS, 2Be
tion of Anthemsfo
Conventions, etc.

werk
Hienz CAA
.*

‘Pastor
to the Sunddy-scbool; A. A. Smith, Inter-

Derby. In accordance with,J thip view it was
voted to appropriate the ¢ollectio taken at this
session to the fitting up of a room suitable to

Free Baptist church last Sunday.
=

dt

old pik

2, AAR

i
gre
LisT of assignments made for the Ministers’
Meeting fo be held in connection - with the Henne
den, rd
pinQ; M. (Minn.), Dec. 1012; W. Ly
man 20 Mission Work,in the Y. M
son, Wi She dy SHI
be a Spirimal of: Porson
al reign
©!
8
. .L.
Russell,
Relatioh
o

in connec

necessary in order.to save our church

Lt

CH

. 8. SUMMERLIN.
Byron chureh,the first

Q. M., with the

sermon.

afternoon. To those who understand the situation the adoption ot the ubove plan seems.

Four persons were received into the Boston

leaves

Minishurs and Chuds.

will close his pastorate wi ith the Dover
_ next Sunday.
A

Massachusetts.

MONROE

urch in the forenoon and at Newport in the

viduals who have

\

Friday in
cembem The = Mission - Board are
earnestly requested- to-be DE
uBLL, Clerk.
CHENANGO o M., with MZ yori
urch,Nov.,
98, Rev. B. F. Marsden to thd
0 ening

session

tion with the West Derby. interest was freel
discussed and generally approved. ‘Rev. A.
H.
Milliken, the faithful pastor of the ‘West Derby church, proposes to preach at his own

tates Rev. C. Paris, of the 1st Wolfborough

.

CEDAR VALLEY Q. M., with the Marble Rock

Vt.; commencing Friday, Oct. 29th, and-continuing over the. Sabbath, The session was
exceptionally
interesting. . The devotional
meetings were characterized by adeep religious’
feeling, and a very general desire was express:
ed gnithe part of the ministry and laity for an
endowment of power from on high, that thus
furnished, we might better enter into the
work of our Master.
The plan. of starting a

est in our prayer-meetings is good. There are
indications that ‘the Holy Spirit is at workin

vive his work in our midst, and that before the
thirds sg h as is there usually at this date. - fall and winter shall pass, we shall ‘see many
Willn
ose who hold funds already: ‘con- rejoictug in the forgiving love of Set Sayje
tributed by the churches and Quarterly Meet- iour.”:
A partial loss of voice and heabing incapaci-’
ings forward them at once to the General Secpot

Oct.

Died -:

church, Dec. 3—5, commencing Friday 21-2 P. M.

with the Wheelock Hollow church, Wheelock,

We: are worksame’as last year; . but the amount now in’ the _the pearts of the unconverted.
. treasury, as far as'l can judge, is less than | ving, praying and believing that God will rethree-fourths, possibly

its

Notices.

=

8

made.

M.—Held

‘Quarterly Meeting

es

- At Sturgeon, Moc Oot. ‘26, 1880; of dis°se of |
the heart Harriet S. wife of DE. A Titftus, aged
3; Sens call ‘mon.

pe

In less thap two weeks the fall approprintion
to students studying for the ministry is to be

Q.

LT83

SEs3 8323

Beneficiary Appropriation. —A Deficiency.

WHEELOCK

7

ADAMS & WAUSHARAQ. M., with the Plainfield
church, Dec. 83—a.
W. PRILLIPS, Uler k.-

>

A. correspondent’ writes as follows from
Meredith village:
* Wg have a good working forceof brethren and sisters and thf inter-

.

Fotis and Bypointments, -

large ittoniance at these meetings, and came to the front for prayers. A iio agent the Worms) Mission work and asked - si
the great sacrifices which the people for ‘Storer college, I was given a‘fiost cordial Selo to unpist her in this great work. An ormake to get to them, clearly indicate’ the welcome and invited" to speak to a full aud- ganization was then - effected: of which sister
Longstreet was
chosen moderator,
strong hold which the Conference has’ ience, to which a hearty Jespouse was given J.The N.
meeting was well attended.
upon the people. ‘The entertainment was kin smiles and tearsand a ¢ collection? 7?
Next session to be held with the Elmore
ample, and the vast throng was’ easily
Rev. FE. Prescott is elected to the ? Legishatire) church, Nov. 26—28. All are invited to at-tend.
J. N. LONGSTREET, Clerk.
taken care of,
from New Hampton,
re
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down the broken stairway,
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“THE TWO SHORES.
i

Upon the river's brink I stand,

Lo

Beside the rushing water’s flow,
The safe and dear familiar land,

Unto another shore, whieh lies

~

©

Mist-veiled beneath the crimsoning skies.
—.——.

This is a shore and that a shore.
Does the earth cease, to rise ence more
Beyond the river’s span?
Ah, no! the shores are clasped in one;

and was still falling.

aS

mamma,”

exclaimed

“look. at the beautiful
JTovely 2?
*¢ Lovely, indeed,

Upon another shore we stand,

Beside 2 darker water’s

Jim had

‘flow,

an indis-

had

the first place in his. brain—hungry little
Tom.
A lady dressed in deep mourning
opened the front door of one of the
houses. A pretty little girl’ followed.
+ Oh,

" From eye or tread of man.
;

The snow was ten inches deep,

tinct feelingof being cold, but Tom

The same firm earth goes on, goes on,

Though hidden for a little space

jnto the

street. He did not waste any time in the
court, but ran on fast, until ina Jew moments he torned into a neat,’ ! pleasant

street.

And look from off the she#é T know,

and

the

child,

Faint glimpses of another land
&reaming in sunshine, half-descried x

of the porch and

«¢ Pity ’em, an’ love ‘em, Tom.”

‘How can yer when they're so cruel to
us—beatin’
an’
jawin’
everythin’
aroun’?”
. “J do,

5
‘cause

I

do,”

Jim answered

simply, knowing no other reasofi for’ his
tenderness to those degraded beings, “‘an’

show; isn't if Tom, mebbe hith that's mighty to save

dear,”

Tesizhed ‘the

lady, * but my first thought was something more matter of fact—who will clear

And catch beyond the earth we know

heheard Jim say, * Let's save these two
big slices with the nice meéat tween ‘em
for father and mother; shall we, Toma ?” «
ot I'm willin’, but they'd . Taher have
somethin’ to drink,
|
* Poor father, poor mother.”
»
#>¢ Does yer pity ’em, Jim?”
“|

walks

while

Jack

is

will do somethin’ for them. Am praying
for them.”
“He wouldn't for them, Jim; they're
too bad.”
* Teacher said Le ud save to the utter-

sick?”
i most. I can’t remember all she said, but
Beyond the rushing river tide.’
Fn
“Oh, ma'am, ean I clear (off your hI think they’s the uttermost, an’ ef him
' It is life here, and life is there: ~~
We look. from fair things to most fair,
walk?” Jt was ragged little Jim asking that's mighty, fo save ud put his arm
The river rolls ‘between;
the question.
about ’em, hed lift ’em up. I'm goin’
Bat, held and bound and clasped in one,
“You! why, you are such a little fel- out now, Tom, to get somethin’ for Tater
Immortal life goes on, goes on,
low. S21
»
and mother.”
Though only from the farther stand
» *
Jim noticed that his father and mother
“Yesum,
I'm
Tittle,
“but
I'm
chong,
+The union canbe found.
— Susan § Gacitige, 3in the Sundpy-<itioa HS that's mighty to save is going to help hadiurned their faces,but he did not know
me. »
Times,
that they were weeping bitterly. While
—Pr
** Why, what does he mean, mamma,” ‘the boy went out and bought codl and
coffee, and evena little milk and sugar,
THE WAYSIDE INN. ‘
whispered the little girl.
1 halted at a pleasant inn,
|
«1 hardly know myself,” she answer- with his silver quarier, they. lay thinking
As I my way was wending;
ed; and then looking at Jim she said, in agony: *‘ Mighty to save! ufighty to,
A golden apple was the sign,
¢¢ Step into the hall a few moments ; it is save! “Qh, I learned that years and years
From knotty bough depending.
* too cold to stand talking here ;” and Wher. ago, but I forgot it; forgot it, and What a
« Mine host=it was 2 apple trée—.
f
ward-when the boy stood hear the “hall lite I have lived ; and I pulled her down,
h

.

He smilingly received me,

And

stove, warming, she asked im what he too,” the wretchiod father thought; “while
meant by his answerto her. Jim explained, she, the mother, was trembling with reand the lady was so touched by his simpli- morse at the thought, ‘Oh, why did’ I
city and earnestness that she could not follow him down hill? ‘Why did't 1- look
speak when he - finished.
She went out -up to him who is mighty to save?”
The coffee 'was boiling hot. Its “aroma
into the kitchen, and returned with a

spread his choicest, sweetest fruit,

To strengthen and relieve me. .
Full many a feathered guest:
Came through his branches springing’;
They ‘hopped and flew from spray to
spray,

i

:

~ Their notes of gladness singing.

lunch.

Bendath Blasbade I laid me down, And slumber

ywest

¢* Eat this,

assed mé;

The sft “wind, blew ng through ‘the please, ma'am,
legves,

dear

little Jim,”

shigg

said, * then you can clean the walk.”
« J will clean the walk first, ef you

I'm in a hurry to get

home to Tom.”

SS

Sim

ow

PARTY, :

silky black hair, and great
that can look™Nook fierce

brown
or

eyes

loving

THE VINTONS AND TRE

ac-

of Rev.

Did you ever hear of a

dog - having

a

I never did before; but as I was

present at this one, you may rely onevery
word I say as absolute truth. We may
differ in regard to whether the dog really
considered what he was doing, and planned the celebration for his birthday, or

ing a voice ih the matter at

‘them

ing to follow him.”
¢O'father, I'm 80 glad, so glad, ¥ the
boo-to-ful bread and pink meat the lady
boy said, in rapture.
brought in tome in the hall.”
my poo® Jim; it was the
‘Oh, Jim, hev yer got somethin’ for | + Jim,
“Oh

"MIGHTY TO SAVE. i
How little we realize: the great power
given to little ones who have really eute:-

my, I spect

it’s

all

inside,

that

ed the narrow. path. which Jeads to life ‘me ?” little Tom asked, eagerly, as Jim
eternal. ‘A street Arab—as wandering entered the door carrying a bundle.
* Hush!”

waifs of this city are called — belonging

whispered Jim,

pointing

to

mother speaking, and the child crossed
the room; “your ugly mother is going
to follow, too. I followed him—your.
father—down hill ; I'll %6llow him up hill.
We'll lean on Bim who is mighty to save.”

is the biographical sketch of Rev.

he save?” and ‘ what would he save
them from?” were the queries’ which
- He re-|
solved to ask
the teacher at the
i
very next meeting, and he did so.
She
looked . at. the child sadly, and spoke
very tenderly, for little Jim was a little |
deficient in mental capacity: . ‘ Soft-

headed Jim,” the rude court-boys called

these. good things?”

and then his voice

grew sad as he added,

Jim, yer a good

these

-different from other days.
I therefore boiled , several beef-bones,
and having made a salad for ourselves
from two plump chickens, I had a plateful of delicate, bones, such..as he dotes
upon, beside the beef. Soon after breakfast, I took them all out to his ** camping-

missionaries

will-encourage others to

I love ye, but yer didn't steal these,
did yer? Yer know the eommandments
yer learned at the school, an’ learned
me. 9

“No, sir-ee, little Tom, I starvefore I
steal; an’ Tom, much as I loye yer, I'd
ralbor yu'd starve, too.
Eat away, Tom,

sre: Rev. George KF.’

Pentécost, the eminent

evangelist and co-loborer of Mr. Moody,

will
goon a department in which he will consider

ueries from Clergymen in Reference to Gos--

3 Preaching;”G. H. Corey, D. D., in December begins a series of * Criticisms on the

corner of

and

his

collar, I

showed

him ‘the

turned and scampered away as fast as he

MARCO POLO;

garden, across the meadow and out of
sight. I confess I was somewhat disap-

Een

)

Lo

HE:

could go, over the . fence, through. the

Ten

of dillon Vas-By

& hep,

hen?

16mo.

pointed at sued bebiavior, but after, waits
fog for him for five or ten minutes, I

. George Adsm

—

Young & Co., of Edinburgh,

i

Tol
a
on

ture

led him

to

I:

Seotiand publishers of “Young’s Concordance,’
‘phe. make the following statement and appeul 10 the
pp. id. - American publie:
A-Mesars. Youu & Co.,
C Eigse in olin :

Nw“

Lee

of

Co., 10 and 12 Dey 8t.; New York,

series which these
- BOW offor 4to Shai
enterprising ‘publishers are
s providing for the
SaRh the medi.
young people. The advantage of such reading
over that of . much that is provided for the
youngis infinite. The qualities of heroism, | oof
the suthoi or the pyblishMenough to do more than smell of these adventure and daring are as marked as in the
10 folst upon the community
perfect
the “Con
new goodies.
purely” sensational books, while the instruction
cordance,’ who; Whion written ‘to on the subHalf an hour later what was’ my sur- conveyed Is of the most valuable kind.
- ject; non
wb
a they did not want or care for
"| prisefo see him sitting on the grass | Marco Polo was a Venetian, reared in the our concurrence, and euded by generously
midst of wealth sof luxury, but love of advenoffering
to
take
cgples, if supplied ata lower
gnawing away vigorously at the. biggest
am

Pries Hin

almost

they

“themselves

eould

Ta

®

produce

barbaric Asiatic
beef-bone, while near-bim, crunching the people, and to a life full
of danger and narrow | nt editions are. necessaril mdreor less
delicate chicken-bones as if -they were escapes amid the savage tribes of Cathay; Thi- imperfect; but without attempting to correct
phbical errata,
sugar-plums; were his friends whom 1 bet, India and Abyssinia. He at length re- even the most Seis ty,

suppose he had gone to invite

when he

turned laden with riches and honor to Venice,
to engage in the warlike contests between his
native city and the Republig of Genoa, whose

ran away from me., I laughed aloud,and
I am sure you would have done the same,
if you could have looked with me at

the

comical sight. Frisco, as host,

an

occasional - happy

not find the reunited family in their old
quarters. They have not been able to
move out-of Baxter street yet, but we find
them in a roomy, pleasant corner“ room, .
on the first floor, * Stép in and look for
yourself. That is Tom sitting in thatsoft-

gave

little bark,

round upon his guests

as--if

were

while

well ‘supplied;

near him, each with

We do

dow, through which the sun streams in so

ang

Among the announcements for the
new volume

The work among the" Karens bas been “Skinner, D. D.;-* The Candle of the Lord,” ~
wonderfully Successful. The harvest was ripe” by Phillips Brooks, D. D.; “ Conditions of
for the garnering,” and Mr, and Mrs. Vinton
Success in Working for Christ, » by Justin. D,
were blessed by Providence with the wisdom, ‘Filton, D. D.; * Spiritual Decleusion,” by
consecration and opgortunities for adding Joseph Parker, D. D.; “ Service, Not Serywhole communities to\the Christian World. ices,” Ly Theodore “Monod, DD;
The
The difficulty of Mr. Vin
ith the society Superior Blessings of Redemption; by Henry
‘which sent him out is briefly touched: The Darling,D. D.; “ Man's Immortality,” by A.
‘“ logic of events ” has justified him in‘ act- PE. Kittredge, D. D.; “ True Greatness,” by C.
ing on his own responsibility ” and his friends D’'W. Bridgman, D. D.; Children’s Service—
accept the late justice. The story of « Frankie,” - “ Lessons to Children Drawn from History.”
the five-franc piece, 1s. very pleasantly told, In addition to the above, we have {nteresting
suggesting methods of good humoredly rais- papers from Drs. Deems, Crosby, Peck, ete. ;
ing subscriptions, even
Sufticient to build a an interview with Pr. Joseph Parker touch-.
chapel.
ing his habits of exercise and study; much in
‘Wat great results have come from ieokon,
the way of *“ Sermonic Criticism,” * Preachers
ary labor. ' Truly the Christian world is en- Exchanging Views,” etc., ete.—I. X, Funk &

looked up at me as if he wanted to laugh, coufaged to tof! on.
and then suddenly to my utter dismay, he | >

was still alive.

cushioned chair by the clean, bright win-

The October- number of. The Prea
Homiletic Monthly is the first of asker

monic—* Take Ye Away the Stone,” by T. H.

constantly their allies.

He wagged his tail in great ‘glee, and
after smelling of each separate bone, he |

that 0o one but the Father knew that it
Six months have rolled away.

as re

J.

ing, sure to secure readers, and to accomplish
its desired end.in arousing enthusiasm and encouraging work in mission fields.
all; bt. that
It’ presents the attractive Side of mission ite,
you will see “rather than its sacrifices and ‘diseoura
gements,
{| and ‘the wonderful success’ and blessing of

feast spread in honor of the day.

to the mission school, received one day {his father and mother, who still lay sleepJim opened the
card, inscribed upon
which were the ‘| ing, to all appearances.
"They drank their coffee, and ate their
box, and in spite of his resolve not to
“words, ** Mighty to Save.
bread, and ‘arose strengthened to begin a
waken
his
father,
he
conldghardly
refrain
He put it in the pocket of his rigged
different life. They both kissed Jim, Tom
©cqat, carried it home, and at night, before from shouting his delight. As for Tom, and each other,
and they were no maudclosing his eyes in sleep, he spelled out tears and smiles chased over his white, lin kisses, but those of awakened
love,
the words slowly and’ with great effort, expectant face ; he clasped and unclasped the love that had lain dormant so long
histhin
hands,
and
then
with
joyful
face
but he did not understand it.
* Who

was mighty to save” and ‘whom would|asked, ¢¢ Oh, Jim, where did you get sll

idle and penniless, it is
a
which

imitate their example. “We had oceasion a few Methods of Sermonizing Adopted
by the Most
weeks since, to notice a book upon India: that | Eminent Living Preachers;”
8. 8covil; D. D.,
bore very severely upon the English govers- will give a series of articles
on Preaching, conbones ; for when he was six moaths old I ‘ment in-that land and the managem
ent of the trasting the American and European Pulpits;.
I had given him a pretty collar with a lit- officers, This book takes an entirely opposite Howard Crosby,D.
D. LL. D., continues his
tle silver plate on it bearing his name, position and pays severil earnest tributes of excellent series on Light on” Important
and dogs do not care for other ornaments, gratitude to. English residents, snd officers, Texts 374.0.
3 D. D., continues his series
vival Texts; ;¥ T. L. Cuyler,
you know.
Bracelets “and
earrings who have heartily aided the mission. This on’ “Suggestive
would be rather out of place on a “dog; difference may be explained from Lhe fact that D. D., will resume his papers on * Brotherly
the Karens, among
Talks to Young Clergymen;” C. F. Deems, D
don’t you think so ? Frisco wears a little had been held in whom the Vintons labored, D.,
subjection by the Burmans,
will also continue his excellent ‘series:
knot of cardinal red ribbon on his collar,
and when the Burman empire fell they:regain- other papers are promised on “ Misquoted
but that is all; so as I said before, a feas k | ed their freedom. *Thus the’ Karens welcom- Texts,” ete. - Among the interesting
contents of ’
was all 1 could think of, to make the: day ed the English as their deliverers, and were the October number are th® following: Ser-

ing tieda fresh ribbon .on

and they were waiting for the father and
mother to wake up.
«1 wish they'd wake up, Tom.” »
« Mebbe Vey) pound yer When they

Calistd H.

The style of the book is simple ‘and. entertajn-

he had a party is a fact, as
for yourselves.
FP
Just a week ago
‘to-day he was one
year old, and the only present -I could
think of was an extra number of fine

called him away,

and had drank a cup of it, andSo had Jim,

KARENS, hh

Vinton -and

Vinton. und’ his wife, Calista Holman, =
their .daughter,! Mrs. Calista Vinton Luther.

the back yard, where he frolics and capers, and takes his afternoon nap. Hav-

filled the little room with fragrance. Tom

Justin ohn

to depend for the
Vinton.
By
ista V. Luther, Boston : | The wear
and care of city |
Ww. G. Corthell. 12mo. pp. 262. ($1.00).4,
find access to the farm, ang
* Many very excellent" missionary books are
tile acres is really we most
at present being offered to the public. Among
laborers,

cording to his mood at the time.
party?

Bebictn,

went back to the house, conclud
that
cold feet, and stinging. fingers. He his'father had never spoken so gently. his breakfast must have been ing
'heartie
r
_ “Jim, God bless you, Jim, him that’s
thought only of little Tom and the breakhungry
not
was
he
that
and
usual,
that
.| mighty. fo save is near Tue, boy. I'm go-| fast’he would have.

"faily Circle.

3

- FRISCO'S BIRTHDAY

« Frisco is a beautiful setter puppy, with

ground,” as we call the south

Jim worked
industriously, and soon
do.”
returned to the door where be receiven a
Aid when 1 rosé and would have paid
“I aint raid with him, yer know,”
| package which the lady told him was
‘My hosts, a0 open-hearted,
“Jim,
little Jim;" it was the father
| pay for his services. {¥He forgot that he
He only shook his lofty head—
calling,
and
Jim hastéried to him, thinkwas
a
drupkard’s
child
;
in
fact
the
child
of
1 blessed hiwh and departed.
two drunkards. He forgot his ‘rags, his ing something strange had occurred, for}
—&rinter's Circular.
With whispers low. cavessed me,’

|

Be

is sick and starvin’? Do, agar Jesus, and
do it quick.”
Then Jim slipped out,

the

whose

looking

ofthe sea,

finally

‘He

became

supremacy

a prisoner

of

adventures, which

still

survives.

All things

editi
Nis

ihe

¢ Concordance’

be reregarded as

may

ractical outcome of omy. yea

study of

he Hebrove and Greek Scriptures, which'the

pi

commenced in 1840 oon

daily ever since.

has

kept

up -

“But Dr. Robert Young is not only the author,
he is also the ‘sole proprietorof
the work which

(cost
snd ve
ebival- |
assembled | considered; he was manly; bra

bone.

he

liked

che sto ut curls

|

rous persou, and Mr. Towle has told the story
of his life in such a manner as to bring out its

substantial aswell as itsa thing and dramatic
qualities.
‘" ~

shone

in the sunshine glossier than ever ; *‘Beau-

ty,”
a white foxhound

long contested the

Genoa, and it was ‘during his imprisonment
that he dictated the romantic narrative of his

to-see all

best, were five other dogs! “Rover,” He
tiny black ad tan terrier; Jack,” water-spaniel

-inhabitants so

they are reprinting
leaving out most
im rid
vi
bag corrected in the second

with long

brown

ears; ‘‘ Carlo,” with a shaggy coat of
yellow and white; and ‘ Major,” the

great solemn-eyed Newfoundland.
All thesg
are “dogs belonging to our

REY. Mrs DASHWELL; or, The . New Minister.
at Hampton,

By E. P. B.

New

York: The

American News Company. .16mo. pp. .215.
There are doubtless such : men, claiming to
be ministers, as ‘‘ Rev. Mr. Dashwell ” and his

friexid * Joe.”

The book aims at the class of

adventurers who infest the pulpit,

who

enter

him thousands of pounds sterling in the
night snd]
S-besives
day in carr:rying it through the press. ..
“In view of theseg facts we can not but
trust that every right and hofiorable minded
Christian man and Woman in the United Swiss
States will prefer to all others the beaurifully
hw
are now pffering at the price of paper and prese:sJ¥

work, and will vend at once their orders
K. Funk & Co.; New York.” Lh
.

LITERARY

to I.
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NOTES.

Edmund Kirke’s ¢ Life of Garfield” hasbeen translated into German, and is, published

by the Harpers in cheap form at 20 cts.
the ministery from purely secular motives, and
him. And yet, in spite of that fact, Jim
warmly. You do not recognize him, and neighbors; ‘and though they are very ‘use all its sucred functions for selfish ends.
Rev. R. W.
Dale's new volume,
¢ The
him
that’s
mighty
to
save
give
ne
these.”
frequent visitors of Frisco’s they never bewas an: attractive boy. So the teacher.
and other ‘Sermons,” will
¢“ Where does he live?
Is he an an- it is not strange. He can wslk about fore happened to be here all at the samre The story opens in the Theological Seminary, Evangelical Revitag
thought as she looked at his frank, kindly
the
roomsegain,
and
his
limbs
are
growately by Hodder & Stoughwhere Mr. Dashwell, just graduated, is telling be published imme
gel?”
Tom
said
eagerly,
devouring
like
a
time, and this is. what makes me think his chum how he has managed to be ealled’ as ton.
face and tender grey eyes and clustering
ing
stronger
every
day,
but
he
.is
‘resting
brown hair. She explained to him as starved animal one of the delicious, soft new. His cheeks are fall’ now, and his they were especially invited.
supply for Rev. Dr. Woodbridge in .the First | The Scribners issue this fall new “editions, at
It
was
most
certainly
a¢*
surprise
party”
Presbyterian church at ‘Hiivapton, and it probest she could the: ‘meaning of ‘the won- “sandwiches which Jim had brought.
reduced . prices, of those superb books, Dr.
¢ He's better an’ stronger than all the eyes | are bright, and there is no happier to me, yet who can tell but what Frisco ceeds to nnfold his character as a weak, smok- ‘Schiiemann’s
derful words, praying (a_silent prayer)
* Discoveries and Researches on
child
‘in
all
the
great
city
than
Tom—uning,
wine-drinking,
hdrse-rucing,
sentimental
angels.
He's
the
King
of
heaven.”
Jim
had in dog-language folitely invited
the Sites of Ancient Mycen: and Tiryns,” and
meanwhile that God would Tet the seed
less
itis
J
iff.
And
where
is
i
Jim?
Ah!
spoke reverently.
every. one, and surprise or not,”it was a knave, who tried to win the affections of two Clarence Cook’s “ House Beautiful.”
find entrance into the child-heart,
It did
| he is working; earnestly working. Actualof his lady parishioners in succession, and was
“Why,
Jim,
where.
could.
you
a
seen
real*
* birthday-party,” ‘was it mnotP— finally obliged to leave the-parish in disgrace.
As little and lonely as Jim was, he plantA colporteur in Japan recently sold
a
ly he has risen to be a faithful little clerk
him
?”
Tom
asked,
wonderingly.
thousand copiesof the Scriptures in
1woYou's Companion.
E
ed his feet firmly upon the rock, Crist
The plotin the Vestry to displace Dr. Woodto
a
market
woman,
who,
with
Ler
rheu"And for answer Jim explained about |¢.——
eee i he
bridge reveals the base and calculating church: weeks, and the Mayor of Yokohama has order-Jesus.
‘matic feet wrapped about with an old
ed ten copies of 'the-New Testament to be
the
One
‘mighty
to
save,
how
Hie'Rad
gone
member,as he exists..in nearly’ all parishes.
Ae ut not-been so beautifully pathet:
shawl, watches him with eyes. of loye.
‘There is a needless thrust at homaopathy in placed in one of the schools. to
him;
and
prayed
to
be
shown
how
to
> Jey
d have been ludicrouy and
Fruit to retain its good flavor and keep- the book, but the “little affair bétw éen Mabel
“Her blessed young feet,” she calls him.
Macmillan & Co. are publishing a colléoted
praTo ‘of laughter to have seen ‘the find bread for his starving ‘brother; an’ The father, day after day, works steadily .ing qualities should besgathered as soon and Tom is finely managed. The story isa editon of Charles Kingsley’s works, id crown
Tom,
I'll
never
be
afeaid
of
nothin’
while
peculiar way Jim took: to bring wanderat his frade. He is a mason, and finds ‘as perfectly matured. Some varieties, good mirror to hold before a certain class'of 8vo. at the price of 6s a volurhe. This edition y
ers within the fold.
His father "was a Tlive—no, nothin.” © =
plenty.to
do with hi8 strong arms. And like the: Hubbardston and Nonesuch, that self-called ministers, to show them bow vain + twenty volumes of whiclr are cut, is entitled to’
¢¢ Not of pa knocking ye over the head
and bad they are,
a place in all public and popular libraries, !
; notoriousdrinker, and his mother was
the
mother—
we must point, to her and can hardly be classed among the winter
neagly as bad. Jimi ‘resolved that just an’ throwin’ sticks, an’ the poker, an’ the then stop. Look through the open ‘door apples, if picked before overs: ipe will reThe New York Plow Co., 55 ‘Beekman: St.,
+ Thie November number of the Art Amateur
13. UBly iron chair? Oh, Jim, yell. be afraid
here in his own home the work
publishan illustrated tract on° ‘‘ Ensilage of
of
the
roonx
where
dear
little
Tom
sits
inmain crispy and luscious through the win- (New York) hasa fine engraving™t Sara Green Crops ;” a translation from the French
begin. Very formidable work Jit
;
wold of that, won't yer 2”
“No; never!” Jim’s face was fairly tothe small one in the rear. Busily en- ter months; on the other hand if the Berphardt’s The Young Girl and Death,” the of Auguste Coffurt, with the latest fucts added.

HOW TO PERSERVE WINTER APPLES,

©

have ‘looked to men’s eyes, and (a8 litle |

Jim looked about his garret room he did

not kngw. Where to begin ; bat he would
: not falter, not he.
+The teacher
she ‘said bi that's

beautifal in its, expression.

of faith and

trust in thé * Rock that was higher” than

be.

* Why, Tommy didn’t I tell ye<Tis

ed from a drunken sleep ; his mother lay

them

snoring howetly |; little Tom,

"hey kept quiet—lying still and Kisten.
ing, on their miserable’ cots on ‘opposite
sides of the room, ; They hid heard
all, and,
yet made no sign.
They pa
their

¢

legs

yas

young uns'was
ap to.”

.

eyes just long enough to see Jim eating

a sandwich—how good it looked!
They
felt so *‘ gone™that a bite would have
: «Poor Tittle Tom,” Jim said, ging been acceptable; and so would a drink,
“ 1
but the last cent was squandered.
“over to his little pale-faced brother.
pity yer, little . Tom,” he added, laying) “Tommy lay back on his bed with a sathis grimy hand tenderly on {Tom's ma, isfied look after he had eaten three sandwiches, and Jim began to gather gp the
ted flaxen hair. . fol. yer? I'm 80 gad; i get me ‘Some things. ‘Ie shook the crumbs out of the
{o-count the Say

Ha ja

hing

gr-

fo eal Jim, won't ye!"

wed.

of

|

box, and out dropped

where;to, | get, it; of made a ringing sound.

8! only wake up; “mebbe she
gomethin’,” and then asa light

Roxbury Russett was gathered in at the

one moment

tured, and would soon’ become

to, glance

I tell ‘where her boy sits,

arm was aroun’ me? « Didnt
youl was a follerin’?
it commighty fo. save ud hold me 1p, give a fortin’, awful comfortin’, to Aint
think" of him
elles strength, love a feller; put his. great
ng arm about a little feller like me. that's mighty to save?”
But the father was not “asleep; neither
0 ud “be raid with the King's arm
roun’ him?" Not Jim Cirtér. ne
; was the shiftless mother. They had been
‘And 50 Jim sat for a moment, thinking awake when Jim entered, but closed
where to begin. His father was
aken- their eyes, feigning sleep,-‘‘ to see .what
-whose

gaged in polishing fine linen shirts, for
which she receives good pay, she stops

“Oh, Tom,

irs

a

something which
He picked it up.

silver quarter;

mebbe it’s a mistake.”

bat

into

the

room

She sees him in the

withered

and tough. ~ Our practicé has been to
sunshine. She smells ‘the fragrance of _pick the apples as soon as ripe, when perthe lemon geranium in the window, She fectly .dry,. rejecting all unsound and

sees the prettily-covered table with the
Bible and the papers ‘on .top. She sees

green specimens—prefer packing at once

the rugs, and the comfortable chairs, and
the cheerful clock, upon the shelf, and her
heart breaks forth from her lips in ‘glad
song (Yon. may not call her voice sweet,

when the head is inserted, atid keep in a
cool dry place until there is danger of

in clean sound barrels, press moderately

‘freezing, which is not as early in the season as most people would. expect. We.
nor her singing cultured, but Tom, listen- next store them in the coolest part of the
ing with 'wrapt attention, thinks he never cellar, —if so cold as to “freeze water at
heard anything so sweet
as his good times in the immediate vicinity, the fruit
mother’s song, as these words float in to usually remains unharmed.
When fruit
him:
5
RE
gt
is well assorted and picked, the barrels
“Tenderly the Shepherd,
should not be opened till wanted for use
O’er the mountains cold,
if it’s not till mid-summer of the followGoes to bring his lost one
ing year. We know of no better way. to:
~-Baek to the fold.
dispose of réfuse fruit than to use it for

feeding purposes for domestic animals. —

“Lovingly the Father

‘ , Sends the news around,
--¢.He onee dead now liveth—
- Once lost is found.’

- Golden Rule. i
:

«Seeking to save,
Seeking to save,

:
a

i

Lost one, ’tis Jesus,
Rising to save. LTE

Wh
A e,

— Selected
~

D

t has Sri

oR

A

RE

me sometimes

that it

is ‘a question whether, in some, at least,

“ Here's s'paper with writin’ on, Tim,” :
mind he said: earnestly,
Ye Wait, litte
om, - I shouldnt wonder and’ Jinespelled out, slowly, Here's a
A holy life has’ a voice.,
po
"quainted with somebody that | bit of honey for you, Jim, and ‘When you when. the tongus'is silent; and is either a
over to. the .corner. need help come to me. _ I serve Him » 100, constant attraction or a continual reproof.

ef I

same time it would not be perfectly ma-

a

vou

eosbiion

| ci

¢. |
al

| ministry that interferes with’ their greatest usefulness .in

some

quarters?

TI do.

not mean that a nian can ever be too well
prepared for
f ministerial work, so far ‘as’
knowledge goes, so far as ‘heart-culture
goes. But a man may easily be too cul'| tured intellectually, or may not have his

picture which she painted for the Paris

of 1880.

Salon

There is;also a sketch of ‘Mile. Bern-

hardt’s home near Havre. The usual designs for
embroidery and porcelain painting accompany
the Amateur, while the text on Art topics is
timely and interesting. Back numbers of this
household art-cultivator may be ‘had ‘of “he
publishers,
i

by J. B. Brown. This treatment of green
crops is Just now's matter of remarkable in‘terest to farmers having stock or milk farms.
The tract can be obtained of the publishers.
Little, Brown & Co., of Boston, will publish
early. this month, the Xear-Book, which will

exhibit constitutional amendments, the substance of the acts of Congress for the year, the
most important of the State laws, with digests
How IFounbD yr Noni AND South. To- of selected cases from the Superior Courts of
gether with Mary’s Statement. Boston: Leeboth America and England. The arrangment
& Shepard. 16mo. pp. 296. (paper 60 ets).
will be aiphabetical.
David Bias tells his experience in farming
A carefully révised edition of Prof. Cooke's
North and-South. - Coming home from a runSis

&

BR

away voyage of three years at sea, he married

book, “ Religion and Chemistry,” has been
issued by Charles Scribner’s Sons. It bas

and settled down on ‘the paternal faim. Bul
even investments in agricultural journals, new

been long out of print, having

kinds of seeds and fertilizers, did not ¢nable

lished twenty years-ago.

been

*

first pub-

The familiar style of

him to make money as fast as he desired, and these writings remains, no#withstanding the
farm once or twice and une | many changes necessitated by the advances in
successfully trying other business, the loss of scientific inquiry.
his barn by fire; decided him to sell out and
The zoological stution at Naples has begun te:
engage in business in the city. But town life
publish, beginning with C.:Chun’s Ctenophori
was not wholly satisfying, so after a few years
($21.50),and preparing Emery on the Fierasfer
he looked again for a farm. He indy and

after renting the

sold, and hired, several in succession, keeping

species. It invites:subscriptions at the annual
sate of $18.40, which will secure all it8 publica’

each years. definite list of expenditures, and
| tions, Natural history libraries and scholars
still felt it was ‘bard work and small profits,|
may learn particulars of B.. Westermann, &
Florida attracted hia ‘attention, and he went|
Go., New York.
South, wher& he found farming no more sucThe fall publications of Jansen, MiCihg &.
cussful; “The story . closes with his return
North:
ary’s Statement” throws light on Co. will include & new volume by Prof. Swing
her in ’s character and stpluife the cause entitled, Club Essays, ¥ a series .of short papers on varjous ‘topics, some of which have
of some of his difficulties.
The story is ¢% a bit sarcastic” on ‘the farmer been read 'heforé the Chicago Literary Club
who is impatient for results dnd neglects the (to ‘whom the book is dedicatéd), and others
‘¢ Familiar
cultivation of that great virtue in: practical added to complete the volume.
Talks on English, Literature,” by Abby Bage
life, common sense.
Ore can but la
at the
sincere tinconsciousness of the hero,
hether Richardson; a * Life of Beethoven,” Jreneiatsd
in New York or Florida. | People who un- from the German of Louis Nohl by Mr. J.
derstand farming will enjoy the many comical |Lalor, and uniform with the ¢ Life of Mozart 2
in’ the series of' Musical‘ Biographies; and
expressions. - They. may also derive’ lessons
from them and Jesrii the truth of the olg Prov: “ Musie-Study in Germany,” by Miss Amy.

down’ and prayed, +O dear who is mighty fo save.”
Jim's father was just: intending to call
a
save, will ye tell a poor |
‘Aman may well bear his cross pas ‘intellectual culture properly balanced.
out to him to bring that money to him, tiently, whilst on the road. 2 wear his | with heart qulfire. = Quergusn i
feller
wh
re
to
get
a
few
c/usts
or
some-£3888 fo i oi seller's Sie otherWid he'd * have some good drinks now,” but- grown.
erh. that aA rolling. stone sathers no tess. | Fa;{ the well-known piniey
! Hay Weekly,
id
ho A

Fa

I's
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Sh

own protection they

that they ought
to have a greater man.
They are as fearfulof losing their main
chance by retaining their preacher as he

following from the Baptist Weekly?
Some church choirs can make more

is afraid of losing it if he is retained.

after the uptoar

So

Temperance Advocate by

|

thie Hon. Neal Dow, we find the following:

SE

a

knowledge, but to Boycott’s

misrepresen-

tationsy, +

RS

Sih

of them to the enmity of Captain
times, but fora

James

ness of purpose: cannot:
be

were
a

o

.

os

A North Carolina

correspondent of the

Chicago Tribune relates an interesting angcdote of a_man who

has been made fa-

mous by the writing of book:
&

Col. Keogh told me that Judge Tourgee placed some of the chapters of ‘* A
Fool's Erfand” in his

book,

hands; to offer

and

es-

able

to

to see is Mrs. Ellen Foster ‘of Iowa, once
a Boston girl, educate in the public

thé" poog

pay their rent, although they had themtages on it.

Stewart” is also present; 4nd a. lady

schools, and now quite prominent

He held arod of iron over

his tenants always, and obliged

them

work on his own farm on just such terms
as he chose to offer. They were his serfs

—not’as a “figure of speech

in Parlia-

life in Mayo.

they refused to obey,” then

he

If

had the

answer! from a re-

°

=r

i

/ Exhaustion
from Brain Werk. «

Boa Ew

“Few of our businessor professionalmen reach |
the age of
forty-five without brain and nervous
exhaustion—often fo an extent 'thft “forces |

f"

|

them to relax their, & ort, or ~abandon work} .,
or atime,if not

gether,

use of that vitalizing
a

York Tribune

to

although they had got him this time, be
wi
-even with them yet. His wife

of

Oxygen,” woald give
Testore
these wasted

: pA

neryous

Rev.’
D. D. |

energy,

after

being

restored

to

|

it to all

can use to secure a restoration ‘of exhausted
energies.” Drs. Starkey& Palen, 1109 and

1111 Girard : Street,
their, Treatise on

fair

many

¢ Compound

Pa.,

kind, for

Oxygen”

.free

ry"

Teo

PARTICULAR NOTICE. Obituaries should

Miss Frances E. Willard. Miss" ‘Willard
is of coarse here and prominent, and so is
Mrs. Mary A. Livermore.
Another ainong
the leading women is Mrs.
allace of

public.« For

the

excess

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those
sons who do

not. patronize

ia but Just that CASH should

Star,

| Bu

|

it]

LINEof eight

The Hour, commenting upon the drink-

“ing habits among women

on this side of

the Atlantic, says:
In New York fippling among women is
not as common: as it is in the more moist
and sluggish climate of England. Our
bright, sparkling air gives a buoyancy
to the spirits, which takes’ the place of
champaghe, But it would be a great
mistake to suppose that

women

here

do

not drink a great deal more than is good

for them, and that many happy households

“have not been broken up by this fearful
vices In Canada the love of drink is very
strong among women. ~The shops where
worsted and silks for embroidery are sold

fourteen hours a day, and ¢‘ feed themselves” at that; and yet this strike for
from thirty-two to sixty cents a day was
heralded as: a lawless interference with
the relations of ¢mployer and employed,
and one of the nefarious acts of the

;
other

week

:

A motto which milkmen

This spirit has been aroused éverywhere

ers work, on an average, from twelve to

League!
Only the

“ Keep to the write,” said the lawyer to

“on their knees that he, too, gave it up.

in the
tained
sell or
being

west of Ireland, and if it is mainevery landlord will be compelled to
lease his estates, because no human
will. work for him.
a

~ AMERICA
Rev. Dawson
Editor of the
concerning his

Land

Boycott issued

processes of ejectment—the preliminary
paper that precedes evictions.
The pro-

cess-server succeeded in serving two or.
three of them before Lis errand was
known.
But the women -whom “he had
served raised the alarm.
The signals

oa

‘“Lef well enough
rick.
:

/

Some one who béFieves that « brevity

the soul of wit,” writes’ “Don’t eat stale

Q clmbers. They'llW up.”
y
triumph of faith and sleeps. with the
Thie conscience money seat to the. chan- hope of a glorious resurrection. God
cellor of the English ‘exchequer. last year | children bereft of father and mother,
‘them in ear}y life to seek the pearl
amounted to over $30,000.
= /

AND AMERICANS,
Burns,A. M., writes to the
Londen Christian World
Butler’s , Analogy.—Professor:
Mr. T
late visit to this coun- . you may pass on to the ¢ Future Life ‘Mr.
‘T—’¢ Not prepared.”

I travelled in nine States, and to points
as far removed as Portland in Maine and
Harpers Ferry in Western Virginia; and

An Arkansas man
macaroni soup, but

and

on

railways,

as

price.

was offered a_plate of
declined it, declaring

in Bethlehem.

Her faith was

nad & capital address, delivered in Canada.

the process server, and

in

as minute

he

been published in the Stutes, thana sharp was covered from head to foot with the
reader tears from its plumage one of its sink and mud of the road, He turned
most conspicuous fedthers, appropriated and fled with the; crowd after him—the
without thanks from the pinions of an- police trying to protect him from the vioother bird, and hastens to advertise the ence of the mob of women and children.
attractive plume for the benefit of its real There were some men present, but they
owner. An unusually well-written con- did not act. There were. a couple of

ly large surface of ordiniry

social

life.

One error and injustice hope
I
1 was
preserved from—that of seizing upon, and
citing, individual peculiarities as though
they were national attributes. Even the
nasal twang which is supposed to attach
to*Americans generally was far less dis-

er,” said

the

chief

to

the

news

Name

«Next day the constabulary had made imparted by their mental and conversa-,
%
re Pas
arrangements to have a force of 100 arm- tional gilts.
#where the whole bodyof the Ietter is to be~ ed men and sixteen mounted constables
1
"found as a portionof'a: charming essay . to protect the Jrosgss-Se ver in his work,
There is a laughable story told of the late as it'Was thé last day on ‘which these _ I'saw only one case” of pogket-flask
He writs could issue ifthe cases were to be drinking on steamer or train ; and in. the
greatly beloved Bishop Wangh.
heard the late Rev. Thomas B. Sargent ‘brought before the next session of the the hotels; at meals, ‘few persons took
preach a very fine sermon upon the 24th court... But the process-serer declined’ .intoxjeating liquor. | I ed i not. hear one
‘and 25th verses of the third of Daniel, in to go with them ; he was afraid. Nobody foul word, and but few va gar expressions,’
from landing to. re-embarking. Vice,
which the words, ** True, (3 king,” often else could be hired to take his place.
i gross and hideous, there/is .in the
great
appeared. The Bishop enjoyed the SerThe parish priest and curate, who ceritres¢f population there, as with us;
‘mon greatly.
He. was on familiar terms
were anxiously watching these : proceed- but it ought in candor to be remembered
with the preacher, who was his’ compan- ings, finding that the threats of Boycott
jon onctas a delegate to the Wesleyan to evict their people had been frustrated, that not" a little of this is of European
exportation; and that many of the greatThe Bishop was called’ to
Conference.

Englph volume,

congratulated the people, and especially
the women, on the valor they had shown
in defending their homes.
eople,
* During Thursday, while the

Baltichagrined. Wheh he returned to
more he hastened to the study of the
offending preacher. * Tommy,” he said,
in the familiar terms of his accustomed
* youstole that serwon, you
address,

a

number of them rushed down to Lough
Maske House, the residence - of Captain
Boycott, the agent, and drove off all the
laborers, servants, and other hangers-on
of the place, and since then there has

not

rogue.” ‘ True, O bingy was the ready been a
person on it except the. family
and amusing answer. - It is impossible to themselves. Even the herds went away,
is.
borrow even at second-hand. “There
so that the Captain has to take care of his
den that shall ‘not be révealnothin
own cattle. He farms about four hundred
'hi¥ ia a law of the universe, Hon- acres, and the people have - resolved that
“ed
ard
thetrue- he shall get no laborers. in’ that vicinity
esty is not only its own rewfo.
hearted; but is sure, in the long run, to be and no house-servant, and that—they wont
the best policy.
;
allow anybody to work for him. They
Ue
—

are determined to drive him out of the
Professor Swing speaks of 4 spirit of OE
:
:

unrest, and we clip from his article in
the Alliance:
2
Preachers are falling vietims to this
- contagion of unrest dnd- the ' denomina-

tions which once had what they called =»
settled ministry find now that their pastors are as unseitled as a lot of butterflies

in a/ten-acre meadow.

It will soon coifie

to pass that the clergy will be employed
by tlie year or week ahd that installation

will be about as absurdas the formal initiation of a man whois to read us a poem

+ «Ib ig
*t that while
proeess-server,
the Earl of

1émarkable,” added Father John,
the people were stoning the
they = were , cheering « for
Erne, and deservedly so. Oa

Friday night, the tenantry to a man as-

gembled and sent‘a letter
apologizing

for

their

to

the

treatment

Earl,

of

his

agent, bu stating that they could held no
further communication’ With - him, - either
officially “or otherwise,

and that they

would never pay him a shilling,

but

as

soon as they conveniently

do

so,

could

‘at a. commencement or o explain a pan- they would pay any other person
\d
;
;
>
fo*
Sh

whom

than 800. soldiers’

zens of American descent.
Instead of
abusing Americans for evils arising from
such a source, Ifeel that we ought to extend to them our consideration

and

pathy on that very account.
‘As 1 intend to deliver a couple

sym-

Te
of lec-

tures in Church-sireet Chapel: Edgwareroad, on ‘America us I Found It,” [ shall

and I

am

the

only

one

who

psia————

speech, and
pS
ARERR

E

RE

one

relig-

"ANOTHER ASSEMBLY OF WOMEN.
We supplement our last.eek’s clipping from the Boston correspondence
of thé Springfield Republican, #with the
following extract from the same correspondent's pen:
:

The

places

sggwen from near by and, distant

drawn to Boston this week by the

convention:
Christian.

eof the

‘Woman's

Temperance

Union

*,

a different

National

_ are

3

type

than

those

of

..

“

who

gether in the rpeent woman's

came

to-

congress.

hey are 1¢ss brittiant and wore. seriou.

One package will make six qtsof Médicine,’

Get it of

.

;

your Drugqgist, he will order
/ Jor you. ot hy $1.00.
bd

Lid
In response to the urgent, requests of great
numbers of people who prefer to purchase a

|

pareitin liquid form as well asdry.

most people.

Price, $1 per bottle,

LIQUID AND DRY SOLD

BY

DRUGGISTS.

| WELLS, RICHARDSON & CO. , Prop’rs,

Burlington, Yt.
Te

O70

Don’t
‘Quincy, Mich.

fail to write

3

i

BUCKEYE
BELL FOUNDRY
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churche:

|

"Schools, Fire Alarnfs, Farms, ete. FULLY
WARRANTED.
Catalogue sent Free.
VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati, O.

H

1y1

f

FREE 5s

Mfg Co. |

ASEATS VANTE

$3 sa, Yop)

.

knit a

Knit

: EVERYWHERE:
to
sell the best Fami=ever invented. . Will
with HEEL and | TOE

achine

pair of stockngs

complete, in 20 minutes.

Tt-will also knita

ve a
variety of fancy werk, for which there is a
ready market. Send for circular and.terms to the
Wash:
Twombly Knitting Mac hine Cos, 408
y

PULLMAN
which thls

For Internal and External Use,

'

Is a SURE CURE forall the Diseases for whichjt Is recommended, &and is ALWAYS

¢

PERFECTLY

SAFE in the hands of

even the most inexperienced personsy =

iin

It is a sure and quick remedy for, COUGHS, SORE
THROAT CHILLS, and similar troubles; affords instant relief
in the. most malignant forms of DIPHTHERIA, and is the best
known remedy for RHEUMATISM and NEURALG

| THE OLDEST, BEST, AND MOST WIDELY KNOWN
FAMILY MEDICINE IN THE WORLD,
.

It has been used with snch wonderful success in all’
paris of the world for CRAMPS, CHOLER Ay DIA RRH(EA,
that @, iy

DYSENTERY, and all BOWEL
COMP.
considered an unfailing guge ifor these diseqises.

t0'|

‘HAS STOOD THE TEST OF 40 YEARS’ CONSTANT |
©

USE IN ALL COUNTRIES AND CLIMATES.

1t is RECOMMENDED

by Physicians, Missionaries,

Ministers, Managers of Plantations, Work «Shops,
Factories, Nurses in Hospitals—in ‘short, by Every

and

. everywhere who has ever given it a trial:

Vel

It ghould always be used for Pain in the,Back

and

and brings speedy and permanent relict in all cases of
Outs, Sprains, Severe Burns, Scalds, etc.

|
beg
¥/

Side,

Brui

NO FAMILY CAN SATELY BE.-WITHOUT IT. It wi. annually save many times its doet in doctors’ bills, and its ‘prico
brings it within the reach of all, It is 1d at Z50v S00 ana $1.60

PERRY DAVIS & SON, Providenc
& bot{le, and can be obtained from

¢ As one

eR. L..
Proprietorss

‘

1

Is the GREAT STEE) LINK in tho JIGHLY CRAIN
BL UFFS, KANSAS CITY, ATCHISO! N and LEAVENWORTH,
"
he Contagut from ihe Atlantic to the Pacific.
}
3 o
ins
way are run over its perfect track. and avery S¥itiance
a
fort
Of its patro
rovided.
r_the safet

PALACRx SLEEPING COACHNS RUN
fireat Route has become renowned,

THROUGH,

und to i

Express

Trains

i

oe

tno of those

FAROUS

PAYACE

DIVING

CARS for

Owned bby One Company Running Through Cars from Chicago into The, State of Kansas Without Changs,’
RalleoadOwned
Rallrond

Ta. KIMBALL, Gent Supt.

nt
’

a

“IT IS WITHOUT A RIVAL AS A LINIMENT.

struck him.

Odty
is Thehe Only
This

~~

ington St.. Boston, Mass.

Between CHICAGO and COUNCIL
i

3

26144

i

Blake

:

8 Samples and Catalogue of best sell.

{

AERA

53:8

3 §

SH,
MA
13t15eo0w

DR.

Cerra§ Td rentLLL

»

il

HABIT CURED at home, privately,
at low rates,
1,000 cured in. 10
ars.

waz
528"

I is

very concentrated, is put up in large bottles,
_and
is equally efficient
as that put up dry in
tin cans. It saves the necessity of preparing,
ds always ready, and ismere easily taken by

353

23s

Al

ond’ rejoicein Ql

A PURELY VEGETA BLE REMEDY

several times, grew red in the face and. hesitat--

EA
5

re WORT
KIDNEY

head ches ,

ad pnd \f

i

is-an in-

wakens

Turning toward the school, be said:

I pad

|

daughters

thought

endure nerv

atdoit

|’

The bishop was addressing & Sunday-sehBol,

called those who, are, substantially,
of

one blood, one
ion.
4

fh ;

s or sick

\

praise and pray.” ‘¢ Son,” said: the wise
father, ¢ you had better be asleep, too,
than wake to censure your brothers.”
No Tault can be as bad as the feeling which
is quick to see and speak of other people's
‘wrongs. —
:

ed; but at lasta bright

heat.

editor.

related te the children the story of Jucob’s
only add that I am more than ever im- and
dream of the ladder into heaven.
Closing his
pressed with
the
duty’
resting "on remarks,
he invited them to ask any questions
Christians of promoting; by tongue and: they had in mind. After a few seconds’ pause,
pen;-a spirit of godd will among the two alittle girl id a piping voice inquired: “If
great branches of the English-speaking the angels had wings, what did they want a
for to\climb into heaven >
his was a
race. They can’not be too much united; ladder
puzzler for the bishop.
He cleared his throat
and their union, if as close and cordial as
it onghtto be, will be sufficiently taxed
for the discharge of the world-wide mission té which, 1 believe, Providence “has

eT

“ils

“
‘un

The

ceeded to the Neale, where a meeting
was extemporized,and where Father.John

giving the name
Bishop was- deepl Y | were awaiting the arrival-of the police,

he read it, as published,

of its author.

they pro-

‘More

3

|.

have been reared within its walls, and 350,
have been placed out as schoolmistresses,
and other teachers or in domestic service.
Of the girls admitted during the last year
Mifteen were daughters’ of soldiers who
were killed, or who died, during the war |
in South Africa.
:
Remember the good old rabbi who was
v
est difficulties and dangers of the United
awakened by one of his twelve sons saying.
States have an origin outside the eciti- ¢ Behold ! my eleven brothers lie sleepifgyi

and

gent layman, who said he had been greatly interested in the discourse ever since

Then

26teow3s8

teresting British charity, twenty-five years
old.

WOH

Do not con-

good time, and was

congratulated’at its close by an intelli-

and the process-server..

hundred

the” police

Gisease / 13

only.

it the substance of his.qrdination sermon.

He had a reniarkably

arrival of

Clintonville,

fit de shelves I kin t'ar a piece

" The Soldiers’ Daughters’ Home

+305

Reallh.Tt 1s &'@ry, vegetable compound and

ys for an entire Meck
el Cars.

made

were waiting the

from Ballinrobe

where several

Brog:,

[TY

op Why Suffer Bilien
pains and
Wh
with
les: Cong
Ww hh frichioied overdisordered

arposes

impressed him that-he

to Lough Maske,

Jifit don’t

Sleeping Cars. for Sleeping purposes,

so strongly

brought out a brass band

Clinton

jo

and pestoring their power, to tlwow off
Ny,

and lead
of great
CoM

“off. myself.”—(ralveston News...

run Palace

preach at a Western Conlerence soon after; and the discourss of Dr. Sargent had

10c..

fs vf em

y causing free action of thess organs

_paper:~~““How long do you want it? ”’ ask‘ed the clerk.
¢¢ Jess.as long as it is, boss.

We

page, in an instructive

on,

% , ,

§ Why

Sggong, and she

Onn.

¢ Can’t doit,” replied the subaltern. “Why
tiiguishable
than
I.
expected
among
the
not?”
¢ ’Cause there’s only two seconds
to
suited
. tribution from a familiar hand,
hundred women and children.! The mob mass of men. Iam forced to .confess, in it.” (Verdict of accidental death, causthe'season, appears in our columns, and: knocked the pracess-server down. several
ed by sudden increase of salary.),
reiuctantly, that American women have,
from some distance this side of the North times with-stones, and never ceased until as a rule, a shrillness of intonation which | - A -colored:
man -came into a Galveston
Pole, before the week is out, conies a let- they-left him outside of the parish. .
detracts from the .pleasure otherwise newspaper office and wanted to take the

ter giving the name
of the chapter and the

J

§

was ever ready to give a. reason
of her hope.
When the time of her departure drew near,
death to her had no terror, and she longed to
depart-and be with her Saviour.
;.
M.

wered : “I am like the Prodigal Son, my
¢ I will
dear. I will reform by and by”
be like him too,” she said. ‘‘ I will arise
y
ad go to my father.”
¢ Make a minute of that duel, Mr. Shear-

Are. We Sick?

=

dead in |bless fhe

asin hotels and private houses, I was
ter the fourth cabin the peasantry rushed brought into direct intercourse with all dicotyledonous exogen, with a monopetaSISTER NANCY JANE, wife”of Humphry
from every direction to give him a Mayo classes, and with many thousands of lous cbrolla. and a central placenta.” If Grant
died at North Lebanon, Me., Oct. 20th,
you are in a hurry you can call it primrose
reception.
:
in EN
persons,
living
and
acting
under
condiaged 83 years.
She was baptized sixteen years
are especially constructed so as to have a.} "Twill tell what happened in the words
idstead.
=
rendering inevitable the manifestaago by Rev. Theodore Stevens and united
little bar? in the-rear, and the fairest of of Father John. Itook them down in tions
with the N. L. Free Baptist church and provtiou of natural tastes and habits, and disRev. Dr. Hall said every blade of grass
the sex may be daily-seen—by the initi- short-hand :
herself a worthy member till death. Her
EE
position, .I was not prejudiced for or was a sermen. The next day he was amus- ed
intense sufferings were borne with remarkable
“sated —inibibing cocktails and other * fancy
¢ About two or three. weeks ago the against the Americans as a nation.
The ing himselfby clipping his lawn, when’ a patience.
Although she clung ‘to her friends
“drinks. This tippling is only to be found tenants were called into the rent office— .*“tall talk” in which some of them indulge parishoner said, “ That's right, doctor.
to the last, ever ailing to do something useful
among the Anglo-Saxon population.
=
the tenants of” the Earl of Erne. The I do not admire ; nor am I converted to Cut your sermon short,”
for them and to make their lives. more. pleasant, yet she met the dying hour with remarkaEarl lives in County Fermanagh.
Cap- the belief that the English language is
Teacher: Suppose you had ¢wo sticks
able “calmness and a firm trust in Jesus; and
‘We clip the following "bright
and tell- |
oyct,
agent,
his
asked
the tenants spoken in its greatest purity west of the cof candy, and your big brother gives you
talked of her departure to the spirit land as
two more, how many have you got then ?” quietly as one would speak of taking a journey.
ing editorial para graph from Zions Her to pay their rent. They refused to pay it Atlantic.
unless he would make a fair réduction.
But having, as I think, kept my wits Lattle boy (shaking his head) *“ You don’t A husband, mother, sister and other relatives,
ald:
They were told they would not get a shil- about me during days and nights of travel know him. He ain’t that kind.of a boy.” | the church and society feel deeply afflicted.
Somebody will be sure to hear or read ling of reduction:
But our.great loss is"her greater gain. i
be
He -then threatened week after week, I can bear my honest
Two Harvard students have been arrestit, if in your sermon or contribution for. them with eviction. *
:
and willing testimony to the almost ed at Cambridge for carrying away a sign ; with Christ is far better.”
the paper you make too generous a use
*¢ Last Wednesday the process-server uniform _ courtesy, sobriety, and intelli- and édnducting themselves in a disorderly
of another man’s literary work—somebody came to the estate, accompanied by eighence of the people with whom I mingled. manner generally, and have been held in
Free of charge. Your Druggist will refand
who has a remarkable memory and can teen armed constables. * * Before the
he criticism which relates to external $300. bonds.
your
money
if Dr. Bull's
Cough
Syrup
give the page and paragraph where the fourth house could be served the people manners must, of necessity, be:somewhat |
does
not give you satisfaction and cure your
At’a hotel tafe a<child attracted considunacknowledged quotation can be found. gathered, and the woman of the fourth superficial ; but I have observed that very erable
Cough.
attention by saying repeatedly: “I
of house, a Mrs, Fitzmorris, told the process- much of the adverse ecriticisin
© A studious. Presbyterian clergyman
upon want a cake.” ¢¢ You havehad five ®or six
“Lowell readily drew from amoug his server that she would lose her life before America and Americans has been of this already,” replied the mother. ¢Them’s
11 A YEAR and expenses to a; ents. Outfit
pamphlets the very able and eloquent dis- she would allow him to serve a process | kind, apd
I may, therefore, claim to be not the ones I want. I want a fresh one.” |
Free. Address R. O. VICKERY, Augusta,
course he heard from a Methodist preach- on her.
CRE
FR ead
i
8, fr
river
y
Atacand
:
i
a witness of what I saw and heard in the
A young wife, remonstrating with her
er.on a Conference Sunday. No sooner
¢t The crowd ‘of women then attacked course of a visit covering a comparative- husband on his dissipated habits, was anAll Gold, Chromo & Lit’g. Cards, (No 2 alike.)
were thrown out, and before he could en-
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broth-

. MRgs, CLARISSA G., wife of Stephen M. Gilman, died at Clarksville, N. H., June 30th, aged
"58 years. ,Sister Gilman gave her heart to God
in early youth and united with the F, B, church

that they * couldn’c play off any biled pipe
stems on him.”
:
Professor Huxley calls ita corollifioral-

well

:

i

combined attion gives U won-{Y

8 Because
we allow these

aged 42 years. Sister . H. gave her
heart to
Christ some years ago, was: baptized by: the
late Bro. Gilford and ‘united with: the ¥. B
chureh at Littleton. She was an earnest, faithful
laborer in the vineyard of the lord; lived in
hope of salvation through Christ, died in the

is
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i

and the KIDNEYS.
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W. Hatch, died in Bethlehem, October. 19th,
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ér and the fon little children se sadly bereft of

should heed:
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try:

in steamboats

trustingly confided and commended our:

Only

LIVER,

MES. ABAGAIL, wife of Benjamin Burohafh | B® This
died in Betblehem, N. H., August 16th, aged
y

faced old lady, who dresses in the oldtilne Methodististyle, a dress similiar to
convention work along withjzeal, and they

his lazy clerk. —Stubenville Herald.
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of young women temperance. workers and
has taken part in public meetings
with

in the

Philadelphia,

to all who write for it.

lawyer, who has traveled extensively
through the West forming organizations

to such a pitiless, yet'absolutely legal, ostracism for the same reason that ‘the \ wife
and daughters of the new tenant begged

men will generally vote for special sepa- Had to go from
gabin to cabin te eeax the
rate . % Prohibition? candidates. ‘Bus Jit» ‘people to coma
and work forshim at their
has not come yet.
_| owrrvery moderate terms..
hese. Jabor-

&

PU . LMONA
. 6.

Reed, of Sonth
Amboy, who was greatly |
run down by over-work, and consequent was

years preached as a Methodist revivalist:
rs. Fannie Barnes,- wife of a Chicago

Whitelaw

1 am simply dffirmifing the fact. The time
‘may, come When our zealous temperance

NN

:

An occasional |

seut to guard it, In the meantime Lord
-66 years.’ Sister Burnham professed faith in
wer to ruin them, and he did not falter Mountmorris had beem-murdered; Cap‘Christ more than thirty yearsago; was baptized
in
using
it.
:
Shy
| tain Boycott was in no danger, so one of
Reid, thinking he would like to publish it
They are by Hey: C. E. Blake and united with the F. B. |
the movers of the social excommunication are drawing large - audiences.”
ut Reid | The land agitation sudden
ag a serial for political effect,
very religious;
have their morning prayer- | church in Bethlehem and subsequently with-|
declined”it. » The price asked for it was the tenantry to a sense of their power told me, because the people: had’ deter- meetings, aud some of JSDED BES trained the church in Littleton. From the effect of
only. $1000; did‘ I believe,” said Col. ‘within the law, if they would combine mined to show that they could drive “him exhorters. ~This is the organization which paraivas, Sister B/ was for the last four yearsof |
life confined to her room most of the time,
Keogh, *¢ that; after the Tribune declined| and use it. The first revolt against Boy- out of the parish without violence or .appeals: to the mayor every now and then yeter she
was ever cheerful and bappy in thebope
Mrs. Boycott wentta the usit, $500 would have bought it,-so many" cott was in their refusal to work for 32 bloodshed.
to/shut
up
liquor
saloons
on
special
holi:
|
of
blessed
immortality. She was the light of the
ual shopto buy bread, Her ;money ‘was
and calamitous had been the author’s cents a day for men and 24 cents a day Jotuted.
home
circle;
the friend of ull, a noble woman
days,
and
which
has
asked
him
to
try
and
She
had
fo.
send
to
Ballinrobe
misfortunes.”
;
: for women at harvesting. They insisted
get alongat public “dinners; without. wine | and true - Christian. She! rests from her
or
it.
0
oO
wii
C
o
r
be
sag
tiT
labors, and her works do'follow her. - .. «i
that they, shold pay the ordinary harvest “The constables are useless, because, ty- oi the tables for the guests,
~ MrS. MARY
A.; wife of Silas Wheeler, died
“Dr. Cuyler says in the’ Natignal, Tem- | wages of 28 6d for men ..and ‘1s 6d for _rannical as British rule is in Ireland,no
law
in Bethlehem, October 6th, aged:43 i years. |
i
omen. The whole neighborhood re-’ compels any. man, either to work for a
§
i
Sister
Wheeler
professed «faith in Christ in
_ perance Advocate :
oo FAOTS_AND OQURIOSITIES.
sed. The willful old fellow swore he
or sell. to
The man who sells sieves is in -the hole- early life, was Baptized by. Rev. A. Shepard
, ‘Among all the most hard-working tem- would not be dietated to—he, wha had al- audio or his agent, or to buy
and united with the ¥;' B. church in Bethle- | Mei:
Se
7
woos
sale business.
wpa
pérance
men in Brooklyn 1'do not ‘know ways dictated to them—and ‘he and his
hem and subsequently. withy the: church: at | Within a week, & man who took &: farm
Littletoh.
Sister Wheeler was one.
of ;the pa-|
of more.
than half a dozen who vote ‘a. nephews and his wife-and his neices: and . from
The beehive is the poorest thing in the
which a tenant who’had been ousted,
tient,
trusting, suffering Christians, especially |
third-party
ticket in contested elections. "house-girls went into the harvest-field and could nat buy for ready cash provisions, world to fall pack on. = ©
°
during the , last year of her: life, She never
I am net commending or censuring those
an to reap and bind.
:
for his family. in‘the cityof Limerick; and
~ Few people are soselfish as to keep their com igethpus nyliently endurtd to the end,
who refuse thus to vote a separate ticket ;
and has fallen
#@sleep in Jesus,to whom
: she | - Boycott soun gave out, and swore that, in another conrtyi family vas subjected Opinionsto themselves.
of the New

¥

agent, now so widely | _

known
as *-Compound’
nature the
power to

questioned.

visitin ar yean schools and colleges;
Miss
Alice
Wittenmeyerof Philadelphia,
who: wrote the history of the woman's
temperance crusade ; Mrs. Mary T. Lathrop of Michigan, who has’ for several

West ineducational, reformatory and other
work. She is both young afd pretty, and
dresses, so women
say, in the best of
taste, These women are pushing their
Captain Boycett suddenly left his estate,
and a detachment of constabulary was

to

|- &

er a most thorough and continued
trial of its
ham academy;
Mrs. M.. A.. Stonévof worth as a remedial and ‘restorative agent,I | The astonishing suceess of this Elitir, ana
pronounce its valueto be: above that. of gold
Connecticut, who was one
of the commitand voluntarily commen 4d | the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of
tee of the national education “society | and silver.brainI freely
workers as the best thing they | its superiority over all other remedies of the

conclu-

selves reclaimed the land from sterility,
and drained, opened it, and built the cot-

into

they ‘failed

"

Lawrence university and now of Wilbra-

to

little farms

the - ment,” but as a faetof

through a friend of his on the - staff

. But two days after I heard the

perbapsf

through the use of “this agent, gives. it
Steele, wife of ‘the : former president of health
this voluntary
aud strong.endorsement:¢¢ Afi-

sion of this first uprising of the peasantry
in Ireland against the petty despotism of
‘the land agents.
Cs
that of the Friends. Rosy-faced ‘‘ Mother

house,
if from any ‘cause

ballot”

ladder?” - Back came the

Among the women heré and taking lead: | breed

Boycott.

not

question,

mote _dorner. of the ropm:, + Because, they.
was molting, siz!” The good bishop sat, down.
— Springfield Repub ican,
WE em BAN
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A
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criticised, their "earnestness and single-

:

year or two back,

pecially la8t year, they
ay them.”

most merciless miscreants in
Mayo—a
man who never hesitated to fling families

out of their

redressing |

cry, for the

crusade in Western villages and, towns

The rents were fair SHoUgh fr prosperats

-| who is this'peaceful farmer? ~ One of the

3

fo

against liquor dealers and dram-shop
keepers. - Much.as their methods may be

Belguia in the Chicago Inter Ocean:
~ 4 Thats the way to treatia fool’ said,
who live by politics as a trade. . As a
Lo ndon papers have told about a farmer Father John.
rule, they care for nothing but votes
| here who has been ¢‘terrorized.” ‘But b- * And so say we all—"
:
for what votes will procure. These
‘obtain

devoted

for nine months previously on: charity. | ing parts .in. the. convention. are Mrs.
They got no help of any kind from thé Mary A. Wood idge: -A'comsin’ of Prof.
landlord;
and they attributed his neglect. Maria Mitchell 'of “Vassar; Mrs.’ S. J.

\ - professional , politicians—that is, by men
are influenced by nothing but by ho
fear—hopeto obtain votes and
fearof losing votes and failing to/
profit and honor; . :

more

ballot; but for t 3 hi Fadi.

““ The majority of these people,” continued Father Jobn, *“had been supported

OAPTAIN-BOYCOTT.
In-our editorial columns mention is
made of a Captain Boycott. We clip in regard:to him from a letter by Mr.

Parties are and will be “controlled by

to

one attributed it to his own desire or even

+0

In an article contributed to-the columns :
"of the National

determined

conduct had sometimes been harsh, but no

man because

~~

had ceased.”

had

sole aim, and

his

1 fheir | ‘woman's’ wrongs. . They,

tain Boycott had become his agent, his

noise than niusic. - Lately in: one of the it often happens that.both parties are
iIthaca churches, after an. opening piece pleased at a dissolution of the pastoral
of this sort, the minister opened the Bi- relation —the chureh becaus® it can find

ble and began readingfin Acts 22d,
** And ‘now a better man, and the

ing

and.

refuseto haVe any further dealings with anlys, They are of the order of people
him!
ar pide
RET
:
who’are. terribly..in earnest with selfFather'John: described the Earl as an
assumed missions. Someof them were
absentee, but
a fair landlord. Since Capr. conspicuous in'that remarkable woman's

perhaps they are so stupidas not to realize

Is there one who can not appreciate the

agent-had been

asked: this
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i. and Pass. 4g’t, Chicago. -
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child has
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#| and will live in" his trunk.
of the preacher is fully equatled by the
fidgety state of his parish. His people
«all sit in the pews ~with the feeling ‘that

little

‘yey

The

singer

‘sesany

GLANOES AT THE PAPERS,

work.

preacher will be like the actor: or
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ge

the Earl should appoint to ‘receive the They. are less theoretical
but more
rent.. ‘They said they had. come to. this practical reformers. They are less * anxthey were convinced iotS to secure’ woman's rights’ as’ their
The unrest resolution a

orama of Milton's great
.
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Hancock Takes

Several friends called’ on

Gen.

Governor's: island, 'New

tional Committee state that Garfield and

Ar-

one, and perhaps two of those

The Committee also says; “We have
the Legislature of every Northern

State except

Nevada,

where

To

Atlaguie, and I must not

jorget that 1 hive

a large unmount of vtlicial
the present moment.”

a straight-out

work awsitiug me
EAL

at
:

_Demoerat will be electedto succeed Mr. SharRailroad Accident.

After the fourth of March next the Unit-

on.

ed States Senate will stand 37 Republicans,

37

The 8.45 train from Porting
raitroad collided With. Saugus

Democrats and two Independents.
Two of
the Southern States given to the Democrats
in the above estimates are yet to'elect Senators
and it.is not unlikely that we shall secure one
fthem.
In the lower house of Congress we

mentioned:

nois 21, Indiana 15, Towa 11, Kansas

35, Ohio 22. Oregon 3; Pennsylvania 29, Rhode”
Island 4, Vermont 5, Wisconsin 10—total 218.
neces-

and hasd to sell at 12)

4

Gonsumptive.—Wilbor's

Comi-

$17, but not muh

Latest

|

right, aud,

curs

on

and

Greenback

.

baek Democrats

(from

Maine).

If

~ Greenback Republicans are counted

the

the tun-

and 8 portion

Republican majority of 11.
The

Western mess 30d extra mess at

A special dispatch

to

the

Boston

Herald

from Washington says that the “reported
ure of the peace negotiations between-the

failhel

ligerente, Chili and Peru, of which the Staté

in{ J

department
and the Chilian minister are
formed, leaves the matter in statu quo. The two
combatantiface one another glaringly, while
Ministers Osborne and Christiancy stand aside
proffering the mediation of the United States.
Our government will continue to offer its good
. offices through its diplomatic representatives,
oe bope that they will De aceepted. The
Chiltan minister, Senor Asto
Buruaga,
is

pleased with the failure of the
tions.

peace negotia-

He has insisted, since peace was

first

mentioned, that Chili would never accept
peace without honor and indemnity.
He is
isposed to think that Chili will not relax her
warlike efforts until Pern is” prostrate and
helpless, unless some stronger power interfere. He says Chili will not rest content with
what she has won, but will chasti
JLeru un-

~

til she has humbled her so that shé

will “never

—interfere or help any one else to interfere,
with the Chilian nitrate beds.
It is thought
that Bolivia will endeavor to: secure foreign
intervention to prevent the éxtinction of her
unlucky ally.
ae

"7 ‘A London letter in the New York Times
shows that English financiers dre in high
r-Spirite:-

HH

The last quarter shows

an

increase. of > 233

per cent. in imports-and 156 per cent. in exports.
This is considered as indicating an
epormous impulse to industry through - the

United

Kingdom.

Our

markets

for

home

produee are in all respects satisfactory, and
yet there is ‘a restlessness which betokens a
sense of insecurity. The desire for speculation assumes the form of an epidemic, with
one particular type of -diserder. Just now
+ gold mines are in fashion.
Men suddenly discover vas fields of unused weaith at their feet,
whieh héretofore they have permitted to lie

waste.

In

hitherto -unknown

distriets

you

find spots so auriferous that ‘any other
must be the standard of value—gold is so
monplace—at least you would ‘infer as
from the prospectuses daily published.
it is, id nuggets, graing, under xl forms,

metal
eommuch
There
eapa-

E..-.~bie‘of being extracted without difficulty to the

“extent of millions’ werth annually; the whole
property going for £5.000 in cash and the rest
+ in fally paid-Gp shares. ,The public actuall

! “find money for wérking buch ‘schemes, wit
. what result remainsto be seen.

Is promotion

i

of ecompuaies a subtle form of philanthropy in
which wen part with giant fortunes for a
song? Oftentimes, if their reports be true,
‘angels are entertained unawares, and a state-

it

sounds too good. It isa fact, the old story of
the two men who niade a wager "that one
* would not sell 100 real sovereigns in an "hour
at she price of 1d. each. They stood on
London
Bridge, and gublicly anpounced that the
experiment was for a'wager, and that the gold

they off red for soppe; was real; the publi¢
‘would not buy!
Tramways are. becoming a

0@
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ever: proved

so
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effectual—

to women.

«(14) Flute Forte.

:

took

H-adaches,

(16) Grand Organ

Kneé Stop.
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high, 4 Inches long

"A Discovery by Accident, *

ailments are effectually removed

a

’ Organs and Nervous System—and from the time of its
discovery has ‘rapidly increased in favor, gaining the

approval
and confidence of medical men and those who

have used it; it has become a favorite with all olasses, and
h
Lt a
d has
ded all other treatments. In short, such is its intrinsic merit and superi
ority, that it is now the only reéognized reliable remedy,

.
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Solon Robinson, well-known in journalistic
and agricultural circles, died at Jacksonville,
Fla., on Thursday.
3
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The vast extent of the

wonderful
mystery that

- Thirteen men were precipitated to the. bottom of the colliery at Mons, Belguim, Thursd
by the breaking of the hoisting apparatus, _~
killed.
foo
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:
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Postmaster James says that more than 1,600,
000 sealed letters werereceived and Uistrfbuted
in New York by the post-office Saturday week,
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~ A decree has been issued in Hayti increasing
the export
pounds,

duty

on logwood

beginning

$1.50 per 1,000

December

16.

will then be $4.50 per ton..

The Dublin

=;

The

duty

:

Daily Express, a Protestant

paper, discussing the prosecutions against
members of the: Land League, says: if the gov-

n trast or by corporate bodies or ‘as
personal
invest,
. «Fhe Corporation of Liyerpool
some time since required two millions

on the

security of their rates. They Offered 34 per
cent., und the stock was taken at 98 within one
+

week, double the amount being
upplied for.~
‘The Midland Railway bas asked the public for
alike amount, and I do not doubt that it will
be sold at a premium, as they offer 4 per cent.

three-persons. being.
wounded.

The

killed

and- three

criminal carelessness

switchman caused the disaster,

badly
of the

~~

The Czar of Russia has informed the powers
that he i8

indixposed

to participate

in any

action in'the East unlesy European concert,

maintained.

is

The Shah of Persia has appealed

to Russia for help against the Kards. "The

Educational.

~~

“The fall term of Parsonsfield Seminary
elosed Friday, Oct. 29, having had a pleasant.
and successful term.

The

Calliopean

and

government consented to give help under

cer-

tain limitations,

a

i

feet. and mining in the vicivity has been sus-

pended.

:

a

When Garbaldi arrived at Milan the. bther
prospects for the next term, which opens Nov.
16, are quite flattering. Owing to the ipcrease day to be present at the upveiling of the monuqt
the batile of
_ ‘of applications for board, the hoarding bouse ment to those who fe
.willbe opened for the accommodation of stu ‘Mentana, he was s8o’closely surrounded by the
dents ut the beginaing.of
. tbe next term, and

* mo pains will be spared to make
home

for them.
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